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The Voice Of

"It is better to protest

•

The
Howard

than to accept
injustice"

Community

-Rosa Parks
1963
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 17,'1978 .

Carribean Students Elect Leaders Today

•

Leads to Success in Tupelo

CSA Elections
Amid Controversy
By Lawrence G. Hawkins
•

Hilltop St.1ffwriter

Elections are being held within the

Caribbean Students Association toda y
after weeks of charges and countercharges of elec tioneering and intimidation on the part of the executive
board and c la ims of moves to destroy

the CSA .

The incident occurred as it was
described and to thi s day there ha s
been no apology from the board ."
la shly conti nued. '' The key issue is
that there is an unwillingness on the
part of the CSA executive board to
hold elections. The elections were
scheduled for the beginning of the first
semester. It i s now November and they
ha ve not been held .

In a rally last month protesting the

fact that the executive boa rd of the
CSA has failed to ho ld yearly electi ons,

members o f the CSA filed a petition to
the

H o ward

University

Student

Assoc iation , asking that they look into

the matter.
At the rally,
c harged

that

students

several
the cur rent

c h ief

executive of the CSA , Karen Asher, is
maintai ni ng
her
administration
/hrough the use of intimidation and
violence perpetrated ;against detractors
of the exetutive boa rd .
One student who b'r ought the matter
to the attent ion of the Hilltop did so
o n the grounds that his name be
withheld and hi s identity protected . He
said that this was for hi s own '' personal
security."
The CSA member said , '' One of the
tact ics used by the cu rren t executives
is intimidatio n with the threat of
violence . If I give my name, I feel that
something could happen to me."
• When asked why he felt this and
what d id he have to su pport this
allegation, he said , '' In a February 10
meeting o f the CSA, one student spoke
out against proced ures within the
organization . Another member came
over and began to beat o n h im '. '
Although he could not prove that
the assailant wa s in any way connected with the CSA executive boa rd,
others w i th in the orga ni zation agree
with the student.
Member Holla ce lashly said. "' This
incid ent did happen ..~ nti I believe that
it was initiated by the executive board .

Edward (Thaki) Fullman
Hilltop Slaffwriter
Spreading the word of victory
through unity, Skip Robinson , president of the United l.eague in Tupelo.
addressed a student audience at the
School of Human Ecology auditorium,
Tuesday night .
Dec laring. ''the power is within you ,
you can change it when you learn to
stand on your own two feet." Robinson
told the cro\vd how the Black c itizens
in Tt1pelo have orga nized to combat
racism
Tupelo is the site of an organized
struggle for ra cial equality for· Bla c k
people in the United Stat es. led by t he
United league, Tupelo' s small Bla ck
population has fought the racist
Mississippi legal system and the Ku
Klux Klan

shot by a policeman and another wa s
found hung in hi s jail cell w i th hi s
hands tied behind h is back . They al so
demanded dec ent housing . jobs .
educat i on and an end to police brutality

Koren Asher CSA Chi·, { executive

'

.

lasly alsO said that another major
issue is that of the consti tution. He
said that the cu rren t constitu t ion wa s a
'rough d ra ft .' The former constitution
had been Jost in the Office of Student
Lif e.
In a recent interv iew w ith Asher , she
cal led these c harges fa l se and said the
cha rges have been made by peo p le
within the CSA ""1lo wish to foster
d isun ity throughout the o rganiz ation
When asked about the constitution,
she said . '' This informat ion is inco rrect . This constitution w as excepted by the Of fi ce of Stu dent life as
the
. official cons titution of the CSA
-

See CS A, page 6

., Americ a is sick We must rea ch out
to save Americd and do awav ~vith

Hlllt~p St1lfwrlttr

Haile Cer lma 's ' 'Wilm lnaton TenU.S.A. 10,000, " a docum entary fllm on
pol it ical prisoners in the United Stites
madt its world premiere last Saturday
and it was somethlna for the world to
see.
Cerlma , a professor at Howard
Uni versity in the T.V. and Fiim
Oepartmel"t, successfully documents

the pll1ht of political prisoners and the
Intense hardships Incarceration has
caused them and their famil i es .
As. the name indicates. the fllm
focuses on the Wilmlnaton Ten, a
group of nine Black men and one white
woman . The group led by the Rev. Ben
Chavis, a past Howard University
theology student, were convicted o f
firebombing a grocery store in
Wilmington . N .C.
The film , was the major presentation
at a program called ' 'An Evening in
Solidarity w ith Zimbawe and the
Wilmington Ten," at Hunter College in

Hilllop St•ffwriter

The Justice Department intervened
in the North Carolina Wilmington 10
case Tuesday by asking the North
Carolina federal judge to overturn the
alleged firebombing charges brought
against the qroup in 19721
1n an 89-page brief, Drew S. Days 111,
chief of the Justi ce's civil rights
division, said tht the defendants were
denied their constitutional right to a
fair trial .
The Rev . Ben Chavis is the only one
of the group to remain in jail, but the
other nine members are under
jurisdiction of the North Carolina
parole system.
Richard N . league, assistant attorney general in NortJl Ca rolina , said
. that the reques_! _by the departm~~
was an effort t o ' ' 1inflarre publiG
opinion'' when it ra ised the question of
ethics concerning the private contacts
League had with the judge following
the conviction hearings.

'

~

0
~

•
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infamou~ p ic ture of

Tanzan ian offic ials called A st le's
description of the confrontation as ·· a
big lie." They cla imed '' heavy fighting
is still going on ." ' The officials de cl ined
to make fu rth er statements o n the
issue
These confl icting re 11o rts can1e after
press relo.lses that Tanzaniil is mo b i·
lliina 6000 troop$ to rout Ami n' s 3000
soldiers hold inw the Kawera salient

a wh ite man

us ina an Ameri ca n flaa and pole to
stab at a Bla ck man ope ns the movie .
The pho to was taken In Boston durlna
a rac ia l d ist urban ce there, The movie
then ~ how s the same flau and pole,
wh ic h symbollzes the American
sys tem, stabbing at Bl11ck martyrs
lnclud ina Martin Luther Kina. Malcolm
X, Harr iet Tubaman , Ceorae Jackson
and An1ela Davis .

In Wllmrn jjlon. the scene opens wlili
two elderly Black women recountlna
the history of racism in that city. like a
chapter in Roots, they tell of the days
of slavery and some of the problems
Black oeOole faced then.
The film traces background information of the ''Ten 's'' case. Their
problems began after they organ iz ed
m·moker Halle Ger/mo
the Black community and demanded
the Wilmington School Board to teach
terviewing technique to relate most
Black culture and to guarantee fair
messages . He interviews students in
and equal edu ca t io n for Bla ck
Wilmingto n who describe the faults in
students.
See Solidarity poge 8
Geri ma uses a one-s ided •n-

.
testimony raised doubt about the
accuracy of the alleged event.
Hall's testimony placed the ten
defendants - nine Blac k men and one
white woman- at the scene of the firebombing in a ra cial disturbancy in
Wilmington, N .C. in1971 .
Because of the peculiarity o f ·the
case, both the Russian government and
Amnesty International viewed the
Wilmington 10 as political prisoner~ .
The Soviets view the case as one of

· many cases of injustices in the United
States.
Although the Ju stice Department
intervened in this case on the be.sis of a
''free trial'', this issue had been raised
eviously by the defense attorneys.
''The sig"n ificance is that the justice
ll.,.artment has added its weight to
our position, " James E. Ferguson. chief
defense lawyer, saiii according to news
sources.
Because of the Justice Department's
intervention in the case, it is no
assurance that the case will be over .
The move asks federal Judge
Franklin Dupree to issue a Writ of
Based on the civil rights division's
Habeas Corpus which would free
review of the case, it was found that
Chavis. but it does not limit the State
the State' s chief witness' , Allen Hall,

capitalism ," Robin son said .
.A slide show presented to edu ca te
the audien ce about the racist co rlditions in Tupel o , depi cted a publ ic unmasking of f ive of their lead ing members staged by the Klan. Four turned
out to be policemen ano the G rand
T1t;;in i s a local furnitt1re manu; acturer

Astle told reporters by phone that of
Hilltop St;iiffwriter
the 300 Tanzanian troops sent to regain about 710 square m i les of Tanzanian territory taken by · President
Claim ing that c rocodiles ate so nle Am in. '' not one Tanzan ian made it
of the first Tanzanian troops sent to re- across the river ... The crocodiles were
gain lost ter rito ry , Ugandan President · fighting ove r theirbodies ''
ldi Amin ' s British-born aide RobPrt
Astle said that Tanzan ia's attenipt to
' 'Our reconnaissanc.e
boys brol1ght
rout Ugandan forces in the Kagera tape recordings ba ck to President
~1ver region have fai led
A1n1n," Astle atlded . · Tlie sc ream s
w ere awfu l ' "

New York City .

An

'Skip' Robinson tells how Tupelo's Block citizens united.
The high sc hool pr inci1>al in the c ity
wa s al so discovered to be a member of
the KKK . The presentatio n also revealed that Klan members fired shots
at H oward Gunn , a United League
leader
E P Holan . a represerltat ive of
Parren Mitchell{D--Md). described the

By S. M. Camara

Justice Department Intervenes
for Wilmington 10
By Darrell Calhoun

•••
•
••
•c

situation in America as a war "' Thi s is a
· war we' re in; a war that mu st be fought
on all fronts ."
Hol an suggested 131ack peo ple t ake
offensive as well as defensive action.
'' It wa sn't the art iculate Bla ck people
talking to whites that brought forth the
Civi l Rights Law s. i t was the fighting
in the street s. We mu st f igh t in the
st reets while fighting in the cou rts," he
said .
·
Hazel Bradley of D .C. United to
Fight Back , said only wi th people
fighting back , will we change th~
syste m.
The program was spo nsored by the
Howard University Student Association and the United Graduate Student
Association . Carland Hunt, UCSA
member, said the incid ents in Tupelo
were not in a vacuum . '' Here at
Howard University things that were
won in the sixties, are now being
fought for to maintain ."
Dr . Ja mes Garrett. a political
science rrofe ~sor who was
denied ten~re by the Political Scie"nce
Depa rtment, said he sees a regeneration of the movement on c ampu s
Ga rrett said since he has been here
there have been vast ch anges in th~
student co mmun ity . Garre tt said there
\vas little difference in th~ struggle in

See Tupelo page 6

Tanzania Launches Counter-Offensive

'Wilmington 10- U.S.A. 10,000'
Makes Its World Premiere
Th1kl (E. fullm1n)

I

The re si dent s of the town and
su rrounding count ies unified and
successfully
boycotted
white
businesses after one 131ack man was

1

•

,

.

of North Carolina to try the ''10'' over.
Offic ials however feel that a retria l
would be '' improbable.''
Thi s year a massive march to free
the Wilmington 10 was held in Wash-'ington to ask Presi dent Carter to
pardon the 12roup, because of his wo rld

See Wilmington Ten page 7

Ripe
rape vicrim recounts
traumatic experience. Seep. 9.
A

Rad io Uaanda broad cilsted that
Ta nzan ia n . heavy art illery shelled
UiJandan pos i tions a c ros~ the KaiJera
river on Saturday . 111 response to this
shell ing , a<:cordin11 to the rad io, Am in
sent re inforcement to strengthen hi s
troops .
In ar1 ed itorial of Ta nzan ia ' s Daily
News, It was stated that Uwandan
troops '' k illed many of our people. ill·
• ·disc ipl ined troops raped women, razed
1 whole villages, ran off with cat t le at
the nat ional ranch, bombed a sawm ill ,
and destroyed a sugar factory ''

Master Plan
Howard University has a 20-year
master plan aimed at restructuring
and · revitalizing the Haward community. Details p. 2
'

Studel'.lt Discrimination
•
Many of Howard
University's
foreign students feel they are being
socially discriminated against by
domestic students. More P. 2

On Saturday, Rad io Uga nda repeated Amin's offer to w ithdraw h is
troops provided he wOuld not be attacked nei!her by the Tanzanian sold iers or by Ugandan exiles under for.mer Pres ident M ilton Obote, who he
deposed.

The radio statement said that if
Uaa 11da is invaded by either Tanzania
or the exiled guerrillas it is supporting,
Amin' s troops wilt ''ao deeper into
Tanzania, c·apture more territory ... and
'' never give up that ca ptured territory ."
Why Amin has attacked Tanzania
has become an academic subject for
speculation. Some so-called Uaanda
Wi------";,....i______ j experts claim on one hand that Pres i·
dent Am in has attacked to cover
Tonzlnlafind Uganda
serious Internal dlssention and mut iny
in his army, Some, on the other hand ,
As If to make amend , , Am in offered
whose theorlesdo.not d iffer from the
·to w i thdraw his 300 troops from the
f irst one, CQntend that Am in Is tryina to
Kaaera salient if Tanzan ia wlll auaran·
d ivert the attent ion of Uaandans from
tee that It would not Invade Uaanda .
severe econom ic problems at home by
However, Tanzania seems not to
try lna to rally his country on a patr iohave heard the offer. It reinterated its
tic i ssue.
goa l which it sees as mo re than just re-Stil l there is another sc hoo l of
gaining lost territory . Tanzan ia has
now set its Roal to toppling Amin' s reSee Tonzanla poge 8
1

New Demands Hinder Peace Talks
By S. M. Camara
Hilltop St1.ffwriter
After congratulating themselves on
w inning the Novel Pea ce Prize, Egyptian President Anwar El-Sadat and
Israeli · Prime M inister Men achem
Beg in en tered another round of knotty
problems. stalling the progress of the
peace talk s.
Negot iations have stalled on the
kind of relation, if any. that the
Egypt ian-Israeli pea ce treaty (i f a rrived
at) should have with the future of the
Palestinian Arabs, the W est Bank , and
the Caza Strip .
President Sadat, on the one hand ,
ha s been seeking a c lose tie between
the
negotiations under way, and
the issues centering o n the Palest inian

Iran
the

e.

g1me .
The pai/y News editorial stated ,
'' ou r sense of duty to Afr ica and the
rest of mankind l:>ehOoves us to deal
with Amin in the matter he understands most~destro-yi ng him and his
aggressor troops a long with their weapon·ry ."

the Iranian people continue to
revolt the shah has escalated his
counter-revolutionary measures by
arresting some of his political adversaries and declaring martial /aw in
certain areas. Details p. 3
'
As

''Mulatto''
Langston Hughes' epic play
"Mulauo " is now playing at the Ira
Aldridge Theatre. A HILL TOP staff.
writer assesses the sensitive play
which deals with miscegenation in·
the SLAVE South. More p. 1 Q-

problem and the oCcupied Pal esti nian
lands .
The Egyptian president ha s instru c. ted his delegat ion hea ds to find ways
and means of mak ing Israel t o comm it
itself in a language that could be translated in the context of the negotiations
under way. Thi s document is supposed
to con ta in the ba sic demands asked to
be met by the Arabs.
Egypt is demanding for the withdrawal of I srael's military government
in the occupied Arab lands and to establish a self-governing Palestiniaii
nation within nine months of the ratifica tio ns of the treaty under negotiations.
According to some Egyptian offi-.
cial s. the meeting of these demands
should coi ncide wi th the withdrawal of
I srael i troops and installations in the
Sinai desert if I srael agrees to implement them .
Sin ce the Camp Uavid summit, Israel has been resisting both the Egyptian demands and the compromise forwarded by the United States. The U .S.
suggested that the linkage of the cu rrent talks and the fate of the
Palestinian Arabs and their future
homeland be written in a treaty preamble .
But the Israeli delegation, with the
support of Begin and the Israeli cabinet, are only willing to prepare a
separate document which willl state
that negotiations on the occupied
West Bank and the Gaza Strip will
. start after the ratifi cation of the Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty .
The Israelis have made it clear that
they are not settina a time.table for dis
specific aspect of their ~lations with

other Arabs expecially if these Arabs
have "connections with the Palestinian
liberation Organization, wh ich they
refuse to negotiate wi th .
Despite the hard-line that the
Israelis are taking on these issues,
American spokesman for the EgyptianI sraeli peace talks George Sherman.
sa id on Saturday that the negot iat ing
parties expect their draft treaty '' to~e
successful and are determined ttlat
they will be successful ."
Howe· · ~r. the Washington Post
reported that an authoritat ive White
House OFF ICIAL, WHO DECLINED
-TO BE 1pENTIFIED SAID, ' 'I think for
the lirst time here there has begun to
be a gnawing concern about the outcome of the negotiations."
As if to underscore this assessment,
Begin, who was on a six-day visit to
Canada last week, said ''we have problems'' in the negotiations.
In order to solve these problems,
U .S. President Jimmy Carter and Secreta-ry Of State CyrUs V-ance intervened in
the stalling negotiations to help arrive
at a compromise language that both
parties coul d accept.
Carter had telephone conversations
with both Sadat and Begin in an effort
to bridge the gap between the two
Nobel prize winners. The conversations were followed by the Saturday
meeting of the U .S. and Israeli delegations to forge out a· tentatively acce~
table lansuitge that would coripromise lsraeli ' hard-line attitudes on the .
Palestinian issue and the ocCupied
territories.
Secretary of State Vance had a two-

Su Peoc• Talks- 7 _
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King Hassan Mediates In Peace Talks

Project Harvest Feeds the Needy
By Benit.a Overton
Hilltop St;1ffwriter
,\t a time of need many people for
the past ten years have
depend ed
on the plentiful suppl y of food
distributed by Project Harvest .
The main purpose for Pro ject
Harvest, sta ted Mrs. G reene, who
ini tiated the program '' is to feed as
many familie.s as we possi bly can in the
communit ies of Washingto n, D .C. for
Thank sgivi ng.''
The program gets its list of families
from various agencies th roughout the
c ity. Each agency sends workers to the
United Plann ing O rganization, the
headquarters for Project Harvest to
help put together baskets 'and
distr ibute them to their ass igi--ted
families.
Project Harvest aids other groups,
such as Effort For E)(-Convicts. (EF ECJ.
sen ior ci tizens, the Department of
Human Resour ces, St . Paul s, St .
August, and St. Martin Chu rches . The
program also aides S.0 .M .E.. a soup
kitc hen that feeds men at no cost, the
Mental Health Clinic, the Red Cr.ass.,
Pro ject Cross road , t he Salvation Arrny,
and the Depart_
m ent of Labor. This is

but a partial listing of the programs
zeaslously aided by the Project.
Pro iect Harvest receives ample
assi stance fro m rad io and televis ion
stations in the District . Some of the
su pport ive media people are Ruth
Hudgi n's of Morning Break o n channel
7. Angela Mason , Director of Commu nity Affairs on channel S, Claudia
Randolph on c hannel 9, and Ayeshah
Kaream of the program '' Sunday'' on
channel 4.
Jerry Phillips, host and moderator of
the Morning Sound o n WHUR, and the
Morning Sound Staff have long been a
great help to the cau se of Pro ject
Harvest. There has also been support
from Bill Keene, the Exec. Assistant to
the Vice-Pres. for Student Affairs.
Mrs. Greene stated that , ' 'among the
many box drops in areas arou nd the
city, t he program ha s been helped by
all n1ilitary outpos ts, for eight years. in
the metropolitan area." The employee's at U.P.0 . handle their regular
work load in addition to co ll ec ting
money and food for the project.
This yea r, students of va rying ages
will help by going to t he store,
dividing and bagging f ood . The
you ngest ones w ilt make decorations
to be given to se nior cit izens .

However, ''the response from the
Howard University campus has been
on a slow and small scale, " stated Mrs.
Greene.
There are a few specia l events that
will take place as follows:
- On Friday Nov. 17, Project Harvest
will present a Gospel show at lorten
Reformatory at 6:00 pm . on 14th St .

Project Harvest "feeds
as many families

Hilltop Staffwriter

- FIR ST OF SERI ESHoward University is a melting pot
for many diverse kind s of people
However, many foreign students find
that they are faced with biases and
prejudices among U .S. student s upon
arrival here at the lead ing Black institution .
Atala Solomon a graduate student in
the School of Arch itect ure and
Pla nn ing and a
South
African
felt that U .S. student s treated hi n1
indifferently and very cold . '' I was
surprised that the student s ~ere prejud ice'', he noted . ·· 1 wou ld expect
students of this cafiber to be more
informed .''
Solomon said that o ne of the biggest
problems he encountered wa s that of
la nguage. '' People laugh at me
because I talk with an accent . U .S.
~ Blacks have a difficult rit·ime understanding my speec h. Beca use of th is, I
fi nd it quite d ifficult to rel<i.te to them

•
beca use t hey are. very impatient with
n1y manner of speec h."
The Sout h A fr ica n al so noted that
o ne mu st try to understand the US.
Bla cks mentality. '' If they are coming
from the idea of the medi a-that
Africa is backward and that the people
run around lik e animals then I am
dealing with ignorant people.
The
people here are not relaxed. " he
continued , '' they are ve ry prote\t ive
and self centered . Down south , I found
a very relaxed atmosphere But overall
I have not had as many bad experiences as have some of my friends that
I have talked with ."
Barry Bern , Director of International
Student Services acknowledged that
preparations are made to aid fore ign
stude nt s in making their stay here
easier_ "' First , we send them a long
letter provid ing suggestio ns about how
to p repare for the co llege -envi ronn1ent . These things include how to get
irom the airport to cam pu s, how to
find ou r office and how to find housing
i nd living expen ses .
An o rientation program is another

Hilltop Slaffwriter
Morocco's King Hassan II , one of
Africa 's last 'reigning monarch s,
recently concluded a four-day series o f
top level diplomatic cons ultat ions in
Washington, D .C. with President Ca rter
and hi s foreign policy advisors Or\ the .
apparently stal ling Mid-Ea st peace
talks .
King Hassan arrived in Washington
Monday afternoon, and made
his
officia l state apparence at a White
Ho use ceremo ny the fol lowing morning. At the ceremony, President Carter,
with many Washington d ign itaries
present, made a brief speech with a
glowing historical tribute to the rela-

tions of Morrocco and the United
States. President Carter said, '' It is impossible for the peop'le of the Un ited
States to forget the early days of their
independen ce: one year late r M o rocco
re cog nized
the
Un i ted
Sta te s.
Morocco wa s the fir st government to
recognize our independence."
Presi dent Carter conc luded the ceremony by stating that Morocco was t he
U .S. government's '' nearest neighbor in
,Africa'', and praised !< ing Hassan for
:showing ''great courage in upho ld ing
Arab solidarity ."
King Hassan's remarks were brief .
He tol d President Carter that he had
come to ''visit him with consideration
and f riend sh ip." The monarch al so said

the relationship between the two
natiorls is an exa mple of faith and
pr ide .
·
The negotiations between Presi dent
Ca rter and King Ha ssan come at a
crit ical time on two wo rld fronts. The
current negotiations between Egypt'
and I srea l appear to have r~a ched a
tempo rary stalemate as the Egypt ian
government continues to press for
greater land concessions and a broader
diplomatic . Sl(_uctur~ for unresolved
problem s with other involved parties.
King Ha ssa n is seen as a diplomatic
force who may gain the favor of
Egyptian Presi dent Sadat. with whom

See King Hasson, Page 6

as possible. . . :·
and Park Road . Ti ckets are sti ll
availab le.
-There will be a movie, Charl otte's
Web, Sat. Nov. 16, at 10:00 am . at the
Linco ln Theater at 1215 U St .
Donations of can or box food items
will be apprec iated .
- Contributions will be collected on
Mon . Nov . 20 by Jerry Phillips and the
Morn ing Sound Staff on the steps of
the Di strict Building, from 6 :00 am 10:00 am .

Claim Discrimination
By Toni Hilton

By Sunni kh.alid

means of helping international
students to adjust to their new environment. Here , students can voice con·
cerns and ask questions regarding
campus life.
'' I am now in the process of
designing and develop ing a series of
programs for foreign stud ents," Bern
stated . '' These programs will include
activities, workshops and community
project s designed to help foreigners
adjust to Ho ward and to the U nited
States . These programs are o pen to
U.S. studen ts so that American and
international students will get together
and get to know one another."
'' H .U . stu dents shou ld take advantage of students from various parts
of the country," the directp r asserted,
''because i t ca n broaden one' s
horiz o n."
Other programs whic h are implemented as a pat.I of the International Stu dent Services are the
Domestic Exchange Program where a
stu dent. may spend one year in another

See desrlmlnatlon, page 7

HU to Begin M~ster Plan
-

By Lynn McCl.arrin and
Lynne I. Scott
Hilltop Staffwriter1
A 20-yea r University ''Master Plan ''
revitalizing campus facilitie s is
pending review by Howard University's
Board of Trustees.
Frfd erick E. Davidson, executive
assistant to University President James
E. Cheek said, ''This is a demand-driVen
type of plan based o n antic ipated
.studen~ enrollment and desires as far
as class o fferings are concerned."
A ccording to Ronald Crockett,
acting d irector for t he University
Planning Office, the '' Master Plan'' will
al so affect the cu rrent academic and
enroll ment status of the U nivers ity.
1
''This implies remedia l and rein~
fo rcement activities which are going to
have to take place," sa id Crockett.
'' Then we can graduate people who
can hold their own. There is also the
problem of attr it ion. We must work to
retain students .
'' With enro llment now ove r 10,000.
there is always the need to maintain
the 3,000 a y ear quota," said Crockett .
The cancer institute, sickle cell
center, drug abuse pro gram and chil d
development center are the major
prio rities in the health facet of the
plan.
An add ition to the College of
Med ici ne is the See ley-Mudd Building,
wh ich is a part of '' Phase I ." This wa s
financed through a physici an, Seeley
Mudd , who made the propositio n that
in order for funds to be donated , the
building would have to be named after
him, acco rding to Dav idson . The
Seeley MUdd Found ation provides
funds for medical and health-related
activities.

The new Cancer Research Center, a
multi-billion dollar ent it ity wh ich is
southea st of the hosp ital , was also
fu nd ed through grants from pr ivate
institutions . Accord ing to a study
relea sed by the Office of Planning and
Development, '' Pha se II '' centers
around student affairs . There will be a
student l ife divisio n;· student offices
and a game room with ai r L
hqc;key. in the
new Armour J. Blackburn Ufliversity
Ce nter.
Pam lane, interior design student
sa id, '' I just ca n' t wait until the Center
opens- this is a great improvement fo r
students.''
''There wilt also be a sundry shop
which w il l make smal l notio ns such as
paperback books and cosmet ics
avai lable to students," said Dr . Owen
Nicho l s, vice-pre side nt for administrat ion and sec retary of the
U niversity .
The food service, wh ic h is now in
Baldwin Hall , wil l be transferred to the
Center. There w ill be smaller eating
faci lit ies-a snack ba r, and a ballroom
which can be converted into a conferen ce room .
'' I ' m looking forward to the
U niversity Center being there . Reading
about it is not the same as being there.
It' s a place where students c an come
toget her and meet~a place to relax
after study ing," said Michael Cavin, a
student in the school of Libera l Arts .
Nichols ha s come up with a facilities
plan wh ich will become part of the
complete p lan in Spring of 1979.
Suppo rt plans based o n proper admini!>tration are building and financial
development gea red towa rd s sec ur ity
· and safety, person1:1eJ and the physical
pla nt.
Seve~al new dormitor \es w ill also be

constru ct ed . O ne next to Drew Hall
and a new quad ra ng le complex wh ic h
would inc lude Bethune Hall .
There are al so plans for the
development of a two-to-three level
parking facility submerged beneath
the athletic field . However funding for
these tentative projects is a major
consideration.
'' The major setback with such a
project though, is the necessary fund S
needed to fi nan ce such a venture."
said Nichol s.
' 'Not being concerned w it h in itia l
costs, yet adding the number of
students that this ca ll s for, revel)ue will
be determined by priorities in oUr
plans," Brown stated. Classroom space
would take precedence ."
Money will be allocated for constru ction, for examp le, in terms of
projection of students predicted for
class rooms and set requirements for
space, bus seryice and intercollegiate
sports act ivit ies, and the number ·of
peo ple needed to serve the gymnas ium , steam plant, physical plant
and support construction equipment.
'' The mood of Congre ss to increase
the level of money to support students
or dec rea se potential and capability to
help students come in is also a
determining factor, "
said Ma jo r
Davidson .
''To in crease t he level of input and
dec rease the level of infl ationary
factors, there is a need for gifts f rom
corporation s, donor, alumni ... and a
real capabi lity to make ·university·wide
projection enro l lment," Davis conc luded .
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Why too much regulation may rule you out
How \ ·1ould you like to be forced to get pennission from
379 sei.·arate Government agencies before you could work?
That's ' 1hat Armco has to do. We think you could hear.a
similar s;ory from nearly any large company in Americaif the regulatory paperwork leaves them any time to talk
to you. ·Excessive regulation threatens your chance of
getting a job.
Most of us agree that the goals regulation seeks are
important. Clean air and water. Job safety. Equal rights at
work. The problem is the way Government people now
write and apply· specific rules to reach those goals. Too
often, the rules don't really do the job. They just tie companies up in knots as they try to c0mply.
Last year. federal regulations took up a twelve-foot shelf
of textbook-size volumes printed in small type. 13,589 more
pages were written last year alone. And Washington ls
more than rilatched by a growing army of state and local
regulators.
Nolx>dy really knows how much money regulation costs. Some say it's up to S40 billion a year. Spread •
that cost out over everylx>dy and it comes to almost
S2(X) a year for every man, woman and child in
America. Companies paying the bill can't use
that money for jobs. A new job, on the average, now costs a company S45,3(X) in capital
investment. (Armco's own cost is SS?,520.)
At S45;JOO per job, regulation last year ate
up the money which could have created
900,00l new jobs.
No sensible American wants to dismantle
all Government regulation. But we
think the system has gone berserk and
the cost is out,of control.

Plalu l8lk about REGULATION
Besides our 379 pennits, Amico at last
count had to file periodic repons

Do11Gtlon '4.00
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happens to a company's jobs is. Here's an example:
Safety regulations require companies to install special
guards over electrical comp:>nents to protect people from
being electrocuted. Like most industrial companies. Armco
has scores of giant. built-in electrical cranes to handle huge
loads. Their electrical components are in the top of each
crane, high away from the plant floor. To maintain and
repair the electrical system, safety guards have to be removed so work can be done. Except for expert electricians,
no one ever goes up oa top of a crane. Yet unless we win
a special dispensation, we'll have to iMtall a useleg set
of guards on every Annco crane at a total cost of some

56.00l,OOl. That wastes enough money to create 120 ne\11
Armco jobs, right there. Even though Armco people arc

ten times safer on the job than they are away from work.
Next time ·anybody calls for a new regulation, you might
ask for some sensible analysis of the cmts and benefitsinclu<ling how many jots might be lost.
One of thooe jobs could be youn.

Let us heir YOUR plaln l8lk ahoat jobs! We'll 11rd
you a free hooWec If you do

'ir1•sf Co•9•e9atlo•aQ Clu•cl
10 11 s Q gt•eets vlJCW .

·

Does our nwssage mak.e sense to you? We'd like
to Jc.now what you think. Your personal experiences. Facts to pro11e or disprove our
point. Drop w a line. We'd like your plain
' talk.. For telling w your thoughts, we'll send
you more information on issues affecting
jobs. Plw Amrco:S famow handbook.. How
to Get a Job. ll answer.r 50 /cey questions
you11 need lo Jc.now. Use il lo sel younelf
apart, above llw crowd.
Wriu Armco. Educational Relations
Depl. U-4, G•neral Offius, Middletown,
Ohio 45043. S.,,.,. ioinclutkastamped,
S#l/f-addr11sud busitwss-siu •n11t1lope.
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NATIONAL CONFERENCE AND FESTIVAL ON

NEIGHBORHOOD ARTS
November 18, 19, 20, 1978
WORKSHOPS: Conducted by experts from the field. Sessions will
incl ode: management of organizations, how to wrtte
a winning proposal , source of federal fonds, and
mlWlymore.
DATE: Sunday, November 19 and Monday, NO¥embet' 20.
PLACE: All Souls Unitarian Church, 16th & Harvard Streeta, N.W.
FESTIVITIES: Ontario Theater, 1700 Columbla Road, N.W.
8:30 p.m., Saturday; November 16 Donation: $5.00.
All Souls Unitarian Church , 16th and Harv•d Streets, N.W.
8:00 p.m., Sunday, November 19
Donation: 13.50

with i245fcderal, state and local
agencies. What happens to
Armco and other companies
isn't that imp:>rtant. But what
For more Information, Cllll 332.nee.
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Cooking Was Not Cause

Fire
Stri es
Coo

Noted Author
Honored

By W. Teresa Nesbitt
Hilltop Stillffwriter

Charges of bias have been leveled

against the Hilltop by several Howard
U11iversity organizations and departments . These organizations claim the.

Hilltop is biased in their coverage of
the news and does an incompetent job
of reporting facts .

By Angela Johnson

•

e Biase
another term . ''We feel that our fight
against Rizzo is important because
what is happening in Philadelphia can
happen anywhere." Henderson said .
Brigette Rouson, editor-in-chief of
the Hilltop, said that some things have
to be left out because of space.
However, Henderson claimed that if
the brief articles that are printed had
appeared before the Forum was
conducted, at least more students
would have known about the Forum
and how important it was for them to
attend even though they were not from
Philadelphia .
'' People don' t have a good enough
concept of what to d O in terms of
writing, " said Rou son . '' It is a problem
getting everything into the Hilltop that
people would like to see printed,
Rouson added that the Hilltop prints
what serves the most people and
becaus~ of this, there are a lot of
University activities that can not get
published .' '
Colonel Richard White, professor of
Aerospace Studies at Howard asserted
that the Hilltop is more concerned
wjth what is going on in Rhodesia than
what is going on on campus .
White is upset with the Hiiltopcoverage of the ROTC program at
Howard . He said that there are too
many students coming to him in their
junior and senior years saying they
wish they had known about the
proaram (ROTC) before it was too late.
White added that if the Hiiitop is
neither neaative nor posit ive in their
coveraie of AFROTC activities. they
should at
least be informative ,
Lawrence Hawkins. campus news
editor for the Hilltop said that because
Howard is in Washington, the most'
important city in the world in·
ternational news Is required and a lot'
of Howard students are internat ion4_1 .
He also aj.reed ttiat campus new~
should be more fully covered .
Dean Barrow feels that it i s possible
that internat ional and national news
miiht be crowd inii out campus news,
but that any editor has we ights and
balances l<> encounter.
Hawk ins said '' It is not so much that
we (Hilltop) don ' t want to give the
ROTC or any other program any space.
there are a lot of things that happen

Student gov~rnment in particular
Hilltop St.iiffwriter
has expressed
negative attitudes
Minor damage was done to a ga s
toward Hilltop coverage. However,
. clothes dryer and the c lothes ins ide
Ade Sarni, president of HUSA and
when the' overheated dryer caught fire
Carland Hunt. president of UCSA were
Saturday morning in the Cook Hall
· not available for comment.
dormitory.
Faye Martin, president of the PanRes ident G regor y Reid said the drier
Hel lenic Council and the unhad not functioned properly before the
dergraduate member of the Board of
fire . He said, '' I wa s using that partiTrustees, said that the Hilltop has been
cular drier to do son1e clothes. I had
biased in its coverage of individual
put my money in and turned the
organizations but her groups have not,
machine on, I could hear thi! gas and
basically, because, '' they haven' t done
the heat turn on but the drier barrell
enough yet _"
didn't move_"
However, Carl Anderson, v1ce''I then opened it up to see what was
president of Academic Affairs at
going on . After I shut the door I heard
I-toward. said that he was impressed
a loud ' boom ' from inside the machine
with the scope of coverage in theAnd right after that , a lot of smoke
Hilltop. But, he argues that there are a
came f rom the machine and the fire
number of areas that are not covered .
began ," the Cook Hall resident exAnderson said that the Hilltopis not
plained .
coming out with all the facts and newS
Reed said , '' Two other brothers and I
in1formation , however, generally he has
tried to put it out but the smoke wa s
no complaints.
too much . But the th ing about i t was
lionel Barrow, dean of the School of
that we couldn 't find a fire extir11
Communications, said that the Hilltop
guisher. Other people came to see
is doing a competent job and that story
what was going on, and everybody
content , writina. reportina and other
bea:an to run all over the dorm to f ind .1
factors are effective.
fire extin&u is her. We found o ne, but
1
'v\ r1tcr Johr1 0 K1lle r1 s. ;1 uthor o f The Cotillion and several other wo rks.
Barrow said the problems of the·
the pressure was so low, the exwil'i !1ti 11orecl Mor1 cl;iy by the lnstitL1te'foftl1e Afts and HL1manities (1AHJ
Hilltop are similar to those of the New
tingu is her was no ~Qod . "
Killt•11' \Vil' t-! o \vi\rcl U r1iver~ilv ' s wr iter-in·res idence for the past few \' ear~
Yprk Tima. Washington Post and theDorm i toryCounselor,Will iam Bryant .
H(' l1f'l11t>cl io11r1d IA t-t
rDeor1's Newsletter. Barrow also said
conf irmed tliis Statenient . He said ,
1
'' C l' lt1r1g co111fo rt;il1lt \v 1tl11!1e ' r1 iwi,:er ' 1milijl' ca n be the ilreatest co polil
that the Hilltop is one of the better
''We d id find one 'extinwuisher wo rk in~
of ;111
;;;i1rl K1ll1'11~ He ~a1c\ c;ill1ng 011e~f'lf ;ir1d allo\v1ni: o r1eself to be
colleae newspapers in the cou ntry. He
but the fac t that there were few fire
c11ll1•c\ · r11gg1•r " 1} ro v i cl~~ il l' f'Xfll•t' fo r ''1l CCf'!)t i11i:: sto pµ i r1('~S in Ollr w o rk .,
particularly praised
the '' H iiitop
extinjuishers was no t ,111 OlJr faL1lt
Happenings,''
fo r ;1r1·t•11ti11i,: 1111 1ct1ci1·ritv , for .1t' rr 1}t ir1ij 'C l,. t irllf' ''
Students are in the hab i t of tak l r11!1
Ql1 c1t111i,: l· r1'ct1•r1 r ~ l) oL1 i,:l ;1 ;;~ tl1t 1 \Vritf'r d1.•c l.1rt•d . " 'O rily (lnves 11nd cto w.;
Dan Henderson, jlresident of Club
them from the wall and turn in" ther11
.1r1• 11.11111'cl llV tl11'1r r11;i ,tc r;; Irr{• r11cr1 n,1r11t• the111'i1~ lve'i ' '' l'i c c h{1ll1?ng{•cl
Philadelphia , asserts that the Hiiitop is
on each other ''
biased In news coverage . Henderson is
YOl1r1ij l)t'O!lll' .1 11 (\ .111 1vl1c1 'L'l'k ch1111gt' toward ii rn ort• po~1t i ve sy~te111 '' One student, in f11ct . took ,1 firi:, oc1.1li ,111 ·- to '' fl1•-r11,i,:gl'rt11.• the c.1rth '' SJlt'akiriw 1n pr,11se of Killf'nS .11 tht•
upset about an October 13 issu~ of the
extiniiu isher fron1 here for the Horne·
tr1lllltl' .111cl r1'<"1•1Jt1 o n t:'t1rl111g ,, c!,1y of ever11~ werl' ]Ol1rri,1li~r11 l'r ofcs~o r
newspaper in which he claims the
coming . It is hnrtl to pro vide ex·
Sill,lllt'I ' ' t'tte , ))Oet c:,1st o 11 NL'lile , bro.1 tl t:.ist er L<1l1re11 C rt!~S . Wr1ter-1r'Philadelphia Forun' was not covered
tinsulshers when son1ethin11 like th is
w idely enouah .
·
R L·~1tlt•11 c e L,1rr\' Ne,11 , 11r1d \v or k ~ l1 op h o~ t rs' 1,1rcn H ,11tey
aces on," said Brya11t
!\·l o<lt'r,11 i11g the JJrogr.1 n1 \Vil' IAH ' ~ d1r1• ctor. Or Ste1Jhen 1;ende rson
The forum co nce rned mainly the
When asked what is be in11 done to
K1llt•r1, ' nlo't rf•ce r1t book . Gre,1 r Bl,1 ck Rt1s~ ian . tells tile story of tl1e
fight to get students to vote '' no'' to a
restore the m issing and defect ive fire
fa t hl•r o f Rl1~~1 .1r1 litt•r,1tl1 re. Alexar1der Pl1(hk in. ""'ho refused to hide o r
· charter change that would have
extinsuishers, Bryant sai d , " Althol1gh
der1'' l11s Afr icr1 11 l1ertiagt' No µlibli~her l'as vet <1greed to prodtJ ce the
allowed Frank Rizzo , mayor of
they are being re sto red they may not
book
ll
L1t
.
K1lll•11s
sai
d
M
ond,1y
he
111av
get
ar1
offer
soon
Philadelphia to remain in office for
· all be back yet . What we plan to do is
crack down on people who r.t1isu se the
equipment .''
The divisio n .of Emergency Services
in the HoWard University Phy sical
Plant i s responsible for n1aintenance of
..
.
the fire equipment . H owever, James E
somehGw . rumored to have • been contented populace, but also that the
Carter, director of emergency servi.::es
The Front leader argues the shah has
By S. M . Camara
corrupt, were also arrested _
timing was calcul-ated to coincide with not heard the revolut io nary message
said status of the fire ex tingu is hers ha d
•
the period \vhen the Iranians are ques- because he would not have appointed
not been reported .
Hilltop Stalfwriter
tioning and challenging the legitimacy a military to establish peace and
Carter said : '' We are responsible fa.·
In a statement released after the
of the shah's regime and the institution stabi l ity in the country if he had .
refilling and recharging the fire exIn an attempt to win the support of
arrest of the Front leaders, the Naof the monarchy.
tinguishers. However the problem the workers and other staff s of the
The · statement came as a response ,
tional Front spokesman said hi s party
must first be reported . We can usually Iranian industry and government
A statement delivered after Sanjabi to the shah's promise that he would
comdemned the arrests as '' illega l."
have a truck around as soon as we are service, vvho are on strike o r symThe statement reiterated the Front's was arrested sta ted '' the message of reform the government and demoaware of the problem ."
pathiz e with the demonstrators, the
goal of toppling the Shah's regime in the Iranian nation is the liberation of crat ize I ran A s this pron1ise came
A spokesman for the Oti1 ce of the m ilita ry government recenty arrested a
accordance with the hard-line stand the people from the autocratic after last week ' s sustained rioting and
Fire Marshall said the . fir.e had been . number of prominent Ira nian c it izens .
monarchy.''
demonstrations in the major cities,
adopted· witf"i -the Moslem opposition .
investigated. but the caliber of thf' fire
Forn1er Prime 1\.1ini ster Amir Abbas leaders
Some analysts contend that under- many Iranian politici ans concurred
did not warrant a full report .
Hoveyd a, form e r Tehran Mayor
lying this statement is the basic fear with Sanjabi's doubt abolJt the Shan's
Chol an Reza N1kpay . and former Chief
that the shah cannot be trusted to keep since rity .
A Front spokesman also said that
of the Secret Service (S AVAK) General Sanjabi is imprisoned in a military
hi s promise . As if to underscore this
Nenat o ll ah Nassiri were arrested by compound west of the Tc hrau , the contenti<?'!· the Saaj~bi statement said :
'' By appoint ing the military leaders
the military government. In add it ion, Iranian Capital . .He added that former
''After 25 years of violating the con- as military government and continu ing
the opposition National Front leader Prime Minister Hoveyda i s also an
stitution and after the extension of cor- the massacre of our people," said
Karim Sa njabi , the organization's inmate in the same compound .
ruption which has torn the f ou ndation Sanjabi, ''the shah shows that he has
spokesn1an Dariu s Fouruhar , and
and institutio ns of this country, how not heard anything about the message
seve ral other former ministers , who
Observers argue that these arrests can we accept a government from the of our revolution ."
were eithe r very unpopular or were were made not only to appea se a dis- shah? ''
The shah' s opponents. inc luding the

,and we have to make certain decisions.
ROTC is a class and to give an ROTC
class a story would be like a story on a
zoology class, a photography class and
a psychology class."
Rouson said that the ROTC sent theHilltop information but mentioned
that it may or may not be a priority
news item . She expressed that the
ROTC in many cases is not as important as other campus '' happenings _"
Eugene Newman. resident counselor
of Slowe Hall, added to the accusatio ns against the Hilltop
Newman asserted that the Hilltop is
biased in their coverage of qormitory
news and '' happenings.'''
Newman said that housing and
res ident life have been a '' whipping
board'' for the Hilltop.
Newman pointed specifically to a
summer readiness program designed to
make the dormitories aestically
beautiflJI . He said that an article in the
Hilltop focused on the uncompleted
aspects of the prog ram, not on the
half-completed or fully-completed
aspects .
•
Hawkins said ''There was a problem
and the article told about. You see, a
·lot of people feel 1.s thouah the Hilltop
is out to c rucify people in the
University. I don' t know where they aet
this idea from but they' re wrona. If
something happens. · we have a
responsibility to print it,
''Granted, thinas we report may not
always be pleasant, and people may
not aaree with what jets covered, but
th~r should come and tell us how they
fe) ."

The HILLTOP

is seeking writers for
news departments.
Applications are at
•

, Hilltop office.

Iran's Military
Gov't
Arrests
Prominent
Politicians
.

·<.<•· ... µ• •1.1

National Front and the Shiite Moslem
group, the principal Islamic d1-vi.iilltn in
this country -which comprise over 95
percent of the population, are demanding the resignation o~ the shah
and abolishing the monarchy.
Sanjabi said before he was confined
in the military compound that he and
his supporters are demanding the subordination of the shah '' to the general
wilt of the Iranian nation, which was
expressed and c learly pointed out in
several massive and his~oric demonstrations _"
" ·
Meanwhile, the France based
Ayatollay Khomeini ordered his predominantly Shiite supporter s to continue their civil disorder by st riking on
Monday. Previous to this order, he
i ssued a more militant one which gave
his blessings to those Iranians who
wanted to bear arms _a gainst the shah. ·-

Namibian Issue Threatens
Peace Prospects
By Sunni Khalid
Hilltop St.iiffwriter

2612 Georgia Avenue
Across the street from
Howard Uni11ersit_v

Engineering Research Appointments

Offering Design Cuts,
Blow Drying
Perms
Sets
Press &: Curl

(

Specfal Student Discount
With I .D.

Call 462·9535

Located in the Livermore Valley, near the San Francisco Bay Area, Lawrence
Livermore Laboratory is offering an exciting summer opportunity for fourth
year, graduate students, and faculty to apply their academic background to
practical research, working in such challenging, long-range programs as Laser
Fus ion, Natural Resource Development, Magnetic Fusion Energy, and Whitney
(Nuclear Weapons) .
With a background in MECHANICAL ENGINEERING, you will work in such
areas as Systems Analysis, Materials Engineering, Applied Mechanics, and Design
Engineering. Or as a specialist in ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING, you will
work in areas such as Power Conditioning, Instrumentation, Digital Systems and
Controls.
In addition to working on assignments in a stimulating advanced research envi·
ronment, you will receive competitive salaries based on academic level and
experience, transportation assistance, and housing information.
All applications must be complete; including references and transcripts, and
must be received no later than December 31, 1978.
Obtain your summer brochure and application forms from your Placement
Office, or write directly to Summer Employment Coordinator, Employment
Div ision, L425, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, P.O. Box 808, Dept. JCN,
Livermore, CA 94550. U.S. Citizenship Required, An Equal Opportunity Em-

ployer M/F/H/V.

Application Deadline:
December 31, 197S
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Since · the re signation of former
Prime Minister John Vaster two
months .a-go, the South Afr!ca,n 'gover_n-.
ment has taken a serips of politi cal and
military acts which have beftndesigned
to consol idate the apartheid regime.L..as
well as continue to immediate ly delay
liberation strugg les outside their
immediate
boundaries .
Cur rent
developments in Namibia and neighboring Angola may indeed foreshadow
the beginning of an intense racial
confrontation which n1ay have effects
in the entire southern sub-continent .
When South African Pr ime Minister Pieter Botha succeeded the ailing
John Vorster at the helm of the South
African government, most Western
news sources predicted a decisive
South Afri ca n shift to the extreme
right . And, as expected, Prime Minister
Botha , former mn iste r of defense who
ordered an abortive South African
military invasion of Angola during the
Angolan Civil War, has taken and
supported the South African denial of
genuine independence in Namibia .
In July. after 1S months of negotiations between South Africa,
S.W .A .P.O _ (South Wes,t African People's Organization), and five Western
nations, South Africa agreed to submit
its illegal occupation of . Namibia
under a rigorous U .N . structure for
independence. · When the agreement
was initially announced, the Western
diplomats projec·ted that Namibian
independe.n ce would be acl1 1\ . ._ j by
the autumn of 1979.
As a culmination of SouthAfrlcandispleasure to numerous parts of the
agreement, John Vorster, .in his resignation speech announced that South
Africa was pulling out of.. the llret!'ment ~nd W<)Uld hold its oWn elections

•

Southern A fr lea
to enstall a puppet government that
would support the economic anl:I
strategic interests of South Africa.
SWAPO, the duly recognized govern•ment of Namibia , refused to take part
in the electi ons and pledged to
escalate its guerilla war in the northern
regions of the country.
During the negotiations, South
Africa had stated that it was preparing
and executing plans on demilitarizing
the northern region of the country
which borders Marxist-ruled Angola .
However, it was recently disclosed that
South Africa has steadily increased its
construction of military bases alon&.
·the Angolan border of Namibia, and
Angolaii President , Agostlrlho Neto
has charged that South Africa has
substantially . increased 20,000 man
. military torce in Namibia •nd is

Sei Nan11bli; p.,. . -
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Iran: A Crisis in Freedom
The o ngoi ng rebellion against the
r ep ressive
'd ictatorship
of
Shah
Muhammed Ri za Pahlevi in Iran has
spurred a cris is am o ng western ca pitali st
nations .
Oil transportation strikes and massive
demonstrations have crippl ed the oi l rich
nation,
causing
both
political
and
economic turmoil. Repercussions are
already being felt in ind ustrialized western
nations, all of which have a heavy
dependence on Iranian oil.
Most notable among these nations are
t he United States, South Africa and Isra el.
This crisis is evidence of how western
capitalism thrives on the repress io n and ex~loitatio n of people throughout the world .
Also, is shows 1.0w the basic prin cip le of
people fighting for their f reedom and
' human rig hts' ca n be a threat to t he
present capita li st dom inated world order.
Even more elementary, t he Iranian rebellion and the crisis it has produced sug-

\

gests that repression is a fundamental tool
of western nations, who seem not to mind
mainta1n1ng exorbitant co nsumption
habits rega rdles s of the expense to poorer
people.
To look c lose r at the cause and effects
of the crisis, it is necessary to go back to
1953 when the CIA engineered a coup
wh ich put the Shah in power. Since then,
the Shah has engaged in a plan to make
Iran a maj or world ·power, using ind isc riminate modernization programs .
Two key elements have been employed
by the Shah in seeking this goal. Fi rst, he
sold the oil resources of Iran in order to
buy military goods lorn the U .S. Secondly ,
he used repression and extensive torture to

control Iranian s opposed to his dictatorship.
However, in seeking his dream of an industrial empire the Shah has succeeded in
uniting almost every sector of the Iran ian
population against him . The Shi ' ite
moslems, the working class, advocates of
marxism, middle-class professionals and
students all are demanding an end to t he
Shah's tyranny.
Thus far, the Shah has fa iled to spli nter
this broad coalition . He has been forced to
form a mil ita ry government, but neither
that move nor his "c ampaign to end co rrupti o n in the government" has appeased
the Iranian masses.
Hence, the strikes continu e and oil
production trickles. As a res ult, capita l
that was received for o il sales has decreased and the revenues that are rece ived
must go to doctor domestic il ls rath er than

purchase western arms .
The condition affects western capitalists
nations in a dua l manner. They are un able
to obtain adequate oi l and they are· also
unable to equalize the purchase of oil with
military sales . Thus, the crisis has resulted,
Iran 's crisis situation has signi fica nce fo r
the entire world . It reveals that western
interests depend on the denial of universal
human rights .
It also indicates that freedom for all is
perceiyed by ca pitali sts as a threat to their
econom ic well-being . The rea lity of the
crisis does not necessarily suggest t hat
socia li sm, co mmunism. marxism , or the
like would be better alterna tives.
No economic system o r politi ca l
ideology shou Id be placed above a
people' s right to be free .

Congress Without D.C. Voice
•

Voting rights is as real an issue for Black
people now as was a hundred years ago.As
! ._,. 1979 "approaches ,.the pr\,dominantly Black
population of the District of Columbia is
: .stil l deprived of o ne of the most sac red
ri ghts of a democratic republ ic-the right
to vote.

?'-•

Tho~gh

Di st rict residents number three-

quarters of a million Americans, they are
the only citizens of this nation without a
vote in Congress . They have no representa-

tive in the Senate, and only one delegates
in the House of Representatives who cannot vote on that chamber's floor .
Ironically, these same citizens ca rry the
full responsibilitie s of other citizens, including paying taxes . ''No taxation without
representation ," we must not forget, was
t he cry on which t h is nation was established .
A proposed amendment to give D .C.
residents the right to vote awaits ratification by 38 states. Strong opposition by constitutiona I ly-conserva live- and
perhaps
racist-politicians threatens its passage .
Agai nst t he amendment is the fear
since D .C. residents are overwhelming ly
Black , urban and Democratic , their representative would 'have the same character ist ics . Some elements perceive that
·prospect as a threat. Another argum ent is
that t he amendment would be stretc hing
the Const itutio n too fa r .

•

Whatever the argu ment, one fact
remains . Black people need more representat ion in Co ngress to in c rease the
limi ted vo ice we have po lit ical ly and to inc rease se nsitivity and responsive ness to
Black needs in t hi s cou ntry .. More importantly, no taxpayers sho uld be voiceless
in a society that prides itself on its democ ratic nature.
The responsibility for ratifying this
amendment l ies not only with Distri ct residents, but with each Black person in the
United States It has been noted t hat the
success or fail ure of this ame ndment l ies in
our ability to gain support fo r it in the individua l states .
Many members of the Howa rd Unive rsity comm unity come from areas outside t he District. Each out-of-towner, not to
mention people who ca ll the District
home, has a responsibility to seek support
for this amendm ent.
This duty should be not only for ou r own
interests, but fo r preservation of the
principle that every element of society
deserves a voice in decisionmaking .
Each state cl ub o n ca mpus should
address this need in its meetings, and come
up with a plan for action . The political
f uture of Black people is in eac h of o ur
hands.

'

Sigmas Urge Students to Support Johnson .
Dear Editor,
We, the n1en1bers of the Sign1a
Squire Club (men inte rested in Ph i Beta
Sign1a Fraternity . Inc), would like to
express our su pport for the H .U .S.A .
Offi ce oi Commu nity Affairs' Terrence
Johnson Fund-Rai sing Can1paign in
conjunction w i th the D .C. Alliance.
We urge all studen ts of Howard University to conlrib ute at least one dollar
to this fund .
It is of LJtmost importance that we
express our disgust and anger at the
injustice which has been made in the
trying of 15 yea r-old Terrence John son
,1s ar1 adL1lt .
For those not familiar with the
Terrence Johnson c ase,
Terrence
Johnsor1 is a 15 year-old black youth
charged \v it h the fatal killing of two
Prince Geo rge' s County police officers
during the early morning hours of June
27, 1978.
On the night of Monday, June 26,
Terrer1ce and his older brother, Melvin
\\·ere arrested by officers Albert

'

Jilson left · . · ...........•....... .. .•................... Reseilrch Director
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Cla~ett and James Swart, around 1:40

3..m., for suspicion of breaking into a
laund ramat coi n box.
They were then taken to the Hyattsville. Maryland police station where
they were interrogated by the arresting·
officers . According to sources familiar·
with the handling of juvenile suspects ,
Terrence nor his , brother who is 18,
should have been taken there
The police station is an adUlt
holding facility . Instead, the officer s
should have taken them to a juvenile
facility and called their parents .
1t was Whi le they were being interrogated that a se rie s of bizarre events
took place . These events led to the
shootings that according to news
repo rts occurred at 2.42 ·a.m.
In light of the dubious nature of
these events, it is extremely important
that Terrence Johnson be given the
best legal representation in order to
uncover the true, clear-cut facts of this
case within court .
The members of the Squire Club.

realizing the urgency and 1mport~nce ·of the T~rren ce Johnson case. are
g ivi ng a raffle in an effort to help ra ise
money for the Terrence Johnson Fund_
Raffle books are being sold at $1 .00
per book (five t ickets tn a book) and 25
cents per ti cket.
There w il l be a f irst prize of $50.00
and a seco nd prize of $2 5.00 The
drawing w ill be held Nov. 29, 1978 at
7:00 PM in the Cook Hall lounge.
All proceeds from the raffle w ill be
presented to the Office of Community
Affairs at the Terrence Johnson
Defense Program in Cramton Auditorium , Nov . 29, 1978 at 7:30 PM .
We are c hallenging all fraternities.
sororities and other service oriented
organizations to help contribute to the
Terrence Johnson Fund
We urge all students to co ntribute
to the fund and attend some of the
various programs which will be held
this mo nth concerning the Terrence
Johnson case. Ivan Mossop, Ch;iiirman
Sigma Squire Club

Watson Protests Tenure Story's Emphasis
Dear Editor:
The Hilltop printed an article entitled " Garrett, Watson . Cox Denied
Tenure'' in November 10. 1978 issue .
The theme of that artic l e was academic freedom and tenure in the Politi cal Scie nce Department. The issue
w<i s misrepresented. the emphasis was
misplaced , and the facts were reported
in ar1 inaccurate manner .
The purpose of this letter is to rectify the situation and to correct the mis-

interpretation of the information contained in the article:
1. It is not my intenti on to fight my
battle in public , because: I have already begun to uti lize the grievance
procedure in the College of Liberal
Arts .
2. I have not sought to discredit the
Political Science Department, for 1 am
a product of its program , (Ph. D . 1975).
3. Although the issue of tenure

necessarily arises within a given department, I never sought to misdirect
unwa rranted attention to the Department of Political Science in this regard .
4. It is my belief that the Grievance
Committee of the Co llege of Liberal
Arts wi l l co nduct an honest de liberation and render a fair judgment in this
case.
Hilbourne A . Watson

OhiO Prisoner Wants Correspondents
Dear Editor:
I 'm a yo ung Black male presently
inca rcerated at the Ohio State Penitentiary and since my confinement I
have had very little contact with the
outside world .
I was hop ing more than wondering if
you would be so kind as to print thi s
letter for me for correspondence with

anyOne -who' d be interested in w.riting and thirty eight pounds. Wishes to
a person in prison . I would like to write anyone wanting to correspond
thank you in advance for your time w i th a young man in prison. I have
and effort, I really appreciate it . Thank _ many interests. and I 'm interested in
yours . My main interest is that I plan to
you .
Black male prisoner twenty-two become a photographer. I' m Sagityears old , dark brown eyes. black hair, 1tariu s, Please write
Darick Adams 1465j)8
light brown complexion, five feet six .
and a half inc hes tall . and one hundred Box 511 Spring St. Columbu5, Oh43216
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Letters

The increasing fiscal constraints on
the operations of Howard University
demand the accomplishment of a
critical evaluation of the management
activ1ties of the University . The objective of the evaluation must be to
identify areas for management im"provement which ca n be expected to
result in.operating cost reductions.
To enhance the effectiveness of the
evaluation, it will be necessary to have
as active participants knowledgeable
individuals of the student body, the
faculty, and the staff . Fu rther, it will be
necessary to have t he full support and
cooperation of all elements of the
University.
Fo ll owing t he initial in tensive
review, and on an annual basis,
conduct of an update rev iew, to inelude evaluations. of progre ss in the
imp lementation of previously approved recommendations .
Office of Operations Analysis and
Institutional Research: Co ndu ct of
management r evtew and
the
development of required information
or
re ports
supportive of
themanagement improvement effort. The
Officer will be responsive to the

Presiden t's Advisory Committee in its
review activities . It will conduct
scheduled management reviews and
render reports reflecting progress in
management improvement .
Approach to
Management Im·
provement
The effort to improve management
will be in two phases: an intensive
project and a continuing program of
management overwatch . The intensive
project is visualized as a one-time indepth examination of the o rga nization
and functions of the University, both
academic and administrative. This
examination
wilt
also
add ress
operating policies, procedures and
producti ity sta ndards. The end result
of the exam ina tion should be specific
recommendations fo r improvements in
m anagement and for evaluation of
performance which will affo rd the
potential for substantial reduction s in
operational costs of the University.
.The
cohtiou i ng- ma!lagement
overwatch will '! onsisi of speclaf and
schedu l ed management reviews by
designated U niversi t y offices o r
departments, c lose su pervision by
adm~ni~trat.o~~ ,. .. and an_nual
. ex~'!11natt~n~. ·a':· 1n~at_~~· above f~t~
the 1ntens1ve pro1ect:
.
.
The schedu led and special reviews

the efficiency of operations and
management .
The
annual
examinations will evaluate operating
policies, procedures and organization,
·. and provide recommendations for
necessary changes.
Man.iigement
Improvement
Responsibilities
· The President : Final decisions
regarding management improvement
matters, subject, as required, to approval by the Board of Trustees.
Vice Presidents: Supervision of management improvement effor ts
within their divisions.
Exe<:utive Assist.iint to the President:
Overal l coordination of management
improvement activities.
The President's Advisory Committee
_lor Man.iigement lmprovement:lnitially, an inte nsive and in-d epth
review of the organization and functions of the University. With the
support and assistance of the Office of
Operations Analysis and Institutional
Research, t he Committee will work in
coord ination with the Executive_
Assistant to the President , but will
_reP9rt directly to the President._

E.lflw's Nolle: _ AIDe ~=::S
•
from a 11e1uaiOmfrQiTi
fan.is E.-a . , Sept_ 29, 1978.
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Miseducation or Missed Edu.cation?
of dolla rs on record and stereo equipBy Tun Kizzie
ment every yea r, but what percentage
of their budget is spent on extra-c urriAs one who always yaWned (as a
reflex) w'henever the word '' edu cation ''
cu lar informa t ion found in books ? Any
or all of these causes contribute to the
was mentioned, it i s easy for me to
sympathize with the ever·increasing
lack of interest in improving the capapercentage of ou·r youths today who
bility of the mind .
place ab solutely no value on the intelBut the major cu lprit, the most
serious obstac le to overcome, is the
lectual , soci al. c ultural and moral
benefits of a stimulating, mentally failure of our public schools to sucrewarding. arid comprehensive educa- cessfully prepare our students for survival and prosperity in the world of
tior1 . My salvation lies i n the ''c urse'' of
an overwhelmir1gly inter1se c uriosity. today _ The percentage of students
The level of completion usually discus- ' 'dropping out'' is only getting larger.
not smaller.
sed 1s no lo r1ger four years. of college
It is interesti ng to note that thebL1t a co mpetent , rational, nonstatistics also show that the situ ation is
di sc r im inatory high sch ool educati o n.
tota lly opposite that of private
The fact is, the '' at t itude'' of many
studen ts, (J Lise that w o rd loosely), is sc hools_ But there again, one cannot
only a ref lec tior1 ol the sentiment compete without the added advantage
expressed nation-w ide by our soci ety . of money, whi ch is a very necessary
The prob lem of ou r poorly mo tivated
component in most private schoo ls.
un caring '' patriots'' are f ar .too numer- So. once again, who gets the shaft?:ous to dissect. but to mention the few Who else?
ma jo r ones is necessary .
I t see ms to be at first glance. a mere
Televisior1 ha s perhaps been the problem of circumstance, cau sed by
main and most infl uent ial disti r1ct ion an accumulation of con cerns such as:
between our newest gen eration and its
1) The inc reasingly Black , poor and
predecesso rs. It ha s had the strongest underpr1viledged percentage of t he
effect of any n1edium or of any one population in our public sc hools.
specific group in history _ Its co nven2) The dramatically inc reasing statisien ce as cornpared to reading books t ics on violent crimes comitted by
and going Olli to n1ovies. only com- students aga i nst o ther students,
pounds the amount of tin1e wasted· teachers and even parents.
vievving the '' boob-tube''
3) The irrelevance of the material
Drugs have created their sha re of
or inf orm atio n being taught ou r
disinterest in sc hol arly pur suit s. With a
\.;oun°g peopte· tllat tia S left tnem
non-f un ct ionin g mind . it is pra c ti ca lly . th6roughlydis interested .
impossib le to ma intain ones level of
The list goes o n ana on, out by reading
intell ig.en ce. let alone inc rea se it ! between the lines , one begin.s to notice
Society 's morals are anot her source of
a pcittern of events that lea~ directlV to
inspira tion to avoid books like the .thi s expected projected result.
.s evPn year itch
·
lt is the man' s benefit to protest the
Our \'Oung students an d evefi si tuat ion {but not too loudly) and at
college stl1dents \v iii spend hundreds the sa me time prolong this detrimental ·

Ope.n
Column

•

situation as long as poss ible. The
rea soning behind this is t hat the less
you know, the weaker you are, and the
easier it will be to dominate. coerce,
and of course. oppress you . It is also a
good idea to look at what is being
taught as well as whether or no t it is
taug ht at all !
We must protect our youths,
particul ar ly during the formative years
respective to a higher school education and yes, well into college, too.
Don't be fooled by t he circumstances .
Urge your instructors to examiie the
course outline for rele vance, and i f
necessary, rewrite the syllabus. Don' t
give up without a sweat; fight for one
of ou r often publicized but rarel y
examined rights : ''The Right To learn '' .
Su ggested su bject. Isn' t it strange
how young Black boys cannot add
2 +2 in the c lassroom, but they c an
give you the total on the dice cubes -

befoie they stop spinni ng?
Why?
Timothy Kizzie is a fourth year
engineering student.
P•nor;11m;1's Open Column is open io
any Hilltop re;11der who wishes to give
comment on issues they deem im- .
portant to our re;11ders. The Hilltop
does not intervene at ;11ny time to
determine the subject matter of , this
column. As such, the column does not
necessarily reflect the Hilltop'S stance
or opinion on a aiven issue. The only
type editing done to such columns are
editing of gramm;11tic;1l errors, spelling
errors, ;11nd the like. The columns must
be submitted to the Hilltop office by
Mond;11ys •t 5 p.m., should be no more
than 2-3 typewritten pages and shou4d,
;1s ils l•st p;1ragr;1ph, have some type of
identification of the writer of the l
column. Columns are selected on •
1first come basis.

'Service' ?
employers: the students .
Our problem is immediate. Consequently, the solution is immed iate the removal of Ms . Edna Cal houn _

People. not only students. have
discussed uni ty and all the abundant
ber1efits created through its implementation
Thi s beautiful and
promising year on Ho\vard 's can1 pu s
and in Ho\vard ' s student government.
we are no longer Jus t tdl king, btit are
actually 1n1plementing un ity through:
1oint p rograms. JOint statements, and
finally, through joint organized and
progressive efforts .
The two nia1or ur11ve rs1ty-wrde
sttsden t orga r1 izations . HUSA and
UCSA, are working together Their
member s con ver se and decide
strategies in a col lective manner, free
of flying egos and other dreaded
Human cha ra cter isti cs The policy
board is extremely empathet ic to
student problen1s and concerns and is
workin g in conjunctior1 \vith the HUSA
exec ut ive office .

It is understood that she is not the
root of the problem . Surely, Howard is
only a microcos m of the so ci ety, but
we ca nnot use this as an excuse and
wait idly by until we develop the
master plan . Dean Calhoun is certainly
not part of the solution, therefore she
is a part of the problem . Hence her
removal cannot hur.t us in our struggle
to Save Ou r School, SOS .
legiance.
O ne joint effort, initiated by Ade
Sa n1i, rs the regu larly scheduled
meetings of Or . Cheek and members of
hi s cabi net with the poli cy board (composed of HUSA executive, UCSA
.coo rdinator and Vice Coordinator,
CS A Coord inator and Vice Coordinator, and all coun cil presidents .) On
Wednesday , November 8, 1978, at the
second meeting this fall semester, the '
policy board met with Dr. Cheek and
delivered dema nd s on the tenure
system . the University Center, the ath-

On Howard 's can1pu s in the years of
our attendance and part icipation in
stude nt government, we have never letic p rogram. the food service, and
witnessed such cooperation and poten- ·last , but not lea st. the housi ng
tial in one body, studen t government . si tuation .
As off icial representatives. and with
Of cou rse th is op t imism does not
students as our immed iate and only
dismiss the possibility of a few bad constituent s. we demanded the imseeds. bLJI in that case . we will do as mediate removal of M s. Edna Calhoun
gardene rs do. plu ck them out, by from the ' poSi tion of Dean of
simply exposing them fo r their bac;:k- Residence l ife.
wardness and \varped sense of alWhyl Be cause as consumers of

Around the Yard

education, we have the right to
demand and assist in the expedient
development o f qua li ty education. The
external envi ronment plays a significant role in shaping our mental ability.
Hence. we need an environment which
is conduc ive to positive mental growth
wh ic h is inherent to com prehend ing
the lec tures cond ucted by instructors.

Ten yea rs ago, the right to academic
freed om. quality education and
representation by student was fought
for and won. Students broke a long
phase of repression . med ioc rity and
ba ckwardness in the educational
system here when they u·riited . Militant
efforts for ced a shut-down of the
school in 1968. When H owa rd
reopened over a week later, sign if icant
changes were made. From that first
painfully gained step, condition s were
supported to co nt inue to imp rove
through the consistent effort s of
Stl1dents.
. Ten years later. we headed ba ck to
zero, and who cares?
By now you know that Ors. Ga rrett
and Watson of the Politica l Science
Department came up before the
tenure comm ittee again Nov . 2 and
were again turned d own .
Here's the breaddown:
There are 16 tenu red fac ulty
members 1n the poli-sci department
· es s to tenure . for

.

We are students . We cannot be
expected to do the job of Howard administrators. Therefore we, in c lear
conscience, demand the immediate
rem oval of Ms . Edna Cal houn . Not
tomorrow or a year from now . but
immediately ! In the 15 years of her
se rv ice to Howard, she ha s indeed accom pl is hed a few goals . However
.these accomplishme nts are in no way
representative of 15 years of service.
B. ''Jinaki'' Bryant is vice-president
of HUSA. She is i senior ~aioring in
E'1i'ii5h in the Colle8i "of Liberal Arts.
Garland Hunt is coordin;11tor of UGSA.
He is a junior in the College of Liber;11I
Arts majoring in Political Science.

It excites, it delights, i t envigorates ,
and it sci ntillates.
'' School spirit'', enthu siasti c loyalty
to one's alma mater, does the same
thing that the cheers, the cha nts and
the cheerleaders do: moves students to
· their natural impul ses to wiggle their
hips, cla p their hands and da re the
opponent to seek victory on home
land . Everyone loves a good game, but
in a huge stadium, how can a considerably small crowd enjoy a good game?
This year, as in years past, most
home foo~ball ~ames at Howard

Fans can see to whom they' re ye ll ing
thei r threats. Sure that mean s the noise
level is considerably h igher at H .U. •
Sta dium ; there is the band blasting, the
c heer~eaders cheering, the fans yelli ng,
ranting, rav ing, hoo ting, and shouting.
Total bedlam ?
Sheer del ig ht !
Some might argue that H.U. Stad iunl
doesn' t offer fans the true flavor of a
ball game atmosphere . Not true!
We' ve got the hot dog stands, the
peanut se llers, the tee-shirt sellers . And
if you look hard enough you ' ll even
find a beer and a few dirty rest rooms.
And what about all of the visiting
fa ns of t he opposing team who are
~ying to get a look at the great Howard
Unive rs ity-capst9 ne of Black educa-

Bv
Eileen Johnson
University have been played at R.F.K.
Stadium, a fac ility much too large to
sufficiently al low the H.U. student
body to '' ju mp in the chests'' of thei r
opponents. One ca n scarcely hear the
c hants from across the huge field _Out
on the field, the H.U. Soul Steppers
sound l ike wound up mu sical toys
rather than a live hundred piece macc hing band .
let's face it. Besides the meager •
t hrong of Howa rd students. alumni
and guests who attend H.U. games,
there are often only a rather small
tion? We ca n' t even offer them a
number of fans from the opposing
glimpse of the campus because our
team to travel to the games.
games are held way across town .
Lisa Turner, an alumnus of Howard
Is it that our stad ium is inferior-our
says, '' unless H.U. is play ing a nearby
facility too small , too old , too uninschool suc h as Balti more's Morgan
viting to host home games? Not at all .
State Uni versity or a big name school
It i s precisely the right size to accolike North Carolina A& T. R.F.K. Stamodate home fan s and visitors from
dium isn't need ed . The questio n still
most any school we play. It is perfectly
.remains though, shottld we squeeze
condu ctive to the hell ra is ing sp irit of
everybody in our stadium during our
excited students .
bigger games or reYert t o R.F.K. and
At home games. one looks toward
the nonspi rited atmosp here?''
su ch exi:itement because-WE are the
When most home games are pl ayed
Bison - YEAH! don't take no mess ... get
in the Howard University stadium al l
mad in a minute , YEAH ! j ump in your
the exc itement, good cheer and care-· chest !
free feelings appear to heighten. The
Bison fans are c lose r to the opposing
Eileen Johnson is a senior majoring
team-c learly in eyeshot and earshot. in print journalism .

Spiritual AwareneM

Have You Oppressed Someone
Today?

Have you ever sat in·your room and
just known or felt that something was
wrong, but you co uldn' t quite put you r
finger on it?
Many people recognize that their
families, society, nation and world
have serious prob lems_ The world is
plagued w ith poverty, ignorance. -racOur immediate environment, our
ism, greed and the li ke. Many condorms. are -deplorable w ith the ir rat s
scientious people are working to solve
{excuse me, mice). faulty wiring, inopworld problems {maybe even you!).
erable equipments, and unsanitary
There ha s been an age-old question
condit ions; thi s is certainly not a
as to the orig in of the universe,
cond ucive environment. For example,..
whether it is material or spi ritua l. It
recently the residents ol Drew Hall
has si mil arly been asked whether the
voiced t heir di sp leasure w it h the conorigin of evil is mate rial or sp iritual .
"Sludenl Le;1ders Forum'' is the Hilltop'• There is nO doubt in this write r's mind
ditions of their dormitory and the
management of the Resident life officiill column for c;1mpus student le;1der1. t hat there are materia l problems, but·
Office under Ms _ Calhoun's super- The column repreHnts 1tudent le;1der1' they are the effect of some cause.
per1on;1I i15Hssments of: plilns ;1nd 10;1111 of ,
vision .
their ;1ppropri;ale depilrtmentt, m;ajor ilC- What is the root (origi n) of the prob- -- --"--""-"
Also there have been continu ous complishrnents of their dep&rtments, ;1nd lems of m'an?
sron, aggressi a.n, ra c ism anf! exploicomplaints by students of M s. Cal- problems ilnd itsues rel;1ted to their constiThroughout man 's history
tationes.
houn's attitude toward her ultimate tuents.
there existed a!Jd still ex ists oppresI' m sure all of us have heard the saying: '' you are what you think ." Today
there are many sc ientists, psyc hologists, ministers, etc ., who agree that a
person 's out look on life and his attitudes play a ma jor role in their behav·
io r. Next, one must closely look and
sta nd equa l to Watson or Garrett
see what are the attitudes of people
76). He is prese ntly on t he Gradu ate office who .came to disCuss grades; he
refused to allow students to express under scrutinyr Second, who run s this
who have done oppressive things . One
Program Committee. He has to date,
joint anyway~ Do these people
of the underlying attitudes behind
seven pu blications 1n books and their su pport for or interest in the
National Liberation Movements in
represent the val ues and instructiona l
aggression and oppression rs selfish-.
journals . Watson's student evaluation
Southern Africa in hi s c lasses on models this university wishes to
was reportedly a 3.8 and his evaluation
project? Why are they even here. much
by the Executive committee was a 4.0 African politi cs. He also was reported
to have atta cked a student in his ofless arrogantly threatening t o cut ba ck
in 1977.
fice . .
the gains we' ve made over years of
Why, then, have these professo rs
struggle? Who gives them the right to
been denied tenure?
The Gang of seven is apparently sti ll
h
l
l
sma rt ing over Rubin's removal in 1976.
deprive us of progressive instru ction in
d I went to t e po it ic a science
4) While members of the Gang have
the c lassrooms which we and our
ness or self-centeredness was not
eopkaerttmoeen'tP'teossfeidndfeao,uot.f hEavv•·,'nygonthee ·,,I possessed PhD' s for an average of nine
great-grandparents have overpaid for
always a part of man' s chara cter. Man,
Sp
at
. one t ime in history, was selfless and
·
d Th
k · h h d years, several have failed to produce
and we so d esperate IY needi
~~~~ss e;tosc•o,n. • ,,.•v.s~do esta,~eduseem- enough pu blicat ion s to satisfy even ,
let' s put this thing into it's proper
very ~iving.
·
Th " 1
·
Id
·
·ty
Now. it' s true that each one of us has
hatically
that
they
cou
ldn•t
,,
·
sk
the
min
imum
standards
of
the
College
'
perspect
ive
.
is
s
an
univers•
P
·d ·
a responsibil!ty to ou rselves, but this
having the ir names printed for fear of of Libera ls Arts. One reportedly has, Wl e i~sue. This semester, the loudest doesn' t mean at the expense of the
repercussions. The vibe was one of
noise happens to be coming from the
lives -':nd feelings of other peop le.
extreme apprehension; the atmosphere
-politic;i l science .department. But if
Black people have been oppressed
was filled with tension
you listen carefully, you ca n hear it in
by white people in America becau.se of
AS all the informat ion came
~
/
~
"every sc hool on this ca mpu s. There is a self-cente red attitudes. Whites were
together. it became apparent that
0
power struggle go 111g on here and it is only th inking of themselves and not of
there were seven tenured faculty
even larger than the issue of the the plight of their fellow man .
members wh o reportedly compose a over the period of 7 years since he was
progressive instru ctors who each
In the Black man is looking for true
hardcore anti-progressive reactionary granted tenure, failed to produce the
semester qu ietly d isappear. It' s a liberation, he mu st adopt as his own
block . According to sources, they have sole publication he -t;:laimed he had 7 matter of being at war, one set of 'the ·attitude of selflessness or public
consistently acted in concert to jointly years ago. Most of them have fewer
values against another, and of mindedness. We must care for other
oppose tenure to productive in- than 3 publ ications each. and one was
determining which side Howard is on, people and begin to educate ourselves
structors as well as to disenfranc hise reported to have had none in any
and what we as student body are going on the pl ig hts and situations of people
students . The list of alle~tions against journals p_
r books when he received to do about it .
throughout the world.
.
this Gang of seven is as follows:
tenure very recently .
,
Sterling Brown, Nathan Hare, Tony
External, material change is very
1 ) They have harrassed students with
S) They abuse their power in grading
Brown, Acklyn Lynch and an endless important and will come, BUT the
''veiled threats and intim idations''.
the comprehensive exams of graduate
list of revolutionary Black heroes who most important transition i,s a change
2) Some have expressed strong anti- students, awarding low grades to
have made Howard' s hit list in the past in attitude and heart. If we as a people
foreign sentiment (Dr. Watson is from students whose political views oppose
have valuable lessons to teach us . are to be free, we must liberate our
the Carribean) and they have bickered their own .
First, this is not just a Political Science minds from the destructive attitudes of
among themselves and sought to
6) They reportedly fell into the
Dept. issue. This, as were the depart- self-centeredness and selfishneSs.
divide the students on this issue.
range of 2.0 in the student evaluations.
mental clamors of 1969, is a part of the
The root of the problems of man is
3) They supplied the' support for
7) They have consistently opposed whole and must be dealt with at top- self-centeredness-not t)roductive
Leslie R.ubin, an instructor from South progressive measures in the depart- level . To affect significant change, in forces, not capitalism, no~ Rockefeller;
Africa who was fired from the Poli . Sci . ment and constitute a power block
the words of the renowned and ousted but the selfish feelings and motivaDept. in 1976. Rubin reportedly was (a that threatens to drive the department (1967) scholar, Dr. Nathan Hare, ''W ill tions people have had throuahout the
shabby excuse for) a teacher who back ten years .
take more than a notionand a rally or ages .
missed classes regularly, aave his final
8) They have bee'n the agaressoN: .ii\ ~· t.wo."
What we as future leaders.must do is
examination in October and left his this heated power struggle from th'e
Continued in next issue
CHECK OURSELVES to see where our
class to a firaduate assistant withoUt outset,
Jocelyn Johnson it • senior in t
minds are at.
departmental authorization . He
These allegations raise two vital
Col ...e of Fine Arts majorina i
Are you oppressina somebody by.
cpn is entlv d ove s~uden~s fr~m ,hjs :... qu_f.s tions, . First._ c9u!~ n:i.o:~t.~c:if _the'!' · ~ "
i;........
w;.....-"'""~~· ,.¥.?~~ self·c:ntered behavior.'
~
. ""
·•

Howard University
eve ryone else (non-tenured). The list
inc ludes Brian Weinstein, MauriceWooda rd, Morris Levitt, Mic hael
Nwanze, Babalola Cole , Edward
Ja ckson and ten others . On the day
Watso n and Ga rrett were voted on,
Jul ius Okolo wa s on leave abroad , and
Lenneal Henderson and Charles Harris
c hose not to show up .
Bl The granting of tenu re to instructors is based primar ily on:
I. Publications
2. Classroom performance
3. Contrib ution to the department
4. Service to the university commun ity.
Dr . James Ga rrett. whose most
noted contribution has been his deep
concern for and committment t o
students, is also the Director of the
Unde r-grad uate Program Committee, a
member of t he faculty Executive
Committee, and has headed the
lecture series . He is the o nly associate
professor without tenure. He is widely
publ_is hed and has two books to his
credit : H is student evaluation rating,
on the .scale of 0-4 was reportedly a 3.9.
Dr. Hilbourne Watson, who has
received all of his degrees at Howard,
ded
the
Politi ca l Science
ate Student Association when he
student here. He was on the
's honor roll and was init iated into
ational Honor Society in
Economics, omicron Delta Epsilon in
1969. He graduated Magna Cum Laude
and Phi Beta Kappa In 1970. He is in his
sixth year of teaching International
Relations, Co mparative Politics and
Political Theory here.
In those six years, he has served on
the Exec·utive Committee and the
Graduate Program Committee, he was
Director of the Graduate Profiram
{1976-77) and served as Associate
Chairperson
. , for the
. department, (1977.. .

Of Current Concern

''We're gonna score and score and
we're gonna score some more, We are
the Bison, don't take no mess; ger mad
in a minute... jump in your chest.I

By Jinaki !lryant and
C.arlru1d Htu1t

l
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There's No Place Like Home

Student beaders Forum
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By Felicia Hardv
Hiiitop Staffwrlter

Cont'd from page 2

" Students who have problems with
druas or alcohol come to the Howard
University Dru& Abuse Ce nter for

help," said Dr. Alyce Cullattee, dlrec·
tor of the center.
Gullattee said '' the center treat s
people who recoan lze they ha\le
problems with alcohol and hallucin<>
11enlc druas. The center treat s students
as well as community res idents.
At least 25 students wlll report to the
ce nter in a month, accord ing to
Cullattee . They may come in to the
center on their own or someone may

•

-·

-

-"•

br ing them . All informat ion co ncern ing
patients is kept confidential . .
The center has tow offices, one at

502 College St and the other in the

'

Howard University H ospita l . "Most of

the therapy is done in the hospital ,"
'·
said Gul lattee, ''because it makes the
,_
student s feel more comfortable and
. ,,
they are able to mingle with other
'
people ."
~-=---- ·
.
Gu llattee said students are not
allowed to volunteer o r work for this
center , because drug abusers become
to treat patients, however, they are
The staff also goes out to publ ic
psychotic and this could be d angerou s. •
Paid . U niversity heal th insurance pays sc hools in the Distri ct, su ch as CarHowever. there is an un d ergra d uate
cou rse in ''substan ce abuse'' in the
the students ' bills . H owever, other doza , Taft, and Dur1bar, to lecture on
Sc hoo l of Allied Health where students
patients are treated whether they can drugs. They not only lecture to the .
are allowed to talk and study some of
pay or not . '' I t is up to the hospital," students, b ut to the teac hers as well .
the abusers
said C ullattee, '' to provide com pen saIf a student is using Phencyc ladine
The staffatthecenterha s notiudget
tion."
{PCP) or '' Angel Dust'' as it is called .
. . . . . . . . . . . ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

·- - -
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-- - -

- -
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at the DAVID TAYLO<
NAV& SHIP RESEl\RCH &

~

not "hypera~tive, he will recei~e a
neu roleptic drug, used to calm down
the nervous system, the doctor said .
·
Laboratory tests are given to see it
kidney damage is sustained from PCP.

Washington, D.C. & .Annapolis. Md.

Cont'd from page I

However Ade Sarni, president of e,..ecutive ha s the power to select an
H USA
col lab orated
Lashly ' s election co mmittee whi ch would be
statement . He said, '' The proble1n is respon sible for all election procedures.
Students at the meeting questioned
that there are two constitu tions and
there is no set procedure. to es tablish this, say ing that people c ho sen bv,,.arjy
one perSOn \Witho"u t being ap'J)rbv·e(:I 0\\llhi cli takes pl-eci?'dence ''
The cont rover4y ovef the con- popular vote could mean that these
st itution has led t o n1ost of the .people w ould be biased
Although t he current CSA co npro blems concerning election One
major complaint of students at a CSA stitution permits this action on the part
election meeti ng wa s that the present of the c hief exec utive, oppos it ion
mounted when the names of members
of the election committ ee were announced and no one present appeared
to know who the people were.
However when asked wa s this
procedure entirely fair, Asher said.
''Well on that matter all J w ill say is
that if it is desi red for us not to observe
this prov 1s1o n, then the proper
procedure would be to table an
amendment
'' This would take thirty days for us
to discuss and it would then be accepted or rejected'· by .the executive
board . The inevitable result Would be
the po stponement of elections .
Because many students w ant an
elec t io r1, this w ill not be done."
Because of protf"~t~ by many

.\(.>
;.,,..

DEVELOPMENT CENTER

•• •

they are put on a ward when they
come to the center . If the student is

CSA

•

careers 1n

- --

and a liver enzyme test is al so made .
•
The studen t - is released within seve n
- - days, if there are no underlying
His Majesty King Hassan II Of Moro cco
psychiatric problems, said Cul lattee.
he is a close friend . Hassan helped on the-Saharan ane,..ation , it remai ns to
Then he is referred to Dr. Wilbert Lacy,
· establish some of the diplomatic be seen if domestic approval of the
a psychiatrist in the univers ity Health
.contacts whi c h resulted in President Monarc h' s ac ti on will continue in the
Center, for follow-up care
Sada t's unprecedented trip to Jeru · face of escalated resistance to
'' We ca nnot say, stop taking the
Morocc an occL1pa tion of the Sahara
sale m nearly one year ago
drug," said Cullattee, instead, the
by protra cted war waged by Pol isa rio,
student is helped to realize why he is
King Ha ssa n is dlso being faced b'r' a Saha ran nationali st organization . So
using the drug. With the exception of
foreign problems in his country' s situa- far, President Carter, \vho has been a
four, all stude nt s at the center have tion on the Weste rn Sahara , a former public supporter of Afri can liberation
been able to return to sc hool Cu l lattee Spa ni sh colony that Morocco annexed in Zimbab\ve, has made no statements
said.
along with neighboring .\ 1auritania in on Morocco's occupation of the
1975 support of Kin~ Hassan' s position Sahara

TODAY'S RESEARCH Fa< TOMO<RON'S SHIPS

-

.
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The Hilltop

wishes everyone ·

A Happy Thanksgiving!
Enjoy!

DECEMBER 8, 1978
See your Plocerrent Office to arrange for on lnteNiew
AA Equal ()pp:irtunity Empklyer

\
\

Warren Slbblies, CSA Vice-president
members of the CSA, HU-SA w ill
oversee the CSA elect io n procedures .
In an inte rview. Sarni said, ''We will be
c hecki ng to see that the election
proced ures are ca rr ied out in a manner
which agrees with the CSA constitut ion. If there is anything wrong, we
v ·r1 step in tO assure a fai r elec tion.

Tupelo
II

from page 1

•

AIR FORCE
ROTC
HERE ARE THE FACTS

I

'

When you're discussing something as important as your future, it's urgent that you get the straight
facts . .. and that you understand them. Air Force ROTC can be an important part of your future. We would
like to outline some of the facts and invite you to look into gathering more.
It's a fact: the Air Force needs highly-qualified, dedicated officers ... men and women. It's a fact : we need
people in all kinds of educational disciplines. It's.a fact: we're prepared to offer financial help to those who can
qualify for an Air Force ROTC scholarship.
Get together with an AFROTC representative and discuss the program. We'll give you all the facts . It
could be one of the most important talks you've ever had with anyone about your educational plans.
OCNl'ACT:

.ROTC
,,

Pmfl!lSQr James Garrett d/sc.ussres the
growing awareness on Howard's campus. ·
Tupel~ and the st ruggle in Washing--

LT. OJI.. RICliARD W. WHITE
i::x::xn.ASS HALL, R!X'M B-29
i-0'/ARD UNIVERSITY
(:l!l2) O!MJ7ffi

Gateway to a great way of life.

'
•

•

ton, D .C., '' the only difference is geography . They are do ing their duty, we
must do ours here," he continued .
An attorney for the U nited League,
' Leonard M cC lellan , said many
students lose sight of the problems of
Black pei:>ple when they graduate and
get a $30,000 a year job . He reminded
the audience that Bla cks have not
made any gains as a people since 1968 .
'' They are more below the poverty
level in '68 than in ' 78.
The program was just one of the
many stoPs the Tupelo United league
has made on its national tour in an
attempt to further the struggle "and .
sol ici t funds .

•

I
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HU Debate
Team Places Third

Research Institute
Informs Students
The Student Government Research
Institute (SGR I) is a component of the
Howard
University
Student
Association
(HUSA J which
1s
responsible for the co llectio n, interpretation and dissemination of
information relat ive to the community
at large and to
Howard University
Students.
The institute is beginning to pu.t
research activities with a studentvolunteer outreach program and with
increased informat ion procurement
.measures .
Among the goals and objectives of
the Research Institute are: ·

-

•

Research into important and
press ing st udent issues;
"
Analyze
information
and
recommend sol ut io ns and alternatives:
- Comp ile data of
educational
value for students:
- Develop and maintain contact with
other research in~titutes :

Assist various components of
HUSA in researching problems, and
- Provide an up-to-date research
faci lity for the use of Student
Government.
Its current research priorities for the
'78-'79 year include:
- Housing

Early second semester, according to
Coac h Wynn, Howard Uni\lersity will

debate

Cont'd from page

"
I have thousands of U .S. friends here at
Howard and in t he United States'' .
Bill King, Executive Assistant to the
Vice President for Student Affairs
acted as the director for lnternation~I
Student Services last year. He noted
that there is a continuous process of
orientation to help meet the needs of
the students . ''There is no doubt in our
minds that the stude nts feel a sense of
isolat ion and al ienation on the pa rt of
students in general . This is ev idenced
by the University Se rvice Hot Line; the
No . 1 problem voiced by students is
loneliness .
King stated that a resear ch program
i s underway to assist in determ ining
the perceptions and feeling of international and U.S. students on the quality
of life at H .U . ' 'There is a tremendous
opportunity at Howard in particular
for students to take advantage of a
family and of a reunion. Reestabl ish
ties on a very personal leve l w ith your
brothers and sisters from Africa and all
over the world ," he adv ised .
(To be continued in !he next issue)

Wilmington Ten

Cont'd from page 7

wide '' hu m an r1aht1 '' crusade , ~ut Pea rce, sa id that the department's
Carter refused to pardon them . ln move wa1 a complete su rpr ise to the
April, Cov . Hunt went on statewide office , '' We are through w l th the r.11se,
telev l1ion to announce hi ~ plans not to and I doubt that the 11overnor has
release the ''10'',
• anymore to say about this cas.,,"
Press Secretary to Cov . Hun~ . Cary Pearce said ,

a

team

from

the

Naval

Academy in an exhibition on campus .

The event wil l be open to the public .
Several plans are being advanced to

Also debatin(I; for Howard at the
th ree-day tou rnam ent were Pam
- Registration
Sherrod, sophomore, and Jerome
- legislative Analysis
Johnson, juni_or . Fifty teams argued
- Tenure
proposals for assuring United States
- Ascertaining and evaluating the citizens of employment.
true direction of Howa rd University .
• school s were
Among participating
In addition to these priorities the
institute hopes to research political Johns Hopk ins U niversity, William and
and socia l developments in Africa, the Mary College, University of Pittsburgh,
state of the nation, the state of the Vil lanova Univers ity, Towson State
University, George Washington UniverAfrican-American co mmunity, op- sity, University of Maryland a: nd 'the
portunities for development and Naval Academy .
advancement of the African-American
co mmunit y a nd an ideologica l
''The competition was very good,"
repository and analysis bank .
said Coach Albert Wynn, '' so we were
The insti tute is located o n the first particularly pleased to have done
floor of the Women 's Gym .
well ."

Discrimination
country in U.S. and the Study Abroad
Program where a student may spend a
semester or a summer in another
country abroad .
Chernor Jalloh. a senior from
Guinea, said that o ne must try to
understand why Blacks behave the
way they behave, in order for him to
deal with them . '' If you d id your homework, from a historical standpoint,
then you would understand why they
develop ce rtain beliefs ."
Jalloh also noted that the largest
problem is that of identif icat ion . '' If I
get an Af ri can lad and bring him up in
America , the only difference is that
you will know that he is African . The
real problem emerges when people try
to understand why you ' re different,
es pecia ll y if your being different does
not coinc ide with their expectations of
you ."
'' It is hard to communicate because
people see the world in different ways
and a lot has to do with the way people
have been trained ," Jalloh explained .
'' It also depends 1.1pon one's values,
that is what' s aood and what' s bad, but

extemporaneous (unrehearsed) speak·
ing, and original (rehearsedJ.speaking.

Howard University. debaters placed
·third and eighth out of 100 speakers at
a recent tournament in Virginia .
Sophomores John Davis and Sterli ng
Henry were the winning speakers last
weekend at Madison College. Davis
and Henry are in their second year of
junior varsity competition.

implement this year's ful l employment

topic. One proposal would stimulate
smal l business to allow them to hire
more people. Another plan would
elimiriate the minimum wage to encou rage employers who might not
otherwise be willing to put more
money into labor.
St il l another plan would give foreign
aid to Mexico to improve its economy.
· This · would hopefully provide more
jobs for Mexicans, and reduce the
number who c ross the border as illegal
aliens and take jobs U .S. citizens could
have

He added, '' It appears that our
·younger debaters are coming along
very well ." Sherrod and Johnson are
new debaters. They will participate in
a contest for novice debaters at Prin ce
Georges Community College this"
weekend.

Howard's debaters' plan would
abolish welfare and guarantee public
,iobs to citizens who could not get
work with private businesses or .
o rganiza !ions. Ce ntra l to their'
justification for the plan is the team's ,
belief that inflation would not be
worsened by the addition of jobs to the
economy.

The team contends that inflation is
December 1 and 2 the debaters will
compete at Towson State . That tourna- caused not by a rise in employment,
ment al so inc ludes individual events . but by price increases for raw
com petition - poetry
interpretation , ·materials used in production .

-

I

'

BRIEFS•••

Mexico Discovers New Oil Deposits
Mexi_c o's na~ion~I oi l company, Pemex, announced the discovery of
n:iore 011 dep?srts along its Gulf Coast last week . Company officials say this
fin~ could increase Mexico' s res·erves to over 300 billion barrels. If
estt~a~es a_
re correct, ~e.xico 's reserves will surpass those of Saudi
A_rab1a s whi ch are 150 billion barrels, the highest proven reserves in the
world .

..

De111onstrators Demand Expulsion of U.S.

..'•
According to press reports,Anti.-Amer ican demonstrators are demanding
the expu l sion of U .S. citizens in Iran. The striking staff of Iran' s Telecommunications Department have forced at least 30 workers of American Bell
International, a subsidiary of Bell Telephone corporation to quit their job
and leave the country .
It was reported _that many United States citizens have received
anonymous death threats and thousands of western company employees
have fled the cOuntry

Silkwood Memorial Held
Approximately 200 people gathered at Lafayette Park Monday in
memorial of Karen Silkwood, a 28-year-ol d laboratory analyst at KerrMcGee nuclear plant in Cre~end , Okla .
Miss Silkwood had investigated health and safety cond it ions at the plant
and was on her way to meet a New York Times reporter to reveal her findings when ~he died in a suspicious car acc ident .
'
Many cal led her death
suspicious because reports indic ated that her car
may have been hit from the rear and forced off • the road and the
documents removed. The memorium was part of a week Jong events
sponsored by the Potoma c Alliance .

National Science Foundation Scholarships
.
The National Science foundation (NSF) has set December 8, 1978 as the
deadline for submittal of applications under its new Mino~ity Gra_d uate
Fellowship Program The - prog~am is designed to speed the 1ntegrat1on of
minorities into the science talent base .
..
Awards under this program will be based on a national compe_
t1t1on
among minority science students. Individual merit w fll be the pr1mary
determin<int

Peace Talks

cont'd from page 1

hour briefing session with the prime
minister at New York ' s Kennedy Internat ional Airport on the U.S compromise. He also met with his Is raeli cou nter-part Moshe Dayan.
According to U.S. sources, the
Vance-Dayan meetina yielded a tentative la nauaae aareement on the issues
delaying the treaty ratification process .
However, the same U.S. sources
stated that Eayptian Pres ident Sadat
and Prime M inister Beain have not
approved the Vance-Dayan lanauaae
aareement.
Carter's Intervention to seek Pres ident Sadat' s support has not yielded
result5 . W hether the Eayptla n pre1I·
dent will eventually aaree to the U.S.
comprom i se proposal ls st"ill unclear.
The official Mlddle East News
Aaency stated that Sadat w ill meet
,Vice President Ho1n l Mubarak and

Pr ime Minister Mustopha Khalil to discuss the U .S. proposals.
It is also reported by the press that
the U .S. Ambassador to Egypt , Hermann Eilts, will call on President Sadat
after theEayptian leaders' meetina.

The fellowship program is open to applicants who .are citizens or nations
of the United States who are members of an ethnic minority group. 1
.,. The three year awards offered under this proaram are intended for
s_tudents at or near. the beginning of their graduate study. Eligibility is
limited to those individuals who, as of the time of application, have not
completed _post-baccalaureate study in excess of 30 semester hours/45
q~arter hours, or equivalent, in any field of scienc~. engineering, social
science or mathematics.
A_p plications materials . may be obtained from the Fellowship Office,
National Research Council, 2101 Constitution Avenue, N .W ., Washington,
O.C. 20418 or from the office of Research Affairs of the Graduate School of
AIU a..rul.S.t:jences .

German & Russian News
•

Vol.1

No:.1
'rlACl/KI lllJIAK Al A COKrACr ,,,,,.

by 1'1ul Lo11n

WUNDER·

Jawohlll
51nd S1e
Studeritl

Dl!Cl:MBl:R COLLl!QI: QRADUATD
NOW IS THE TIME TO PLAN YOUR CAREER ...
IY ATTINDINQ THI

L•NDMAN ASSOCIAT•S
HIRING CAR••R CON,•R•NC•
DmC•MB•R7&8
You will m••t wllh r•prn•nl•llv•1 lrom ov•r 40 MAJOR U.S. CORPORATIONS who wlU
be actively hiring candld•t••
local W11hlnglon, O.C. Hotel. CAREER
OPPORTUNITI ES WIL L BE OFFEREO IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS:

•I•

ENGINEERING:

•

The . D•p•rtment of G•rm•n •nd Ru11i•n
D•rimoU-th · litt•nliii• Lingu•1• Method.

MANAGEMENT:

•
•
•
•

Production IUP9rYl1lon
• Ac:c:ountlnt/Flnnc•
Proc••• !ngln.•rlng
• 8...•IMMl•llnt
• Pureh.l .. ng/lnv.nlory Control
!qulpnMnl !nglnMrlng
• EDP Spi.m1/Progr•mmlng
FKHlll•1 !nglnffflng
• PLUS MANY MORE ...
• M•c:hlMry EqulpnMnt D••l11n
• PrOC••• Control
THERE IS NO COST OR OBLIGATION TO YOU. ALL COMPANI ES ARE EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYERS. FEMALE AND MINORITY CANOIDATES ARE
ENCOU RAGED TO APPLY .
To register for this conference. please send us 10 copies ol your resume which wilt be
confidentially reviewed by the attending companies to: Mr. Qordon K. H•e.19«

(How•rd Univ•r1ityJ

introduc••

th•

So-they ••id tYO\J! C9')1idnjt. .ip411k.._11ftn:i1n! You hive dovbt le11Jy read in the Hr# YCNt TllMI •bout th• ;r••I 1ucc.11 of
John R1s1l11" thunder-ar"ld-llghtnlng appro1ch to teach i ng foreign l1nguages. The 1ppro1ch \1 c1U9d tke Dartmouth lnt1n1iv.. l~*9• Mod•I (OilM) .Ind h1s prov.cf that mest• ry of 1 foreign l1ngu1g• by ArMrk •n 1.1nd.fgrldu11et 11 NOT an

impo11ible .dream. Th• DILM 1pproKh w il! 1111vlt your s•n1ibilities and K r1p 1w1y 111 of your Purit1n lacquer11 OILM
will speed you through th• College'• language requirements, open new vistas of learning and y••, Virgini e, unlock studies
of the hum1niti•1 for you .
Now DtlM i1 1t How1rdl With the 111ist1nc• of 1n E:o::o:on gr1nt awarded to How1rd University, Or. P•ul E. login, Ch1irm1n of the 0ep'"'"-nt of.Germtn .net ltuui1n, 1nended the workshop 11 Oartmouth Coll9ge to l••rn the lt1ui1s.-techniqUfl.
The Depertment of Germen and IWui•n ·will 0;ffer DILM-Germ1n
Ol l-006 Intensive Germen I.

DILM INGREDIENTS
1. Fiv• (5) d1ys 1 week, two (2) hours of cl •s1room instruction= 7 credits.

2. The M• l•r T••dMr (Mn. The eff•rvesc•nt P1ul login (Ph.D. in German) who hu been totelly "lt111l11ized" will intro-

duce daily u1ignrnen11 and te1ch e:o:citingly the grammatical m1teri11.

•

3. The AflpNntice T••m., (An. Following •ech YUion with Mi. srudents will meet .with an AT• (an und9~raduate wno
hes been !reined in Oil.Ml. In theM drill 1es1ion1 with the AT, students will review meterial pre5ented in the Mester

Cl1u ind prec::tice intensively the $1ructur.es end patterns introduced there. They will dirk! pattern ind tr1n1formation
drills to en1ble student\ to mike Germ1n vocobul1ry, gramm1r,_speech patterns and body l1nguege 1 p1rt of their t0mmunlc1tion 1klll1.
4. The "Lebof1tory" lxperi•nce. Stud•nh will use either the lib f<Kili'.Y or c1ssette tape players (11 kome, at work, in tM

car) to review and pr.ctice lhe l1nguoge preMnted e1rl ier in the'. day:

•

5. NO HOMEWORK!! Students will h1v• virtu1lly no homework . lhe scheduled work. is 1uffici•nl.

•ALL STUDENTS WHO HAVE HAD GERMAN MAY AND SHOULD APPLY FOR AT POSITIONS WHICH
PAY $2,65 AN HOUR,
DEPARTMENT OF GERMAN AND RUSSIAN
Howard University
wash1ngton, D.C. 20059

Enter Cl AIROL'11 world of Innovating career experlenc11 ae pert
of our engineering manege1111nt 1taff. Challenging opportunttln
await you In our Operation• Meneg•111ent Program.
·

• •Pr-ocea E. . . . . •Project~• lndultrtlll Englmn
•Ploductlon&......
.
• P1c01Ct1on Pllnnlng & Mltertlll Coiillol

•

[ l Yes, I'm interested i n the Howard DILM. Please reserve 1 place for me
1n the program beginning i n September. 1978 •
[]Yes, I'm interested. in applyjng for 11 position as an AT at $2.65 per hour .
I have had some Gel"'N.n.

Name .: _-------------'Telephone:. _ _ _ _ __

Address:·-----------------------

t1 ty:. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _sute:. ______,_ Z1 p:. _....;._

•

Further info11111tton d11ir1d:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Our repre11nt1tlv11 wllf .be on cempu1 ...

On D1c1mber 1
at the Placement Office

'

-----------------------\

I

•

•

..
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First Secretary Defends Greater Somalia Concept
r1 i11g to ha ve ,1 def e r1s e fur1d from the

By Sunni Khalid

Wes tf' rr1 world .

especiallyi

from

Hilltop Staffwriler
continued from last wee!.
1he t-iorn a t Atrr c a has bee n. 1n rece11t years. a sc ene of continu ing terri-

W estern Europ(', i r1 o rder to defentjour .

t o rial

territory ,1 r1d o u r 11 a t io na l integrity .

di sptites

i nv o lv i ng

Eth iopi a,

wh ic h ha s been his to ric ally ir1 volved
with d ispu te' 1-\l ith secessionist for{: e~
in her r1o rthe rn province of Erit rea and
to the un if ica tio n of Somali-popul ated

the L' r1it ed St,1 tes We ~vould like to

l)tl\' ,1r r11s fr o m the U r1ited St ,1 tf's and

Hilltop: Since Somalia's independence
there has been much concern from
Ethiopia, Kenya, and recently indepen-

dent Djibouti, in regards to Somali
terr ito ries in Eth iopia . Kenya and the territorial e1pansion inlo parts of their
small , r1e\vly-independen t nation of nations. Many observers have pointed
D ji bout i
to Somalia ' s national flag and
In an in tervie\V \\' it h Abdlilla hi Nt1r. Somalia 's five.pointed star as proofFirsl Sec reta ry of the United States ,Positive of Somali's intentions to anne1
emba ssy o f the Somal i Repu blic . t he/ neighboring territories inhabited by
Hilltop exan1ined the na ttire of t he etht.ic Sofn'"alis. \\i hat is the official
confl ict bet\veen the t\\'O n,1tior1s and government position o n e1pansionl
the con1pl exit ies of t he current si t ti a- •Nur: W ell , \vhate\'er those people say ,
tio 11 .
we do r1 ' t have an expan sionist policy,
Hilltop: There h.1s bee n so ni e co ncern, bt1t \ve are t ryi ng to help our brothers
spec ifi cally in e.1st Afri ca. abou t get thei r ir1de pend er1 ce. We did the
Somal ia' s rel at ion s \Y i th the su per ~.1 r11 e th1r1g 1n Dj ibout i. wh ic h is now a
powers. Son1alia brok e it s dipl o r11at1 c republi c
ties with tl1e Soviet Uni on la st year Hilltop: You proposed a referendum to
o ver the Ogaden W ar What is So ni a- be put before lhe people, didn't youl
lia's offi cial posi t io r1 to\v ard s the The Somali government proposed a
USS R ? And . are - there p la ns f or referendum (for Djibouti before inde..
Som ali,1 to bL1y \veapo11:> fror11 t ilt' pendence)l
Un ited States or any otl1e r \Ves ter n Nur: (The referer1du 111) to c hoose whatpowers in order to defend itself against ever they \v,1 11t. 11 o t to be annexed by
possible Eth io pia n n1ilit ary agressio11?
t he Sorna l is Ancl \\'e fo tight fo r the ir inNur: Wel l. ~CtU.1.lfy we did kic k then1 de pe11clence \vhen they \Vere a French
out . t he Russian expert ise and ad \' i- colon)-• V\' e su ppor ted every effo rt we
sors And the reason \ve k ic ked t hen1 cou ld h,1ve. arid \\'e spend our energie s
out is beca use. as I sai d befo re. t he)-' so that t he Djibou ti peop le would becam e wit h a p la n where we cou ld be corn e inde pendent And for t hem , they
partic ipant. So \ve f ull y rejected t hem \vou ld d ecid e thei r dest iny.
and t hat p lan W e have d ip lom atic
So. 110\v they are a re pu bli c. They
rel at ions w ith the Sov iet Unio n right are ou r bro t he rs And they are a rene w, but we d id n't have a treaty or pu blic , and \ve are supporting, conanyth ing w ith t hem _ Ar1d \Ve are p la n- trib11ti r1g, ilnd hel p ing t hem And 1-'."e

11

E.illst province within the borders ot
Somalia. In northern kenya, kenya has
charged that there have been a number
of .illrmed skirmishes with Somali shift.as
or guerill.ills. What is the extenf ..of
Somali government support of the
WSLF in kenya and other Somali
liberation mo11ementsl
Nur: Well, as I said before, the case
and the problem we have with Ethiopia
and eone we have with Kenya is difent .
Hillt~p
:
is kenyoill different
Ethi .
N~ enya is differe
ecause it 1s
'bhat the
s
behind . Ju st a
pr
sional Jl~lty, which alt AfriJw...~ n c~trd'S have.
part of Ethi~~a,me p.ill
of HiW. So, the
Soma}i~ 1 or chooej~~~ If.ill e y
oesn'
iilo'i!lli.ti
r·

o,.t.~

Nuf.:t'.l~ believe they want to b

de•

• Ho.n:i..i'>O.

· No we· don't recognize i .
part of Ethiopia because, well , they are !Jg vernm
d my presiden have
fighting against repression. There is no tried every d- lomaqf cha nn
o have
school there,(:lfifr~ l ~AWhat f~iendly r ation.v-'i...ith
1ghboring,
you have in the bgad"e'tr'fs A military sister cou ry
a, an o cooperate
rr ison and a milifary administration.
ay
bring the two
An
at' s a clear o
of the
er.
t. unfo tunately,
land .
here are o her ntere s
other
Hilltop: Rep
have
ced super power inv Ive
n and
recently th•t some of the Somali el1fl a >94t1~t , e Som ·
c groups
lar soldiers who fought in the O den Who are 1n enya and
e Somalis in
War in 1977, hp!:" M~ehi d to the Ogad
are different; because the
fight with the W~E; . l\tbdfa-yo c•re• Somalis in Kenya have the particitoelabor•te on thatf
patio
f the political atmosphere and
Nur: Well. there's no single Somal i they have a certain freedom of move.
soldier in the Ogaden territory. But we ment . In the Ogaden it' s different, it's a
are SUPPortingthem (the WSLF).
real oc cupation _
Hilltop: Last year, Kenya choillrged its Hilltop: From what I underst.illnd from
Somali emboillssy displayed • national obser~ers from Keny•, the government
map which included Ethiopia 's there has been drilling for oil in the
Og.iden, Djibouti, and keny•'s "North North East province for 10 ye•rs and

they (lovernment offici.illls) feel oil will
be discovered soon. Does the Somali
1overnment want to get into the North
East province and be able to · exploit

the·oi·1·ihat may be in the regfOn1--

and the Red Sea, Indian Ocean, and
maybe in the long run, block the
West's lifeline, which is the 01 1 route in
the area . And you may see what is happening in Iran nowadays , and
Afghanistan . That ' s Soviet Ex-

,.. ,

Nur: Somalia has never been behind
an~ oil or any other resources . What
we are behind is to liberate our people

pansionism·.
~
What we see in th
orn of Afric a
specifically, is that . Russians have a
free hand in the are . here is no
checkmate. And it is like the Russians
have the cake, and probably they will
eat .

inside those territories, and this is still
our policy and principle.
Hilltop: Wh.illt director do you forsee
Som.illlia moving tow.illrd in the future,
as f•r as the Horn of Africa i·s concerned, or possible Somali •ssist.illnce
to the liberation struule in Southern
Africa I
Nur: Well , actually, as the Somali
people and the Somali government, we
don't want war . What we want it to
build our economy and our nation. We
don' t want the region to be the site of a
super power rivalry . What we want in
the region is stabi lity . The problem in
the Ogaden, we want to have lef t to
African solut ions. And we want the
area to be free of foreign troops. We
want all foreign troops to _leave the
area .
Hilltop: Specifically the ,Ohms? .
Nur: The Cubans, the Russians aiid the
East Germans.
Hilltop: H.ills the Somali government
verified the reported presence of Russian troopsf
Nur: They have troops and they are
generals. Military generals, which must
qualify as generals in Russia, that have
been in the Ogaden . So, you might see
the clear-cut Russian intention in the
area . What they want is to probably
have Ethiopia , Somalia , South Yeman

Tanzania
Cont'd from page 1

An Evening of Solidarity with Zimbab,yve and the Wilmington 10''

Hannibal (Marvin Peterson) mils away at world premiere.
the school system. The one-sided
techniques is also used in interviews
with the parents of the ''Ten'' who
express the inequity of the law and the
conspired charges their so ns faced .
The '' Ten '' were arrested in 1972 and
were to serve term s of 2S-30 years
each . however public pressure and

•

ou t rage forced N.C Go vernor James
Hunt to redu ce t heir sentences.
One aspect of publ ic outrage is
documented 1n the f ilm by the
W il m ington Ten demonstration 1n
fr ont o f the Wh ite House in March of
1978. Man y Howard students parti c ipated 1n the protest and are
featured 1n the film . Howard

Unive rsity students and re cJ'n t the people can produce food . This part
graduates also aided in the produc tion of the natural expansion of the
of the film .
struggle."
James Early, a professor at Howard
'' No Time to Say Goodbye," a film
appears in the filn1 while speaking at a wh ic h documented the conditions in
seminar to educate the public about refugee camps in Southern Africa was
the case . Early questions the Carter also shown . Other celeb(ities who
administration ' s commil ment to attended the program were author
human rights while Black s l.inqu is h in James Baldwin, Novella Nelson, and
prisons for no reason .
Ntozake Shange, the author of
Filmed interviews with Ben Chavis '' Colored Girls ." Noted guess included
and Assata Shakur, both dec lared Dr. Betty Shabazz, Susan Robeson and
political prisoners , highlight the a group from Tupelo Miss issippi .
documenta ry.
Tupelo has been the recent scene of
Chavis said that the Wilm ington Ten racial trouble in Miss _ where a small
case is '' a looking glass at the Black population unified and sucAmerican judical s""tem ." He also cessfully boycotted white businesses.
said, '' The Jn:iprjsonment will always Mrs . Chavis and Mrs. Moore, both
affecV m•1\ij• ~~e governmen~ ~wili mothrrs
of
members
of
the
never be able to pay for what ha s been Wilmington Ten, were also present .
done."
Dr . Charles Cobb , Executive
Not on ly was the title of the Director of the Comm ission of Racial
program world-wide, the, clientele was Ju stice, the United Church of Christ,
too . Among the many foreign compared lhe Wilmington case to the
dignitaries were : Dr. Calistus Nslovu , infamous Scottsboro Boys case in the
chief representative to the United 1930 s.
Nations Zimbawe African People' s 1 Cobb represented the church that
Union (ZAPU); Edgar Tekere, Secretary sent Ben Chavis to W ilmington to
General , Zimbawe African Nation organize . Cobb asked , ;,What kind of
Union, (ZANU); and Secretary of the man is Ben Chavis that he could cause
Organization of African Unity.
the State of North Ca rolina to conspire
Ndlovu recalled a song that Africans and convict the Wilmington Tenl
sanginthe1800sthattranslated: '' let What kind of man is Chavis that he
us ma rch to America and free our own could caus!'! a ' born-again' president to
brothers." Ndlovu blamed the British joint the conspiracy?'' Cobb answered
for the problems in Southern Africa by calling Chavis '' articulate and
and in America , Palestine and Ireland . committed'' and a ''soldier on the
He said " it is not possible to battlefield of righteousness."
renegotiate a peaceful settlement with
Musical entertainment was provided
Ian Smith and his blacksmiths . Our by Terry Ca llier, a noted jazz and blues
strategy is armed struggle to free performer who delighted the crows
Zimbawe ."
with his mellow voice and tinkering
Ndlovu recognized many diplomats guitar. Callier sang selections from his
and applauded ' 'interna tiona l ism'' latest album, inc luding African
'' Some people told me to be carefu l Vio lets.
with Cuba. but anybody wtio tells me
'' Hanibal'' Marvin Peterson marto be careful with Cuba had better be velled the crowd with his ~11\ng
ca reful of me '' he added .
trumpet. He dedicated a song entitle,d,
Tekere, a ~eprese'ntative of Robert '' The Fire Next Time," to James
Mugabe, said he was. '' glad to see we Baldwin and also one for Malcom X.
are not alone in the struggle'' Tekere A(jding to the eventful'. ness of the
thanked those supporters of the program was . the fact that it was
brothers and sisters in Zimbawe for the Hannibal ' s birthday. After being
food. clothes and medical supplies presented a cake Han~ibal could only
sent, but ask for greater assistance . say '' I hope this event buy_s enough
''We must resettle the people in the cannon ... to take care of business. The
liberated areas of Zimbawe and list of sponsors of the program inc lude,
reopen schools and the rural centers of Ver
Mae _~svenor and Felipe

i

l

Cont'd from page 1

Lu c iano, who t1'1'HJ1!Q lmani Kazana, of
the Wilmington 10 Defense Committee, John O. Killens, Ossie Davis
and Ruby Dee, and The Black
American law Students Association
and a host of others too numerous to
mention .
All proceeds from the program went
toward the purchase of medical
supplies for Zimbabwean refugees _

thought in this case, which cla ims that
because of the Uganda . exiles, who are
collaborating with former President
Obote, Amin has to make the first
strike lo remind his opponents that he
is not sleeping and that he is capable
to neutralizing them at his will . These
people contend that such atta cks will
save Amin of many guerrilla attacks
from Tanzania .
Whatever his motive, one thing
stands clear. As in the Horn of Afr ica,
Soviet arms are being used by both
parties. As in the Ethiopian-Soma li
war, the Soviet Union will most l ikely
side wilh one country against a former
ally.
'' President Amin is behaving just li ke
an animal. He is like Hitler and he w il l
suffer ~he same consequences," on
Soviet diplomat is reported to have
told an unidentified American _
Soviet citizens are reported to be
helping the Tanzanians . They are said
to be conferring with Tanzanian soldiers and are also training their pilots
to fly Mig fighter planes .
Military analysts say that Tanzania ' s
chances of crossing the Kagera rive~
are very slim indeed for in the atta ck
following the October 30 invasion . the
only bridge link ing the two banks o f
the river was destroyed . Since Presi·
·dent Amin is consolidat ing his positions at key 1pm.itions, . .thew;
Mll~yst argue1 "thit unlesS. t."9
Soviet Union helps build a bridge,
Tanzania w ill bear the brunt of any
attacks on the Ugandan pos ition s
•

Namibia

Cont'd from page 3
.

poising itself for a major military foray
into Angola to destroy SWAPO bases . .
President Neto, whose political
party South Africa tried unsuccessfully
to defeat and undermine through its
support of other movements, has
pledged that his country is preparing
for a major military counteroffensive
foi- South Afr ica , and is reinforcing his
troops with a reported 30,000 Cuban
troops along the border. Neto has also
announced that the national militia is
being mobilized to defend the coUntry
from South African aggression .
South Afr ica and Angola have long·
been at odds,. and each government
has accused the other of making
border violations. Angola continues to
support !)WAPO guerillas and South
Africa continues to back the now
secessionists forces of . U.N.l.T.A.
(National Union for the Total Independence of AnRola), who wP~e defeated

..

·in lhe.1975 Angola c ivil war.
The serious racial controntation
between white South Afri ca and her
African neighbors . whi c h the Western
diplomats say they have been working
to avoid, seems to be ever-i ncreasing in
likelihood . South Africa is not ready to
relinquish contro l over Namibia . and
the African nations are increas ing the ir
support of liberation forces.
Despite Western fears over Sovi et
support of various movements in
Southern Africa, the fact rema ins that
the West, who has the considerable
economic investment in South Africa,
has the means and economic leverage
to apply to South Africa . Yet, in the
past. all mandatory economic san ctions on SoutA Africa have,. been
vetoed by the West. It remains to be
seen what type of diplomatic negotia~
tion can be used in the adsence of
substantial economic threai.
1
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'l.50 & '9.50-RESERVED SUTS
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JIMMY CLIFF-&TAJ MAHAL
Plus

ONENESS OF JUJU

'
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Wednesday,
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29
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.
by NTOZAKE SHANQE

Or just about anywhere else you'd like to QO. For
instance , our Round Thrlft•3 Ftlresaves you 30%
roundtrip when you return no earlier than the th ird
day following your original date of departure. Pied -

Passionate, daring, a brilliant
talent, Ms. Shange dazzled audi·
ences and readers with for col·
ored girls. This new collection of
poems-personal, painful, joyful,
alive-show why The New York
Times said: "Miss Shange writes
with such exquisite care and
beauty that anyone can relate to
her message'.' $7.95

mont's Weekend

roundtrip discount if you leave Saturday and return
Saturday, Sunday or Monday through the first avai!w
able flight after noon .
Piedmont has five other discount fares to
choose from, too. For complete information, call your
travel agent or Piedmont Airlines. Major credit cards
accepted . All discount fares subject to change
without notice.

St. Martins Press;
•

I

Exounlon Fere means a 25%

F~!I PIEDHIDDT

CHAKA KHAN

•

8:00 p.m • .
"
,- $7.50 & $8.50 reserved seats
.. .,J.

Tiet•• 0. ... on TICKETRON 1101 17111 St . N.W. (J(Q) 659-:MOI . All Monl&onte'f)' Ward si-·.c-o'L
Aftllwton, Mon11omery Mall Hid. WlllM OU), War- ~ lol omc., all Soul Slllckl, Art YOlllll'I,

i..,..

1, of Maryluld 11.._ u111o11 ..a 01

4

iiiiiiiiiii

WI a..:on1 • lookl, c-111111on Hall loll orraiii~""iiii"~'.~_ii
,

11 Partr .wttb Ibo Stan!
D1atmber 3111.
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The Reality of 'Summer Soft Dreams
in Apple Wine Time'
By Darien C. Small
Hilltop Stillffwriter

The lights softly lit up the stage. The
audience. hushing one another while
absorbing the setting of the stage, sat
unknowingly of what to expect .
'' Th is chemistry is just kickin' my behind I '' Just relax girl, we need to go out
and find two men and screw their
brains out ,'' began the play '' Su mmer
Soft Dreams in Apple Wine Time' ' .
This play is truly an escape, a trip into
the lives of four women in their final
year of graduate school at a southern
Black college
Through their relationships with
themselves as well as four other men,
they are pressured into a jou rne y of
soul searching. Led by a set of ci rcu mstances, each is forced to stop running
from themselves . Shedding their selfdawned masks. they find out who they
are and their true goals and aspirations.
'' Summer Soft Dreams in Apple
Wine Time'' is blessed with the combination of a relevant, well-written, f reeflowing script; a unique combination
of livelv and emotional actors; and is
directed by a man who has molded the
actor' s well polished talents into very
believable characters.
Written by Robert Abney and
directed by Charles N. Jamison Jr ., the
play blossoms in the hand of eight
actors, all of whom are from the Washington area . Collectively, they have
been a part of 73 productions and a
countless number of other performances . But their talents are not
limited to the arts of the stage. Beside
from their various college degrees,
some of the cast have made movies,
while others are wr iters .
Throughout the play there is a parallel I drawn between the setting of a
southern Black college and H'Jward
Univers ity. People struggling through
academi c batt les. family crisi s and
social pressures. the forces of Jove,
and the sensations of sex are the experiences that make them grow as their
own individual .

Personal RaP-e ExP-erience

that expelled from his body while he
was cutt ing my neck and back . All I
wanted was for me and my son to live
through the ordeal . Three hours later.
while I was doing everything that I

By Darrell Calhoun
Hilltop Staffwriter
'' He raped me for the next three
hours'', was the emotional remark of
Carolyn Craven at the H owa rd University Hospital Auditorium Monday
as she described her attacker's actions .
Craven, an ex-KQED TV newsreporter, was the sixty-second rape
victim of a Bla ck man known to the
public in the San Francisco Bay area as
''Sti nky''. Unlike the previous victims
of ' 'Stinky'', Craven decided to strike
back by going pub lic with her~al .
Since her attack on January 13,
Craven has been speaking nationally
and was featured in the September
edition of Ebony magazine giving an
inside view of the rape.
One common thought of many
people is that rape vict ims bring on
attacks themselves, either by the way
of dress or lifestyle. But what about
the rape victims that range from '
babies stil l in diapers to elderly women
without teeth, which totally destroy s
the physical misconceptions.
'' Sex has nothing to do with your
potential of becoming a rape victim ,"
said Craven . ''I always thought that it
was the craziness that brought about
the rapes of the women that I interviewed, but I found out for myself that
it was the rape that brought on th e
111
craziness."
last year over 62,000 rape s w ere
reported in the United States, but the
amazing part of the statisti cs is that for
:o. every rape reported. nine other rapes
~ went unreported .
0
Craven lives a lifestyle o f sec lu sion
~ compa red to her other friends in the
media . She says, '' I didn' t vi sit the bars
The actors of 'Summer Soft Dreams in Apple Wine Time' reveal many of their
after hours. I had a guard dog and
emotions. to discover true self-identity.
locks on all windows for extra secur i ty,
but none of these things worked The
shame came from being a parti c ipant
Through their s truggl e~ . they reac h a "
" Sun1mer Soft Dreams in Apple
of the crime . I felt overwhelmed \\' ith
point where they ha\•e to stop and re- Wine Time '' 1s produ ced by Kei sha
grief and had no sense of sec ur i ty o r
flect upon who they are, what they
In c., a nonprofit theatre organization
pride left in me to feel safe in m y owr1
need , -and-wf.io-they vvant to be . '' Ju st
that was founded in 1976. Donations
home ."
Jet me be who I want to be. beil!l~P
for the play are $4, and profits will go
She continues. '' The way that
I 'm damn sick and t ired of be ing me! ''
toward summer youth programs
'Stinky' got into my hou se wa s by i 1rst
The parado x of th is line 1 ~ made clear
''Summer Soft Dreams in Apple W ine
poisoning the dog, then entering the
throughout the play as the charnc ters Time'' is showing at First Congressional
house through my son 's room . He had
search for themselves
Churc h.
to step over my son 's bed before he

'

-..

\

'

E

•r

could possibly do to help, he reached
his orgasm . It seemed so anticlimatic .''
Craven continues, ' Stin ky ' stopped to

observe the blood that was on the
sheets and wall . He didn't get off on
the sex, but on the blood and the terror
he subjected me to. He then told me to
go to the living room and get my

pocketbook . We went to the living
room where he took the fifteen dollars
that J had in my pocketbook . After
emptying my pocketbook, he told me
if I were to go back into my room and
stay there he wou Id not hurt me, but
leave me iust as I was when he came."
Craven smiled at the remark .
She say s, "' How stupid that sounded .
Leave me ju st as I was and moments
before I had endured a th ree hour rape
attack ."
Craven speaks out against lMw attacker.
During the presentation the attractive Carolyn Craven came near
could get into the house, but some way tears , re!=ounting the horrible event
he did without waking Gabriel (the that had taken pla ce ea rl ier this year in
son)."
the '' san ct ity and security'' of her
Craven is 33-years-old . She was born home
in Chi cago to a middle-class family
Along with the liberal Arts Student
and had been working in televis ion for Council presentation of Craven, there
ten years. Three years prior to her rape were members of the Howard Univershe had become aware of ' Stinky' and sity Health and Family Planning Ser·
his c haracteristics through an inter- vices, D .C Rape Crisis Center and a
view with a Black law student at the member of the Metropolitan Police
University of Californ ia at Berkley who Department Sex Crime Squad
had been a victim of ' Stinky' .
After the rape of a woman . r:iot only
Craven says, '' I thought that rape is medical attention needed for the
would only happen to other women. victim . but often times psychiatric
Surely upstanding middle class women help is also needed . In D .C. the Rape
were exc luded . But at about 1 a.m . I Hotline number is 333-RAPE .
saw a f igure flying in total blackness
Craven ended her two and a halfthat landed on me . I tried to sit up, but hour speec'h with a surprising note. '' I
it wa s to no avail . I then felt a sharp am tired as hell of women taking the
knife go to my neck ." He said , ' If you
blame for rape. Where are the .Black
make a move I will kill you ,' and I men to protect their women . If they
knew that he would do exactly what he were to quit laughing at the sexist
satd ''
jokes, they will figure out which one of
Craven went on to tel l of the blind- the brothers that is laughing with them
f o lding that is so unique of ' Stinky'. He w ill one day possibly go out and rape
then proceeded to cut her finger to the their mother or sister When they stop
bone to prove his point.
thinking of dominance of their sisters,
·· 1 could smel l the chemical odors we as a race will be united ."

H.U. vs Morgan tate
Saturday, November 18, 1978

THE UNIVERSITY-WIDE CULTURAL COMMITTEE PRESENTS

TIME: 1:30 p.m.
PLACE: Howard Campus .
ADMISSION: Certificate of Registration
It is always sensational to watch your team win especially on the
home ground. The Bison brought. some pride to this campus last
Saturday when they defeated North Carolina State, but more important is the ga1ne tomorrow against Morgan State. All through the,
season, the Soul Steppers and Cheerleaders have been supportive of
our athletic 1ean1s. They deserve some credit. HUSA urges you to
come and see the fantastic and colorful Soul Steppers perfortn and to
have a glimpse at our beautiful cheerleaders do what they like doing.
Together we •vould all cheer the ''Bison'' to victory. They surely need
the support.

· See you at the game

ONE WOMAN ACT
WITH MUSIC, DRAMA, POETRY, AND DANCE

'

•

ATERRIFYING LCM SIORf
JOSEPH E. LEVN PRESENTS
MAGIC
ANTHONYHOPKN _, MMGRE I

BURGESS lllEREDi IH ED I.AUTER
EXECUTIVE FRllDl.QJI CO. ERICK50N
MUSIC BYJERRI' 00! ''IJU I H
SCREENPLAY BY WLLIAM GOl.DMAN,

Friday, November 17, 1978
8:00 p.m.

BASED ll'ON 115 NCWEL

PROOUCED BYJOSEF I I E. I.EVN
AND RICHARD P. LEVN

--_.@

DtRECI ED BY RICHARD ,.:..l""Id"'llORQ_.,"',.IUGH

..,.
!..:..•IO.. '.)., I. _ iii

CRAMTON AUDITORIUM
I

'

'
WYN Pl.AYING AT ATHEATER l'EAR 'OJ
CHECK LOCAL NEWSPAPERS FOR THEATER l..lSTNlS

\
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r--B/ack History Spotlight

Breaking Barriers
on The Hill'

By Chris Cray
Hillto p St~ f fwri ter

'' Mulatto, " a historical c lassic a l by
Lansston Hughes and di rected by
Carole W . Sing leton, opened November 8, at Ira Ald ridge Theater . A captivating and revolutionary drama,
''Mulatto'' is a hard grit story about
miscengenation in the South. The freedom cry of a vigorous mulatto who

By Darien( . Small
Hillto p 51Aff writer

In November, an era may have ended. Republica n
Senator Edward W. Brooke of Massachusetts, the /one
Black senator of the twentieth century, lost his bid fo r
reelec tion to the United States Senate.
If greatness can be measured through the obstacles one
overtakes in accomplishing their goals, Brooke wou ld be
a genuine example of the merits of perseverence. He has
said that he is not a Civil Rights representative, but instead, a representative of all peoples, especially those of
Massachusetts.

demands respec t and equality as a
human being during a' period when

slavery was the law and one's place
was a matter of respect in the eyes of a
southern white.
,

Bert, the mulatto and main character. played exhilarating and creatively
by Bil ly C . Will iams, is the offspring of

Colonel Norwood and his maiden
Black slave hou~ekeeper . Bert has returned home from co llege after bei ng
sent away a wreat number of years .
Ed ucated , half.white . and proud. Bert
returns only to find fear and illiteracy
ho .... er inw o .... er the small town 's men·
tality .
Refus ing all back doors in his life,
Bert 's f irst entrance in '' Mulatto," is
through his wh ite father ' s front door.
He steals the audience 's sentiment and
captures the ir heat wh ile he philosoph ic ally re..,.eals his l ife. his people and
their injustice

The yea r he was elected to .the Senate, 1966, he beat all
odds : a Black Republ ican in a Democratic state whose ,.
Black popula t ion was less than 2 percent, and prevailed
over a n opponent who not only was a millionaire, but
also had the political back ings of the Kennedys,
Born in Washington D.C. in 1941 , Brooke graduated
from Howard Univers it y· with his sights set on medical
school. But after serving in World War II he changed his
focus to la w; graduat ing. in 1948 from Boston University"s law school.

-I

Bert's _slave niother and hou sekeeper, Cora , portrayed by Catrina
Caney. is also one ' ' hell of a charac·
ter." This you ng lady could give Cicely
Tyson a run for her money in '' Sounder
Lou Dickey, a graduate student of
II ." She di ligently dwells in Massa' s Cl assical Studies at the University of
kit chen and undesirably bows to his Maryland is the th ird dynami c charac·
bed . She hopes her children will have a ter. Mr . Dickey, po rtrays Co lonel Norbrighter future than whale slavery w ood, who appears to be strong and
offered her. Using her ability . like a bold, but meek as a l ion w i th a yellow
great turbulent wind , Catrina made the stripe down hi s back until he is
audience fear, understand , and even .sma cked w i th the exist~nce and inc ry at- iier distressful plight-not to toleran ce of Bert . H is c hara cter roar s
mention that of her dearest son Bert . off and maturates into someone the
'' Mulatto " is surely a golden star audience begins to despise and hate
performance. even though the sou nd intensely
c rew attempted to drown Cora out by
The show is well constructed , and
the sounds of d ogs rampag ing the
incorporates a tremendous amount of
nearby woods; or wa s there reall y a
ene rg y and talent. featuring severa l
broken record of o ne dog's bark . The
good artists . Yet, the ability of two
mo notonou s sou nd • · ;e.cts took away
chara cters i s questioned . May be if the
from what Cora ha > . 1~ say

actors were given attent ive gu idan ce
in the perception of their part s, the
audience would have avoided w o ndering their intent ion . The program states
Ben Herring of (;eorge Was hington
University and Bob Rainey of the Little
Theater of Alexandria portray ing two
excellen t sep arate characters, ''white
southern
cont emporary
crackers."
Hey , but wa it , w e realize this is theater
and our m ind s are imaginative; bu t
come on-..,.ou ' re taking advantage of
our iimagination If one should desire to
portray ind ivid ual charac ters, he
should at le '.!s t~l ter their personalities
Ben Herr ing. granted , tried . Nevertheless. there appeared only a loss of a
limb . Bob Ra in ey - well I refu sed to

Deweygram 's
Telegram
By Dewey Graham
Hillto p St;t1lfwriter

Black s and other m inori t ies are not.
getting the coverage they should be
getting on the air and it appears that
the networks are finally doing
something about it.
Due to the lack of new comedy on
NBC since Fred Silverman took co mmand as president and possibly that
there is a lack of minority program s on
the air, Tandem Production s {Norman
Lear's and Bud Yorkin 's company) has
created '' Olffrent Strokes'' for the
viewi na audie nce . The question 1s, wi l l
the audience accep t the show? The
answer -only if the black portion of
the aud ience does n't w ise up t.o the
fac t that they are bei n& shaf t ed .

Take a look at the title of the show,
'' Diffrent Strokes'' . Neither Dan iel
Webster nor Mr. Funk and Mr . Wagnall
spe ll t he word ' 'different'' with
apostrophe d irectly in the center .
Obviously, the new spelling of the
word ' 'diffrent '' m'ust be a representalion of '' Black English Vernacular'' . In
other words, it su btly says that Bla ck
people can not pronounce big words,
although they '' love them '')
Now take a look at the main character, 10-year·ol d Cary Coleman . Co leman portrays a young Bla ck ch ild with
a b ig m outh . True, this may be amusing
and at t imes very funny, but can Coleman 's wit alone hold up the serie~?
From what has been shown of the
show. the plot needs more elements
introduced lnto it .
How are the Bla ck prowrams doin~

dis cuss . Singoeton should have paid
attention and guided these chara cters
more carefully ..They could have been
a motivating for ce in Hughes' initial
idea .
Seem ingly . Singleton concen trated
more on histori cal ac curacy rather
than t he execution of those tw o actors,
and controlling the elements of spec ial
effects . Nevertheless, the show exhibited a bright picture of southern
hypocrisy, alone w ith an exceeding
bri lliant effort to philosophical l y stage
Lang ston
H ughes ' revolut i onary
message.
Litt le cred it is due to the techn ic al
crew . The l ight crew was untimely and
the sound crew wa s always too late o r
too ear ly or in the wrong place at the
wrong t ime.
Overall the show is ente rtaini ng,
educational and a histori cal ventu re
through t ime. It 's something we shou ld
all see. A tall tale experience of the
plight of the Black man - when no one
spoke his m ind. not even him . the
''Mulatto.''

Correct1'on

tn the '"tings? well , according to
certain sources, '' Diff' rent Strokes'' - ·rated 25 in the top JO program s and
CBS ' s ' 'The Jeffersons '' hit its all time Berea College is 1101 a Black i1zstih1tion
low for the season at the end of the
_as reported in last l~k 's (No1 1• 10) ar~
seventh week .
True, televisio n has come out w ith icle 'Black (bl/eges Qin Survive'.
some pretty good programs featuring
Bla ck people, but they've lost the ir
originality and are turning ou t uninspiring and stereotyped pro ducts
whi ch are really a wa ste of t ime . Of
course, this fact is not limited o nly to
the minority o rie nted programs, but
counts for many of the non·minor i ty
oriented programs also.
When the e)(ecutives and writers
discover the fact that Bla ck people
can play other roles besides winos .
p imps, and prostitutes, t he viewers
m 1uht ti n joy it a little more .

............... . . . . .,E"""""""'A......
RN-------

Four years later he set aside his one-man la w practice
to enter state politics. Th ou gh he won the Republican
nomination to sit on the state legislatu re, the many racist
fronts temporarily halted his dreams bf public office.
Using a tactic that meant e political death for any candidate in the pos t World War II yea rs, Brooke, even though
he denounced the communist, was endorsed as a Communist ca ndidate. Again, in 1952, he won the Republican
nomination but loss the general election.
Eight yea rs la ter Brooke returned to his battle, and this
time it was he who prevailed. In 1962, he won his bid as
Massachusetts Attorney General, the second highest
office in the state. He was the only Repub lican to be
elected to a state w ide office, and the first Black man in
America, at least in recent political history. to be elected
so such a in f luent ial office.
The fall of 1966 marked Brooke's rise to the U.S.
Senate. Twelve years later. his uphill bandwagon stalla.d
with his losing the Senate. H is concession speec h
reflected the man that he is. full of pride. of class and of
hope. Massachusetts has loss a powerfu l senator, the
country has lost an asset. and the lonely Americans: the
poor, the unemployed, the underrepresented ha ve lost an
influential friend.

~

MBA
Fl 1c111rd O M1r1111tl,
L.L B -How1ra

Buckntr A w1111notora

II , Ph 0 -Unlv1ttlty ot

Un1v1r1lty Form1r

Corp111111 Otllc1r or !llt
Gov1rnm1n1 N1tlon11
Mor1a1a1 A11oc11t10n
Con1un1n11na Aav11or

In Housing 01v11o~m1n1

ind Mun1c1p11
M1n1g1m1n1 T11c11er ot
Rttl E1l1t1 Finance tnd
Ltnd U1t. Pro!e11or ot
Bu1ln111 " dmlnl1tr1tlon .

•

M1c11101n T11ch1r.
R1111rc111r 1na
Con1un1n11n Cotpo1111
Fln1nc1 . SICUf lU ••
Mttkt 11 . lnv111mt nt
An11y111. anc Por110110
Sel1ct10n 1nd B1l1nce

"11thor A11oclate

Prole11or ol Bu1lne1s
Ad minIsl r1\HJn

"One of America's
top Graduate Schools of
Business Administration."
From A Guide to Executive Education

in Business'Week Magazine

Rutgers, The State University,
offers you an o·pport unity to
study with one of the nation's
most distinguished faculties in
management education whether as a full-t ime or partt ime student. The Rutgers
MBA program is one of three
in the N.Y. Metropolitan Area '
accredited by the American As·
sembly of Collegiate Schools of
Business.
Trimester study program.
Full-time admissions June and
September. Part-time admissions September and February.

Paul S. Nidler. Pll .0.New York Ut1ive1sity

National Author ity on

Banking . Regular

Columnist 1n Tiit

Am1rtc1n l1n•1r:
Author. Consultant and
Advisor lo banks. Slate .
and Federal Agencies.
Professor ol Business
Adm inist1ation .

0

It might be a nuclear sub . Or a billion dollar aircraft carr ier.
At the Norfolk Naval Sh ipyard , you can test and ma intain
the most sophisticated technology in the world, with ha ndson experience that could increase you r salary by 50 percent in three years. That's a lot faster ttian you can advance
in almost any private industry.

Rosi Oppenheim. Pll .0.Polvtechnic lnst~ute of
81ooklyn . Reclp1enl o! the
Teacher of Ille Vea1 Award
Research and Publicat ions in
Mathematical Prog1amming
and Graph Theory. Membe1
Society ot Women Eng inee1s
anti Ooera11ons Research
Societv ot Amer ica Assistant
Professor ot Business
Admin istration

~----- - ---------

1
1
1

1
1I
I

RJU1iGERS
~~~~l'~~18JI!~ Administration

92 New Street, Newark, N .J . 07102
Please aend me full informa tion on your
MBA prorram.

I Nam
I ...,_ _ _ _ _ _ __ __

I
I
I

·

1
I
,..,... . . . . . . . . . . ..;;
Cm•mmm"'•'ioii"""iiiim'"""''"'iillN•'mwiliB•'"•"'liliw•i'•k•Arm'"iil·. . . . . . . . . ..i.~
CI~•-::::::--::;::;":~::;;;--:;::;;-~!'•::;;-;;~ I
Convenient lo cation• on our N ew<uk

Our representative will be o n campus _ ..<T,.
ue"'s"'d.,auyc,._ _ _ __
Noyembe r 28 , 1978
,. Make
an appointment now. Find out for yo urself what a career at
Norfolk Naval Shipyard can offer you .

Norfolk Naval Shipyard
Code 170.3
Civilian Personnel Office
Portsmouth , Virginia 23709
A n Eq ual Opportunity Employer
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International Rhythms
. .'

Vegetarians Are Herel

As with anyone in the vanguard of a
given moment, Cliff has had tQ surmount more than his share of obstac·
les whi c h circumstances has placed in
the path of his career. The son of' a
tailor, Cliff grew up ir, a small village
near Montego Bay on the north coast
of Jamaica .
As a natural entertainer, Cl iff does a
lot of his creating on stage, and his
workouts at the Schaefer Music Festival in Central Park and the Tanglewood Mus ic Festival (New Jersey).
Cliff has experimented with a wide
variety of musical approaches , but the
fact remains that reggae, with its innovative rhythms and arrangements and
its freedom for poeti c express ion of
real ideas and feelings, has allowed
him rhore latitude for artist J:reation
than any contemporary musical form .
Now Jimmy Cliff has a brand new LP
on Warner/Reprise . Titled Give Thanx .
it features a return for Cl iff to basic
reggae roots .
Two of the most innovative mus•·
clans have come our way with a differ·
ent kind of ''soul '' .

'

into international grot1nds {mair1lv
Caribbean and West Afric <1n) and he
Hilltop Staflwriter
has evolved as an artist and con1poser
to the point where - with a new record
an international affair with the co mpany - he is en1barking on a fresh
reggae ml1 sic of· the Carribbean and 1ourney
the soulful rhythms of African ml1sic
One of the 111 ost recent musical
Traditional Bla ck American music explorations on Ta j's recordings and in
has been almost exclusively resear· his po pul ar stage sho\VS ha~ been the
rhythn1s of the West lr1dies-Calypso
ched and reinterpreted by young \vh ite
and reggae
But neither musical
mu s1cia
e of the outstanding and
most delightf except ions to thi s pat· form - or the \vays of life that engen·
dered them-are ne\v to Taj
tern ha s been Ta Mahal .
He \vas born in the Jamaican
With the de ica tion of a mu si·
cologist and the engag ing energy of a community of Ne\v York Ci ty, and his
master showman . Taj has dug t ime father. a noted iazz arranger and pi an·
is t came fron1 W est Indian parentage
after t ime int o the soil of the Bl ac k
Hi s South Carolinian mother taught
musi cal experience . coming up with
timeless gems Because of his wonder· school and sang gospel music .
Hi s family (nir1e c hildren of \\•hich
'ful version·s o f cla ssic songs like ' Divin '
Du ck Blue s, " '' Stealin' ," and " States- Taj was the eldest) later n1oved to a
boro Blue s, " Taj has been ,widely small town in New ~r1glC1ni;i. Taj's n1ain
interest \v as r11usic , but 1t was n't his
thought of as a revitalizer of country
only one He earned a degree in
blues
Animal Hu sbandry from the University
But he is mu c h more than that His
of Mas sac hu setts in Amherst .
interests in root-mu sic have expanded

By .Ma r ie S. Sm it h

1('s

In yet another den1onstration of his
diversified tal ent s, Taj sco red the
n1otio.n pi cture "Sounder'' and played
t he part of Ike Hi s nlusic helped the
film in its authenti c, n1oving chara cter

•

•

What inakes Tai Mahal 's rnl1s1c such
a unique pleasure? '' Always at the
bottor11 of whate ver I do, " reveals the
man who brought the hou se down with
his recent appearancf' on '' Sa turday
Night Li\•e," •·j~ at least a l it tle bit of
hu mor ." That touch cor11es across - no
matter \\•hat the backing of the songin his acrobatic voice. a voice !hat
plays \v it h lines the way only special
si ngers like Fals Waller. Sly Stone and
George Clinton can do.
There 's no Ql1estion that there are
lots of talented people \vorking in the
\vorld of co r1temporary mus ic. bt1t
there are very few true innovators .
)imn1y Clif f , n1a ster of sor1g,.keeper of
rhythm and rlr1m e exponent of what
has come to be known .1s regga e. is an
innovator
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Dick Gregory, political activist and
pronounced vegetarian said ''one of
the major myths plaguing the
American diet is the protein myth ."
Most people believe it i~ necessary to
eat me9-t to get the proper amount of
protein in the diet The myth goes on to
say

that

protein is necessary for
strength . Finally it becomes twisted

and distorted to come out that the
strongest man is the heavy meateater - the so-called meat and
potatoes man.
He said further that we must
remember that protein is only one
element in total diet. Ca rbohydrates,
fats, minerals and vitamins must also
be supplied , from the food we eat.
Meat·eaters who use the protein-myth
argument to rationalize their dieta ry
habits are found to be consuming
much more protein than the body
needs or can use.
When human beings eat meat, they
are really eating secondha nd fruits,
vegetables, grains etc . The bodies of
animals are built frorTI the fruits and
vegetables co nsumed .
To be successful, a diet must be
appetizing as well as contribute to
good health and physiCal well being.
Rhoda Gruen. of New York' s Columbia
University Institute for Human Nutri·
tion, says: '' Overprocessing removes a
tremendous amount of nutrients. If
you're eating a poor diet and expect to
take a vitamin pill to make it r i~ht.

power to the vegetables!
America has changed . Hardly
anyone brings home the bacon these
day . Red meat sales dropped five
,µ.;" ~ l>ol.frl'c!s' pet Person /'aSt year _ Sugar
sales dropped eight percent. Bean·
sprout sales were up 50 percent.
It' s· hard to say why some people
become vegetarians. Some say they
,fee l better. Some say '' I just can't bear
the thought of something having to die
so I can eat ." Or '' I can't stand the.
taste of meat anymore." Others say '' I
can't afford meat." Everyday for what·
ever reason folk are eating less meat
and more vegetables _
On Food Day President Jimmy
Carter had 50 folk over for a buffet
dinner in the Roosevelt Room _ They
sipped blackbean soup from styrofoam cups and ate Broccoli-nut cas·
serole, raw vegetables, whole wheat
muffins, fruit salads, apple cider and
herb tea . The guests enjoyed the vegetarian meal so much that they asked
for and got recipes-and seconds .
Mr . Finney, the president of the
Nat iona l American Cattlemen' s Association heard about the menu provided in the White House. which
. disturbed him . He was so outdone by
the i:nenu that he s"ent the president a
telegram . Mr. Finney cal led the menu
'' bizarre'' and said '' the last thing we
need is the president of the United
States advocating a vegetarian diet for
all Americans ."
Nutrition experts in recent years
have sought to popularize vegetables
because they are unusually rich in

you' re still missing important trace
elements ''
Following a '' natural '' food diet
needn 't be co mplicated or even expensive . Most of us have learned to crave
the taste of gooey pastries created out
of refined sugar and chemicals. So we
may have to acquire a taste for the
subtler qualities of natural foods. We
will also have to learn to shop with
sharp eyes for the fine print on label .
We may have to fight our desire for the
wrong foods when we feel a hunger
brought on by emotional or nervous
tension .
Here's a fe\v helpful hints for the
prospective vegetarian . When buy ing
.vegetables. be very critical; inspect
vegetables carefully and choose only
those that are crisp, plump, and fresh .
'Brown spots indicate that decay has
begun . Limp vegetables have lost some
of their flavor and nutrients . Find out
what day your favorite store has
produce deliveries and try to pick up
the most perishable vegetables on
those days .
Store leafy greens such as spinach,
lettuce:, and colla rds in the vegetable
crisper or in a plastic bag. Do not wash
the vegetables before storing Broken
vegetables skins and excess moisture
invite an invasion of microorganisms
which can cause the plant to decay
quickly.
1
If you aren't already a vegetarian;
here' s some food for thought. Eating
alt vegetables and no meat might not
be strange at all , but instead. healthy
and wise.

WANTED:

•
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Engineering and
Science Majors To
Help Make History.

.

•

•

··-''Do you serve Robots?''

''No, only Stroh's."

'

•

NOVjj

Give Thanks

I
•

I

Hiiitop Staffwriter
There was a time when a nickel went
a long way. There was a time when the
living was easy . There was a time when
a joint was a place you went to hang
out. In today's zig·zag times, the
children scream for liberation while
the men stay home and mind them so
the women can work .
Foodstyles like lifestyles, have
created a new generation . People are
eating more and more vegetables and
less meat .
The number of vegetarians and near
vegetarians has doub leO in the past
four years. The chances for someone in
your life announcing '' I don't eat red
meat'' are high. A meat and potatoes
person is as ha rd to find as a good cup
of coffee . Mi llions of Americans are
changing thei r foodstyles .
Cornflakes have been upstaged by
granola . Sunflower seeds and mixed
nuts are ''mu nchies'' 1n nursery
schools . Ivy league colleges offer vegetarian entrees . Potato chips at parties.
have been replaced with raw vegetables . The Sunday paper is read over a
cup of herb tea and a whole wheat
muffin instead of coffee and a donut.
Yogurt has eclipsed ice cream with
almost as many flavors .
It's back to basics in food buying.
Folk are concerned with what' s in it .
Additives are trouble. America will
never be the meat and potato land it
u_sed to be.
All over the country , the '' good
food'' movement is on . It's goodbye
processed , he llo natural. The attitudes
of many people are dov.·n with meat
and
fer c hicken and f ish. And al l

minerals and vitamins . Before the·
'' newer knowledge'' of nutrition, our
experts bemoaned the poor diet of
southern farmers especially Blacks,
and were amazed to find that they
were apparently well-nourished .

•

THE STROH IREWER:Y COMPA NY, DETROIT, MICHIG AN © 1971

•

B)' Sandra Andrews

1955. A small dedicated team of scientists and
engineers began to design and construct the first
submarine-launched ballistic missile, the Pola1-is.
The team made history.
1965. The creation of. the second-generation
missi le, the Poseido11. This follow-on design challenged the Nation's best engineering talent.
1978. The Tride11t Project. Continues past experience with state-of-the-art technology.
The Strategic Systems Project Office of the
U.S. Navy has a limited number of career openings in th1·ee of the most important prOjects in
recent history-Polaris, Poseidon and TriQent.
As part of t his team, you wil l be directly involved
in R&D, T&E, production, logistic support,
field maint enance and t raining.
Contact you r P lacement for an inter view with
the Capital Area Personnel Se1·vices Office, Navy
(CAPSO-N) recruiter on November 30, 1978
or write:

Strategic Systems Project Office
Department of the Navy
Washington, D,C. 20376
AnN: Recruitment Commillee
A7' Equal

OpportKiti t~

E ·11lpfo11er.

•
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NCAA Makes Decision

Second
Place
•
zn uestion
By Addie D. W ilso n
Mid

Hilltop St.tffwri ler
Eastern Athletic Conference

squads are in a state of anticipation as
they close out the regular season
tomorrow. Although, the Bulldogs of

South

Carolina

State (S-0-1)

have

clinched the conference title, a second

p la ce status could possibly mean post
season play and four teams may be
vying for that spot .

The Bulldogs are waiting to hear
irorn the NCAA on an invitation to the

division I-AA playoffs . If they are
invited . tomor ro w 's matchups may be
the most crucial games of the season

for t-loward, Delaware, Centra l and
second place N orth Ca rolina A& T.
Ar) Aggie victory would erase all

By Lawrence Livi ngston
Hilltop Sf<l ffwril er

Crum received MEAC defensive
p layer of the week honors f0r picking
off t he pass and making the sco re that
tu rned out to be the cru cial point for
t he H o rnet~ .
The Aggies six points ca me on two
Nolan Jones' field goal s Trailing 9-0
with three minutes before the half,
Joyner raced 31 yards to cap an Aggie
drive from its own 19 to the Hornet 's
13 yard line. Jones kic ked a 30 yard
field goal for the Aggies first score.
North Carolina recovered a fumble
on Delawa re's 26 yard line with 35
seconds remaining to the half and
Jones put the ir final three points on the
boa rd as the halftime sco re remained
the sa m e for the fin<1I

hopes of postseason play for everyone
Both teams suff'ered crucial turbut them and the Bulldogs because a
win would put the Aggies in an undis- novers. The Aggies lost possession on
four of 11 fumb les and the Hornets
putable second place .
fumbled five times losing the ball three
But , if Central. who lost to lioward
times.
'
last week , topples A& T and Howard
beats last place Morgan, there would
A& T ends its regular schedt1le
be a four-way tie for second place and tomorrow in Durham against Nort,h
four contenders for the December 2, Ca rolina
Central .
Going
into
Cold Bowl II game in Richmond .
tomorrow's game with a 3-2 conAs it stands. H oward and Central are ference record , a loss would tie them
tted at 2- 3 · Delaware sports a 3-3 with Delaware at 3-3 while a Win \vould
record and A& Tis 3-2 .
clinch their second place statu s.
However, Howard is not eligible for
post sea son play because of the recent
actions taken by the NCAA that placed
the football tcdm o~ one year's probation . The probation restricts any postseason play and television coverage.

During tllis past week , the National Collegiate Athletic Association
n1ade pt1blic their decision regarding the Howard University athletic
department and its alleged violations in football .
The Bison football team has been given a one year probation period for
eight infractions of NCAA Rules Dt1ring the period of probation . the
Ho\varcl football team will not be able to participate in any post season
games or be viewed on NCAA controlled television
The NCAA ha s been .investigating Howard for approximately two years
Dr. Carl Anderson. vice president of student affairs. said the action taken
by the NCAA was 1ust a vindication of their two year investigation
'' The action taken by the NCAA does nothing but put Howard under
suspicion. " said Anderson, ' 'It's unlikely that we would be chosen for any
post season competition and we' ve never been on NCAA controlled
television .
'' The reason they gave was that we were uncooperative .b ut ""'hat they' re
talking about is we did not allow them to see students' records withot1t the
particular stude nt ' s consent," he said .
Anderson continued , '' Howard's been under investigation for l\vO years
and this is all they could come up with . Where' s the justice, where' s the fair
Jllay?' '
''Wliat they're trying to say is that we didn't coopera te bt1t cooperation
doesn't mean you su rrend er yoL1r cor1stitutional rights and morals We
operated under the rigQ,t, to privacy
In an article published earlier this \veek in the Washington Pos1, David
l3erst. NCAA director of enforcement, \Vas quoted as saYing that had the
unf\•ersit'): showed an intere :> t 1n finding oti t what happened , Howard
p robably wouldn't have been pl:i ced on probation . However. later on in the
article, 13erst \Vas quoted as saying that cooperation had nothing to do with
the penalty pL1t upon Ho\vard
The Hilltop stated ;in an editorial earlier this year ' this seems to be
ar1other racial 1ssL1e' since other schools that are larger have made mu ch
larger viol ,1t1ons of NCAA rules and no penalty has been made

A prime example is another dCc 1sion handed dowr1 this week by the
NCAA which only reprimanded Georgia for n1akir1g loar1s and cash gifts to
basketball players . Grambling is no\v on probation for the same violations.
Ohio state was also reprimanded for violatior1 s of NCAA rules The NCAA
reason for only reprimanding the midwest sc hoo! is their ''coope ration ."
Aside fr om the fact that the NCAA offi c ial~ said Howard didn' t
cooperate this particular time, what happened when Howard withdrew
itself frorn last year's NCAA soccer IJl ayo ff s bec au se they found they had
an ineligible player on the team Thi s w as reported to the -NCAA and the
university still received the maximum penalt y, t\\'O years on probation
Anderson has reason to believe there are other reasons for the NCAA's
actions
'' How do you sn1oke out ra cist attitudes," said Anderson '' Is there a
conflict of interests when they dea l \v rth sc hoo l s of o ur caliber and schools
that may bring in televi~• o n revenue ··
'' There' s ·also the fact that \ve' re the only sc hool to challenge them
successfully in the courts," Anderson added
Howard brought su i t against the NCA A earlier 1n the decade because of
the NCAA ' s discrin1ination toward s f o reign athletes
'' 1've dea!t with these people si nce 1971 and I've seen too many inconsistencies. The athleti c po\ver s have been repr1n1anded but the smaller
sc hools have been given penalties
Son1e of these Jlenaltie~ have st en1111ed f ro m as far ba ck as 1971 and very
few of the people mentior1ed still att end or are en1plo yed by the university .
It seefllS as though a re1lrt111ar1d \voulcl have been r11ore than enough in
Howard's case
Tomorrow' s action in the MEAC \viii deterr111 ne whether the penalty will
affect the school or not It' s poss ible tl1 at 1-to,,.,·ard could be selected for
'' the Cold Bo\vl '' to be played 1n Ri c hm o nd in ·December
Should South Carolin a State be ~e l ectecl to go to the Division I-AA
playoffs, the second pla ce tean1 1n the ,\.1EAC \viii be c ho sen to represent
the conference in the Cold Bo\\'I aga1 r1st the firs t p lace CIAA team
I f Howard wins tomorro\v, there \\' ill be a f ot1r-\\'dY t ie for the second
position It's likely that the B iso n ~ coti ld be cl1osen becau se they defeated
Delaware State \vhich ha s def eated ever\'One the B1~o n have lost to except
South Carolina State

•

If South Ca rolina State does not get
invited to the playoffs . they will. most
likely, accept a Cold Bowl invitat ion
but Sports Information Director Bill
Hamiltion said that they hope to hear
from the NCAA on their status by
Monday .
The Bulldogs rose up against the
Winston Salem Rams in last year's
Cold Bowl to a 10-7 victory. Although
Winston Salem has. once again,
'c linched the CIAA conference. they
have already accepted a bid to play in
the NCAA Division II playoffs.

•

The South Carolina State Bulldogs
dnd the University of Maryland at
Eastern Sho re comp leted their regular
seasons last week with defeats .
Delaware
State,
which , was
scheduled to play Livingstone
tomorrow, closed out its regular
~eason play o n a winning note beati ng
A& T for the first time in MEAC history ,

9-6 .
The Hornets played a preseason
wame that was counted as one of their
11 garnes, therefore they could not
play Livingstone

South Ca rolina State
The Bulldogs lessened their NCAA
playoff chancE>s last week in Louisiana
as G rambl ing came from behind to
win . 19-15
Bulldog quarterback Nate Rivers
marched the squad 61 yards in 17 plays
before diving one yard for the fi rst
score . A good point after kick had
Soutt!._ Carolina leading 7-0 in the first
quarter . But Grambling caine back to
tie the game 7-7 before t he ha l f .
At 10:26 remaining in the game,
Rivers, who had only 25 yards passing
and eight rushing for t he day, agai n
drove the sq uad 66 yards and ra n f ive
yards for the f inal touchdown for the
Bulldogs. A two point conversion
sealed the Bulldogs' mark at 15.

Delawa re State vs North
Carnlina A& T
Delaware, wh ic h wa s a pre-season
con tender for the conference crown,
ended on an even note (3-3 conference)
last week defeating A& T 9-6 and
opening the gate for a possible fourway second pla ce tie.
An Aggie win over the Hornets
would have solidified the number two
sport to the benefit of the Aggies. But
it was a defensive battle and t he
Hornets were the victors .
•
With 4:52 left in the fi rst q uarter,
Hornet Ba ron Harmon booted a 27
yard field goal that was set up by a
Delaware fumble recovery on the
Aggies 25 .
With less than a fninute elasped in
the second period , linebacker Boston
Crum intercepted a William Watson
pass and fled 37 yards into the Aggie
end zone as the Hornets led 9-0 .

es Miller

TECHNOLOGY AND
POLICY AT MIT
A

MASTER

OF

SCI ENC E

PROGRAM dnfgn9d for pert0n1

w a ntin g to pa r t lclpat a In
formul at in g pollcl a1 for th•
dev1lopm1nt , u11 and eontrot of
technology and Its conuqu1nce1.
Studlnts form lndlvldu1I currlcul1
to work on l1sua1 auch 11 solar
an1rgy , t ht tconomlcs and legal
aspects of material• r•cvcllng and
th • u1a o f automat i on 1·n
manufacturing,

For inform•tion write:
Prof. Rlch11d di Noufvlllo
Rm 1-138, M1111 husatb
Institute of Technologv
Combtld91, MMloallUHtU
02139
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DefeatS

Howard
By Lawrence Jamison
Hillto p St•ffwriter
In

the

first

quarter

of

play

in

Saturday's contest of
Howard
University versus North Carolina.
Central University, Central was the
first to mount a drive.

On the third se ries of plays, Central 's
quarterback completed a 30 yard pass
on a third down and ten yards to go for

f irst down yardage. On the second
down of the series Bison defensive
bac k, W ingfield came up with an
interception but the Bison could not

substain a drive.
After

relinquishing

the

ball

to

Centra l. they were unable to move the
ball so they had to murn it over to
Howard . On the th ird down of this
series, Howard gained its first-first
down .
Freshman
quarterback,
Raymond Cray completed a pass to
wingba ck, Steve Wilson . However,
Howard wa s unable to keep its
momentum and had to punt _
On the third down conversion for
first down yardage Central 's qu arterback converted on a short pass to
his end, Wallace Barnes. Afterwards,
Central was able to pick up two more
first downs.
Central added to their drive by
picking up another fi rst down . With
five yards to go, Central was unsuccessful against toughness of
Howard' s defensive team .

After the strong sta nd by the
defense, Howard's offense team wa s
unable to get on tra ck, Ho ward had to
punt once again . Cent ral capitalized
on a Howard penalty with a two yard
plunge from their fullback . The point
after wa s good . The score was 7 for
Central O for Howard , at the end of the
f irst quarter.
•
After receiv ing the ball, to start the
second quarter on the second play of
the series, Wilson, carried the ball to
within a yard of the first down markers.
lt was not until this point that the
Bison were able to muster a drive.
Cray threw a pass to Wilson to pick up
another first down . Immediately afterwards C ray was in trouble but
managed to see Wilson in the open.
Wilson reversed his direction to score
Howard 's first touchdown . The point
after wa s no good . This made the score
Central 7 and H oward 6 .
Howard ki cked off to Cent ral , in
which Cent ral returned it for 30 yards .
On the second play of the series with
five yards to go for a first down.
Cent ral's Sa nders, picked up the first
down . Two plays later Central was
penalized 15 yard s whi ch made it first
down and 25 ya rd s to go for a first
down . On the third of this series,
Central wa s penalized again for de:ay
of the game. Finally their Drive wa~
sustained and they had to punt.
After receiving the pun t, on the

NCCU

'

24-17
Charles Seay -hit wide receiver
Sojuo ner for a touchdown which made
it 14 for ,Central, 12 for Howard . The
point af ter wa s no good . This was
Seay' s first appeara nce as a Bison this
season .
Beginning the th ird quarter Howard
received the kick off . On the third
down of this series reserve quarterback, Seay completed the first
down with a Wilson . During this series
Howard had to punt and received a
first down from roughir1g the kicker
penalty .
On the fourth down Ward kicked a
thirty yard field goal which made it 1514 H oward . Howard never trailed after
the kick On Howa rd ' s next possession
Seay hit Wilson for a first down on the
five yard line . On fourth down Howard
' yard _
sco red on a o ne
Ward ki cked another field goal 1 :23
remaining in the third quarter_
The final score of the game came
when Central scored on a field goal
from the 15 yard line which was good
to make the score 24-17 Howard .

Bison Wnqlxick Steve Wilsw received
Benjamin Qwr!es COffies the !xiii in last week '.s victay Ol-€f NCCU
second do\vn Howard fumbled on the
15 yard line. This turnover enabled
Central to score for the second time of

the day. The point after was good, with
6·50 lef t in the half _
Howard 's next score came when

•

MEAC offensive player of the week
honors last v.eek, the first for HolWrd
season. Wilson caught si,'< passes for 99
)<lrds and a touchdow against NOrth
Carolim Centrrit.

''I USED TO HAVE
VISIONS OF ALESS RWNG BEER.
0 HAD VISIONS OF G ING RESPECT.
OH WELL, 1OUT OF 2 AIN'T BAD!'
Rodney Dangerfield
Famous Comedian

Holt
to

Nigeria
Jesse Holt has been chosen to
represent the Black Tennis Foundation
in a professional tenn is tournament in
Nigeria which begins tomorrow.
Holt will be accompanied on the triR._
by Diane Morrison from Stanford
University and Bobby Davis who will
caoch the two netters .
'' I' m very flattered that I wa s chosen
but I' m kind of apprehensive about
going out of the country only because
I' ve never been. " says Holt.
Holt leaves NeW Yofk today en route
to Nigeria 's Benin c ity . The trip is being
sponsored by the Ph illip Morris
Company.
The OCBE hard court tennis
tournament in which Holt is to
complete wi ll be one of four tourneys
taking pla ce in Benin City.
Holt, Dav is and Morrison will be
hosted by Nigerian ambassador Easom
while in Nigeria . The tour will last until
November 27

Around the MEAC

-

-cont'd
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Morgan . State and the
University of Ma r yla nd at
Eastern Shore
Jhe last place Bears will be facing
one of their oldest rivalries. the Bi"Son.
tomorrow spo rting a 1·3-1 conference
record . Morgan , which at one point in
the season , wa s in third place, fell to
fa ck son State la st week 21-6 in
1Vl iss issi pp i.
Their sole score resulted from a 53
yard drive in five plays that ended with
a 32 yard t 6uc h_9own pass from fresh·
man quarterba ck Greg Grayson to Ron
William s. The fourth quarter point
after ki ck wa s no good and then
neither IMft' the Bear's efforts as they
.will not reach a 500 mark. even with a
win over the Bison .
. lJMES c losed its playbook for the
1978 season after a 30-0 loss to Frostburg State in Fros tburg, Md . last week .
UMES is one notch above their la st
place status of last year as they ended
with a 2-4-0 conferen ce mark, 3-8-0
overall

Bison Cagers
Open Tonight
SPEC IAL TO THE HI LLTOP
Besides the Howard-Morgan fOot ball rivalry this weekend, Bi son sports
fans can set their sig hts on another
sporting eve nt . The Biso n basketba~I
team will stage its annual Blue-White
intrasa11;irl 2ame tonight at 8p _m _ in

-

.

Burr .Gym na sium . Assistant Coach Cy
Alexande r w ill coac h the White team,
composed of first -year players. Alexander ha s lost the last two meet ings
against the veteran Blue team ,
directed by Head Coac h A.B. Williamson .
Williamson and Alexander' s successful rec ruiting achievements last sp ring
will make this an interesti ng contest _
The White team will be led by 6-5
forwa rd Kenny Holmes, 6-10 center
James Terry and 6-8 forward Lawrence
Norfleet, who collec tively averaged
40.4 points and 24 rebounds per game
in their final high school seasons_
Williamson will depend on seniors
Dorian '' Chick '' Dent, Gerald Gaskins
and Carlton Ric hard son to preserve his
undefeated intrasquad record .

Park your ca r for $ 1
and buy a post performance progrdm for $1 .
Ger yourself and a

friend into rhe Grand·
stand far a rarol of $2.
(You poy full admission.
show your student ID
a nd dote gets in free.)
Get a hotdog plus a
cold beer o r sodo for SI .
Get a terrific night at
l\osecroft for two, for
six bucks.
Post Time 8 pm .
l\oclng ra in o r shine .
... Oelf'v(Oy exits .37 onct J7A ..
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Deborah R. Jones
Junior
Walhin1ton D .C.
Zooloay

1. Black ur1iversities and colleges have m ade a notable co ntribution to the nation and the world . They have in the United States
produced most of the Black officials and professionals in vital

areas-law. politics. health care, educat io n. Black students in a

1.

setting where they are in the majority seem to fare better soc ially ,
and often eclucationall and politica ll y . Yet these inst itution s are
fighting for survival. Some say greater f ede ral fund ing is the answer.
BL1! that almost ir1ev itably leads to greater gover nm en t co ntro l .

Yes, Afro-American institutions
of higf1er .education should seek
greater federal fundi ng because
in order to keep a learning institu·
lion up to par with the white institution, we need money. And since
tuitions and alumni donations
can't foot the bi ll, there is nothing
wrong with accepting money
froffi the government.

SHOULD AFRICAN-AMERICAN INSTITUTIONS
OF HIGHER EDUCATION SEEK GREATER FEDERAL FUNDING?

DO YOU THINK CERTAIN SONG LYRICS
SHOULD BE BAN NED FOR RADIO AIRPLA \'OR
FOR SALE?

Yes, I believe that certain sons
lyrics should be banned for radio
airplay because the mass media
can have a great inf luence on
impressionable young people and
if a sons is making a derogatory
comment about one particular
racial group, certain parts should'
be banned f rom airplay. But. if
someone wishes to buy the album
that is their right. •

Junior
F•irfield, Conn.
Dr•m.l

1
Unro rtur1att>ly.

colleges and
un1\'er~1t1es h.tve to struggle for
public ~u pport whether they are

predorn1nan1Jy bl.ack or not .
Black un1vers1ties have the most
d1ff1Cl1lty in raising funds. The
onlv .llternat1ve is government
fl1nd111g which leads to greater
.i:over11n1f'nt control and mani1>1Jl<1t1or1 Unless we can get the
bl,1ck people 1n this coun try to
iilJIJIJort our colleges and univers1t1es. we will ha\•e to submit
to the 111.1111pul.1t1on of the white
rl1lecl government

Jerry Boyd
Junior
Slilnford, Cil lif.
Br.o•dcilsl Production
1 I believe that black institutions
~hould

seek greater federal funding until the alumni become more
generous w ith their donations and
our universities go into investing.
Black ins titutions must maintain
a standard of performance if theyare to compete with wh ite
colleges. So. there's nothing
wrong if the inst itutions seek aid
from the government.

2

2
I don't tl11nk that black stereoty1>es are a 1oke. and I feel that
even 1f they are '" just a ioke "" the
1ntent1 ons behind them are far
trom funnv We are constantly
bombarded 1v1th ra ci al slurs by
the media Television shows such
a)
What's Happening'' and
'"Good Times'" are merely vicious
attempts to brainwash the people
of th1\ coun try Although the 1st
A111endment gu3rantees freedom
of sp,•ech 1t does not , however.
gu<1rantee or endorse the destruction of a people

•

.

2.

Sus.1n Core ly
>

2. The Rolling Stones' popular c ut '' Some Girls'' on their latest
album has been c riti cized by PUSH leader Jesse Ja c kson and others.
whb clai m the song's lyri cs are derogatory . The ir argument is that
such lyrics shou ld be banned because they · perpetuate negative
image s-stereotype s of Bla ck people as sex-crazed . Thi s may subconsc iously encou rage people, especial ly im press ionable you nger
peop le. to act out suc h ste reotype s. Stones leader Mick Jagger
labels the words only ''a joke."

Andre Todd
Sophomore
Los Angeles, C•lif.
Interior Design

Mrs. Beth- Eubilnlis
Instructor Dept.
Educillion
Clevelilnd, Ohio

1.

1. Yes, but if the Black alumni
answer their financial calling to
their particular institution. then
our black institutions will have
the support to call their own
shots. So many of us forget where
we came from. and if we as Black
students and Black alumni let the
federal government ga in cont rol
of ''our'' institutions then its our
own faults _

I feel that Black institutions
should seek federal funding. By
doing this, Black students can
keep tuition on a level where
blacks can afford to attend these
schools. Federal funding can also
help to initiate programs that the
university can't afford on an
ordinary budget

2
I feel that cer tain songs should
be banned because not only
3dults listen to the radio or buy
records. Most children listen to
the radi o and will repeat what
they hear and the only way to
prevent this is to censor certain
songs the same way FCC censors

of

Physicill

Yes, certain song lyrics should
be banned . Radio waves are
allocated in the pobl ic interest
and it is clear that such derogatory statements pertaining to race
are not in the public interest.
These statements only perpetuate
stereotypes and neg.ltive ima ges
that we (the black people) are
trying to erase. However, sales of
the records can not be controlled
and should be left to the judgement of the consumer.

•

•

2.

-

Our soc iety is supposedly one
of freedom-freedom of speech I
know who I am as far as bei!lg a
black woman . We. as Americans.
should be able to el(press our·
selves and how we feel but if we
ca nnot take sel( and violence·of
T.V. how can we control rad io~

TV

-

•

-

Speakout Photography by Wesley Michael Groves Jr.

5--------------------------Clothes to
Africa
oulcl vou be willing to make
~o n1eone 1n tl1e guerrilla camps of
South Africa l1ave ,1 better Christr11as( lir1r1g 111 volir old clo thes to
Tlie /:11/ltop an<l 11ut 1r1 box n1arked
" Cl<1the s 10 Africa " Any and
eve rything will Ue appreciated
1
\\

Disco
."'lew York l T D IS doing II
aga1n1 An after class. after work
cl1sco Come see '" St<1r Wars'"
·· frea k " to the most advanced
~ound system on the East Coast l
\-\'hen Tuesday Nov 21. 1978,
Where The Club House (1290
Upshur St & 13th St ) Time: 6
pm -12 pm 13e Therel 1 Beer and
Wine Available and BY 0 B B

H.U.l.C.
There will be an emergency
HUIC meeting today Nov . 17 at
7·30 p.m 1n the conference room
of Cook Hall It is niandatory that
all members be there and on time.

French Club

Kappa Alpha Psi

Fashion Show

The men of Kappa AJpha Psi
Fraternity Inc invite 311 interested
men to our 1978 Fall Pre-Smoker
Date _Nov 19. 1978
Place· 1708 S Street
Time· 4 00 pm -until
Dress : Business Attire

'" Lady J and the Elite Models
Unlimited" present a Pre-Xm3s
Fashion Show and Cocktail Sip.
Sunday, December 10. 1978. 3:00S·JO pm . Holiday !nn , 7)0
M onroe St NE, wide range of
sizes Free cocktails. door prize~
For more information call 6366900

Thanksgiving Ball
Ms Howard University, Joyce
Lemmon. and her court present a
Thanksgiving Charity Ball at the
Harambee House (Kiliman jaro
Room) on Nov. 21, 1978 from 9·2
All proceeds will be donated to
needy families in the community
There is also a turkey raffle and a
cash bar _See your school's queen
for t ic kets or coll 291 -2407 or 9796S24

Dance
The Men of Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternity, Inc_ and the lovely
ladies of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority,
Inc . offer you ''A Chance to
Dance Your Way out of Your
Const rictions, " at the Chapter II .
the city's largest Discotheque.
Join us on Tuesday, November
21st f rom 10 PM . until. See any
Sigma . Squire. Zeta or Starlet for
tickets. Proceeds will go to Phi
Beta Sigma's National Education
Fund

Terrence Johnson
Month
I. November 20, 1978
Skit: '' Just-Us A Dramatic
Interpretat io n of
Pol ic e
Brutality''
Time. 8:30-10:00 pm
Place: Human Ecology Build·
1ng Auditorium
Speaker. Rev . Perry Smith of
The Terrence Johnson legal
Defense Fund
II November 29. 1978-Final
Fundraiser Benefit
Time: 7:30-10:30 p.m.
Place: Crampton Auditorium
Program: Poetry and Progressive Music (Musicians and
Speakers to be announced and
posted).

Foreign Students

Interested
Students
Are you interested in becoming
a member of the Intercollegiate
Black Student Union? If so. come
by the UGSA office, Room 283,
af ter J ·OO M onday-Friday You
will receive niorc 1nformat1on and
details on the Intercollegiate
131ack Student Union

Foreign Students
Foreign students. 11 you have
nowhere to go during the
Christmas holidays the Office of
International Students has two
programs that invite students and
their families to spend Christmas
with American host fami l ies from
approximately December 18.·
January 2. 1979 in any state from
here to California
For those international students
that cannot travel home and are
interested in finding out more
info rmation concerning this.
please come to the Office of
International Students, Rm. 211 ,
Adminis tration Building or call
636·7517. 7518 as soon as
possible .

AKA

ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA
You are invited to join theThe French Club at Howard
SOROTITY, INC
" Wel!esley E~periment In Mutual
University is alive and in place. To
Presents
Understand ing'' Group wh ic h is a
prove 1t we're sponsoring a
A Pre-Rush Gala ·
small , friendly and informal
'" Frenc h Coffeehouse" on Satur" THE PINK ANO GREEN
aroup work ing to help foreign stu·
day_November 18 from 8-11 pm .
CONNECTION''
dents enioy the hospitality of an
at the College of Fne Arts, Room
Place· Alpha Kappa Alpha
American home and meet Ameri3001
The adm ission
Sorority House
ca ns of all ages and backgrounds
1nc.ludes qu ic he lorra1ne,
1751 New"HampJhire Ave . NW
Meetings are held on Sundav
wines. cheeses, grat1n dauph1no1s.
Date· November 19. 1978
assorted ca ke s, and much more.
The Mathematics Component afternoons from 5:00 pm to 8:00
Time· 6-8 pm
Other highl1shts of the affair will of the Center for Academic Rein- pm in which there is a social
feature 11ood mu sic , live enter- forcement announces that begin- hour. speaker, questions. and ENJOY A RENDEZVOUS WITH
tainment. and poetry readings
ning January 10-February 21 and · followed by a home-cooked THE SORORSI
March 7-April 18, a series of Math buffet dinner
For further informat ion con·
Min i-cou rses will be given free to
students and other members of ce rning membership, etc .. please
The Howa rd University ImThe Biipti~t Student Union will the University community. In· come to the Office of Intermeet for a lunchtime discussion eluded will be, MicrcrAJgebra, nationa l Studen ts. Rm
211 , provement Comm ittee (H.U.l .C.)
and Bible study on Tuesday at Elementa ry Statistics, Introdu c- Adminis1ration Bids or call 636- is currently in the process of
investigating student complaints
12.10 pm·l ·JO pm , in the lounge tion to Relations a11d Funct ions, 7S17 ,
about Roscoe and Student Acof Rankin Chapel Plans will be and Introduction to Logarithms
counts, but in order to do an
made for a day of action concern· and Trigonometry.
There will ·be a get together and
effective and thorough job, we
1ng world hµnger
For Further informa t ion please meeting for al l Ohioans on
need your hel p. So if you have
call 636-7634-7025 or stop by Saturday November 18 at 6:00
any complaints or suggestions
Room 109 (Mathematics lab) of p.m. II wi l l take place in Drew
about Roscoe and Co., please feel
Academic Support Building·B.
Hall . Please bring membership fee.
free to call any H .U.l .C. member
All tllose wllo are in tere sted in
Coopera ti6n is needed
at the following numbers:
be1n11 on the public relations staff
by everyone for the club to be a
of WHBC. plea se contact Vivian
success. Refreshments will be
Alton Beckett - 659-1659
at 636-6673
served. Thank you.
Larry Welcher - 636-0928
The ladies of Alpha Chapter,
The people who gave you the
Cynthia
Burnett- 797-1967
freaky, spooky. Halloween P3rty, Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, IncorRenee Pierce - 636-0131
are ttonna do 11 again The staff of porated proudly present their
'' Soi ree ,"
Sunday
WHBC presents a Thanksgiving annual
The Barrister. a two page newsdisco, Friday November 17th f rom November 19. from 5 to 8 p.m . at letter issued by the School of law, Or put your complaint in lhe
9-3 am behind the Women's Gym. the Blue Room of Cha rles Drew will attempt to bridge the i n- H .U. l .C. mailbox, located in tho
Howard ID and o ne dollar are Hall. You are cordially invited to formation gap between the Dun- office of Student life.
attend .
required
barton Campus and the main
'
Every Thur~day evening from 8campus. It will include 11eneral
9. WHBC presents an album
announcements and notices of
We are pleased to announce
spotli11ht Saturdays 4·8, "Oblique
activities sponsored by student our productio n of " Mulatto'' by
The members of Arn old Air or11a ni:ra t ions, faculty and ad- lan11ston Hughes as the fi rst preStratew1es '" Sundays 6-12, Top 40
and prowress1ve jazz Remember, So'ciety are sponsoring a phone m,in istration.
sentation in our series, " The
if WHBC isn 't on your rad io. then marathon fo r the purpose of
The Barrister would l ike to Return of the Black Classics ."
your radio is n't really on.
soli ci tina prospe ct ive bloo d print your message to the Howard . This production is under direction
~ This '"'Satu rday WHBC and donors for the Washington D.C. Commun ity. The
information of Dr. Ca ro le W . Slnaleton.
Michael Archie presents Time· chapter of the American Red shou ld be brief and direct, typed
The play wlll be performed in
out . Th fs week we w il l interview Cross. The marathon will bealn and double spaced . Announce- Ira Aldrid1e Theatre November 8
Ms ·Princess Hemmlnaway
December 5 (in the afternoon ments should be pla ced in the throuah 19. Performances are <1l
Howard University's female judo each day) throuah December 7, Barrister mailbo• in either 8:00 p.m. durln11 the week , Wede•pert The prol(ram will be at 5 1978. Dinner will be served each Roberta Harrison's office or nesday t hrouah Saturd<1y and
pm
niaht. Interested students should outside the SBA off ice .it the Law Sunday mlltlnee at ,3:00 p.m. For
contact Horace Can<1dy at 393- School.
information ple11se call 636-7050,
9439.
51 or636-7700.

Math
Mini
Courses

Complaints

BSU

Ohioans

WHBC

Zeta Pre-Rush

The Barrister

"Mulatto"

Blood Drive

Coffee House

Disco

Liberal Arts Freshman Class
presents the atmosphere of a
coffee house, November 20th in
b-21 at Douglass Ha ll at 7:30 p.m.
to 9:00 p.m. Refreshments will be
served and raffle tickets will be
on sa le. Admission is free so we
urge all to come. If you have any
talent and wish to perform _please
call 636-7009 and leave your
name.

The Howard University chapter
of the NAACP w ill be giving a Pre.
Thanksgiving Disco on Sunday
November 19, 1978, at .the el(cl usive Foxtrappe 1601 '' R" St NW
from 10 p.m until
Howard
students m~y purchase their
tickets at the NAACP Office,
Room 291. Offi ce of Student Life.
· Monday thru Friday, noon until 5
pm For further information call'
797·2644. 797·1815 or call the
NAAC p Oll1ce at 636-6917

Study in Japan
The Japan-America Society of
Washington (JASW) has established a S2.00Cl scholarship fund
for the partial support of a univer·
sity student of the Japanese Ian-.
guage and civilization at a college or university of the student' s
choice in JapJn.
..4.PPLICATION DEADLINE: for
information· Chairman. Scholarship Committee, Japan-America
Society of Washington . Inc , Suite
704. 1302 18th Street, N.W .
Washington . D.C. 20036. final
applications must be postmarked
not later than December 15. 1978.

Extravaganza
Your presence is requested at
an Extravaganz a sponsored by the
Sophomore Class of liberal Arts.
This event w il l take place on
November 17. at 7 in Drew Hall
Blue Room .

Virginians
There wi ll be an important
meeting of the Virginia Club on
Monday Nov. 20. at 7:00 in Cook
Hall
Lou nge. All
intere sted
Virginians are urged to attend.

Ski Club
There wil l be a meeting of all
students in terested in for ming a
sk i club at Howard University:
Wednesday, November 29, 1978
at 5:00 p.m . room 115, Office of
Student life.
For more information, please
cal l 636-7000, Ms. Lightfoot.

Financial Ai·d
The brothers of Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternity present a seminar on
'' financial Aid Opportunities and
Higher Education'' in the Drew
Hall Blue Roq_m. Friday. Nov·
ember 17, 1978 at 7:30 p.m

Liberal Arts
The College of liberal Arts
required the completion of four
semesters in seq uen ce,
one
foreign language, ancient or
modern, or the equ iva lent,
determined by the college thru
test
score. Students should
consult - their department chairman for advice on requirements
for their area of concentration.

African
Languages
The University Joint Action
Movement of Africans Americans
Wants You To Know that you
may be able to meet the language
requirement at Howard with one
of the many lanauaaes of Mother
Africa. The language you speak is
of great importan ce in the
definition of who you are.
There are a number of
language ~ in the Department of
African Stu dies.Look in to them .

Charter Day

The Charter Dav Diriner Comm ittee will be accep ting reservations for the Charter Day
Dinner March 1, 1979. Ticket
All people of the Washington, in f ormat ion is available in room
D .C. area are always welcome at 283, off ice of Student Life or cal l
the Sunday School Class at 10:30 636-0651 .
taught by famed columnist Jack
Anderson at the Chevy Chase
Ward of the Church of Jesus
Christ of latter Day Saints
Members of the Caribbean
located at 5460 Western Avenue. Students
Associat ion
are
If anyone wishes more in- reminded of the eeneral election
formation about /ack Anderson's to be held today (7 :30 am- 9 pm)_
proaram, the Mormon Church or Current cert ificate of registration
its social act ivit ies. a contact or staff identification is requ ired.
person is . Henry Rucker at Pollina stations are located in the
telephone 544-42%. a graduate Archi tectu re, Dentill and Law
student of Social Work at schools.
Howard.

Mormon Church

Elections!

Benefit Party
When: Friday, November 17,
1978from11 :00 to 2:30 a.m .
Where: School of Social Work
lounae
Brina :
a non-perishable food item
Purpose: Proceeds to be used to
provide baskets to feed 50 needy
tamllies In the DiStrict of Columbi&:

Vegeta·r-ians

Disco Skating
Party

A vegetarian Thanksgiving pot·
luck dinner. sponsored by the
Club Philadelphia presents a
Vegetarian Society of DC , will
be held on Sunday, November 19 Disco Roler Skating Party on Friat 1:JO pm ill Kensington . Marv- day, November 17, 1978 from 7:30
· 12:00 pm at the National Roller
land
Skating Park. 17th and Kalorama
Road_;__N .w
Sounds
and Stuff like That by James
Taylor For tickets see any Club
The Gentleman Interested 1n Philadelph ia member It will be
Groove'' invites you to " A la st an affair you won' t want to
miss•11
Game Affair''
Where: 8S04 16th st., Apl. 716.
Silver Spring Md _ - Bro~dmoor
Apts. , When: Sat. Nov. 18th
1978. Time: 10:00 - UNTIL
Music by PW Inc .• Donation at
The men of Carver Hall will be
the door. BeThere !!I
sponsoring ''An Evening of Entertainment'' on
Satu rda y,
November 18. 1978_ The event
You are invited to attend the
wilt begin at 8:00 pm. with a
first meeting of tlie Jr. Class of
coffee house, and immediately
Libera !Arts. Purpose:To introdu ce
following will be a disco. which
class officers, form committees,
w ill end at 2:00 a.m. Everyone is
socialize _ Refreshments will be
invited to come out and '' ROCK "!
served . Monday, November. 20.
1978. Douglass Hall B-21 5:(}(}
7:30. For more info. Contact Jesse
636-0638 or Avery 797-1686.
HUSA is having another Old
Movie and Ca rtoon Night on Friday, November 17th at 10 p.m . in
the School of Social Work Auditorium. Come join the Three
Attention all communications Stooges and all of your other old
students! The date for the regular friends for an evening of fun and
School of Communications laughter. Also playing w ill be ''To
Student Council meeting has been Kill A Mockingbird." Admission •Refreshments.
changed to accommodate the
beginning of the Thanksgiving
holiday. The meeting will be held
Monday, November 20, 1978. The
place is Room 201 in Tempo Cat
5:00 p.m. Issues of concern to be
All Howard University student·
d iscussed include constitution interested in Pharmacy come tc
amendments and funding of New the Preprofessional Office. roon
Communicator. Unless otherwise
336, Founders library.
notified, regular meetings will be
held the 2nd and 4th Wednesday
every month_

A Groove
Affair

A Carver
Experiment

Juniors

Fun Night

Communications
Students

Pharmacy
Students

Post-Game Disco

White Man's
Burden
UCSA presents the fi nal
program of the Travelling lecturer Series for the Fa ll Semester
featuring Dr. H . lewis Suggs of
the Department of History.
Wednesday, November 29,
1978
Carver Hall Lounge 7:30-9:00 p,
The topic for the evening will
be, The White'. Man's Burden: Historic al Origin~ of Racism. Come
and learn some of the basis for
our oppression. You owe it to
yourself to be informed.

After t he Howa rd-M or1a1
Came. Rock over to the Women':
Gy m on Saturd ay. Nov. 18th from
10 p.m. until for an after the 11:ame
disco.
·College l .D. requ ired for admit·
lance. Sponsored by HUSA.

Center for
Academic
Reinforcement

For students and staff! Review
or reinforce Enafis h and Enalis~
rela ted skills. Enroll iJl- fiee noncredi t mini-courses offered by the
Verbal Component (CAR-V).
Reaistration lnfo rm<1tion:
Club Philadel phia wants to
C.onsul t Howard University
know if you can Rock and Roll at · Spr1na Schedule of CourseJ ~r
t he same time. If you think you co~t a c t the Cen_ter for Academ~c
can here is the perfect oppor- Reinforcement in the Academic 0
•
Support Bu ildina-.B,
Room 110.
tunity.
•
FridayNovember17, 1978
Telephone: 636-7627, 7634, 7635,
7
7:30.12:00 m idni11ht
·. ' &2 5.
USGA presents the seventh of
National Roller Sk ating Arena
---------the Travellina Lectu rer Serles
17th
and
Kalorama
Rd.
NW
'
• . CLASl1P1SDI
'
featurlna Dr. Carl Anderson.
For tickets: Contact any Club
-'
Monday, November 20, 1978
Philadelphia member
Drew Hall Lounee 7:30.9:00 pm
)'YPINC SEIVICE
Music by: Philly's Own, James
The topic for the evenine w lll
· Type• Copy • M.. Card•
Taylor-The Funk Master
be, History of Howard: Student
Pick up Dtllvery. , ,
We want to see your fa ce in
Government. This Is <1n oppor·
Mn. Jones M7..7IO
th<1t place!!
tunily you won't w<1nt to miss !1

Skating Party

Student
Government

.

-
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llow means you Ve

Right now! Ford Futura gives you advanced styling with the look of
tomorrow today. A sporty coupe with all the style and flair that"s just
right for the life you're livin: You don't have to wait for the future to
afford an expensive personal car. You 're ready for Futura-now!
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got your own style ...
and we've got the car to match.
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What Is
Career Consciousne5s?
Now means lu xu ry touches and high style,

Not every college student dreams about being
chairman of the board of a giant corporation. But
most of you are realistic enough to admit that you're
going to have to work after graduation- whether
managing a corporate conglomerate or farming
your own five acres.
Work is an integral part of everyday life. As a
matter of fact, your career will take up a pretty hefty
chunk of your time. Something like 10,000 days.

I

coming and going. Why not the optional
touch of power windows?

llow is

an easy, sporty way of life . Futura matches it with a spor ty rack and pinion

steering , front disc brakes and good EPA mileage

ratings~

Now i.s comfort. The luxury of 5-passenger

ART CREDITS: COVER- Joe Acree. Neal
McPheeters- pages 4, 5, 9. 10, 23; Janine
Orr- pages 18, 19; Ken Smith- pages 8,
17. 18.
PHOTO CREDITS: Jacqueline Kaufmanpage 11 ; Terry Moore-pages 4, 5. 7, 16,
22. 23; John C. Philips/Chronicle al Higher
Education-pages 16, 18.

roominess.

law means personal style. Add your o wn
touc h . Order yo ur o wn personal Future to
your own personal taste.

low is

a flip-u p open air roof ... open
up your roof and let the sunshine in.

FORD FAIRMONT
FUT URA
FORD DIVISION

<> 1978 13-30 Corporation . All rights re-

• At t1n1e ol publical1on , 1979 EPA estimotei. were un ·
ova1lable. See your Ford Dealer for actual 1979 EPA
mileage estimates.

•

The future isn "t someday, it's now. Wh.y wait? Step into the

·79

Futuro -now!

-

served . No portion al Ford's Insider: A
Continuing Series of College Newspaper
Supplements may be reproduced in whale
or in part without written consent al 13-30
Corporation, 505 Market St., Knoxville, TN
37902 (615-637-7621) .
Insider is published by 13-30 Corporation
for Ford Division a.I Ford Motor Campany.
Opinions expressed by the publisher and
writers are their own and are not to be
construed as those of Ford Division Of
Ford Molar Campany. Likewise, the publisher assumes responsibility far the technical accuracy al the material used throughout the articles herein. Direct editorial
correspondence to David Epstein , Associate Editor. Direct requests for additional
copies ta Anne Akridge.

That's how much time the average American adult
spends on the job.
Optimists that we are, most students don't
entertain the idea that their 10,000 working days
could ever end up as 40 yi:ars of hard labor. In a
survey of last year's seniors, optimism about their
personal futures was super-high. Seventy percent
said that they expect to achieve status ;ind recognition in their chosen fields. Fifty percent expect to be
wealthy in the future.
·
That's a nice, ambitious dream to have, but unless
you do something about it now, you could find
yourself in hot water. The job market is not exactly
begging for applicants in . many fields. And there
isn't room at the top--0r even the middle- for
everybody who wants to be there. The only way to
insure that you have a chance at a fulfilling career is
to start planning for it today.
That's what .''career consciousness'' is all about.
Taking your dreams and trying to make them come
true. It doesn't mean clawing your way to the top.
Or becoming a white-collar robot. It means sitting
down and doing some realistic planning to get your
career plans in gear. Whether you're headed for a
mountaintop retreat or a corporate boardroomthe more you postpone your plans, the harder your
trip will be.
Ford's Insider: A Continuing Series of Newspaper Supplements is sponsored by Ford Division
of Ford Motor Company and published by 13-30
Corporation (which also produces such familiar
campus publications as Nutshell and The Graduate).
Ford's sponsorship of this publication is an indication of their desire to provide services to college
students. Please take the time to let us know how you
like this supplement by returning the postage-paid
card on page 16. And for more information on
Ford's product line, use the card on page 8.
Good reading!

A Guide for

's

•

ts

STEP 1: Start Now . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 4

Planning a career is a special process that should begin
while you're still in college.

STEP 2: Get Personal ......................... 7
If you don't know what you want out of life.
how can you possibly plan for a career
that will make you happy?

STEP 3: Be Class Conscious . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 9

Make the most of your time in school .. .
decide what's right for you ...
explore all your options.

STEP 4: Get Experience ...................... 16

Jobs go to graduates who have degrees
backed by solid work experience.

STEP 5: Be Professional ..................... 22

The most successful job candidates are people who
know that careers will not fall in their laps.
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r in business-related
areas. Other majors lagged behind .
According to current wisdom, a business
degree can be a passport to success in the
job market. Graduates with bachelor's
degrees in business can expect higher-thanaverage starting salaries, while grads of the

•
•

Planning a career is a special process
that should begin while you're still in college.

•

•

Expectations vs. Realities
· The gove rnment's labor forecasters have
some good news and some bad news for
current college se niors. The good ne\vs is
that 98 percent of all graduates who want
jobs will be able to find them. The bad
news is that one out of every four graduates
will not get the kind of job he or she wants.
Although the va lue of a college education
has been questioned in the past few years.
the monetary return still looks encouraging. The average college graduate can
expect lifetime earnings of about $750.000which is 36 perce nt higher than the average
for a high school graduate.
And despite a lot of talk about unemplo yed Ph. D.s. there is clear evidence that
college graduat es are less likely to be
unemployed than those \vithout degrees.
The unemployment rate for college graduates is 2.4 perce nt ; for the work force as a
whole. the rat e is nO\I.' hovering between 6
and 7 percent.
Still. a quarter oft hose employed gradua tes a re going to be holding jobs that
disappoint their college dreams. Between
1976 and 1985. more than 10 million
college graduates will enter the labor
force. Unfortunately. there will be only
about 7. 7 million openings in the professional and technical positions that graduates traditional!)' seek. Each year. between
140.000 and 200.000 bright. highly educated persons will accept jobs in sales. clerical
work. crafts. farming. service professions
4
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or other areas in \\·hich a college degree
isn t always required.
The main forc~ bchind this is the simple
law of Econ. IOI : supply and demand. In
the,_ Sixties. there " 'ere too man)' jobs
chasing too fe\\' .college gradu;.1tes. and
anyone \\'ith a mere B.A. \\ as ,·irtuall~1
guaranteed a financiall~· re"•arding. college-level joh. Toda~' · the market is cro\vded to the bursting point by post\\ ar boombabies who grew up and poured into
colleges in record numbers. In 1974- 75. an
astounding 1.3 million students recei\ cd
degrees - double the number that graduat_ed 10 years before.
Meanwhile. a recession-plagued economy has not created enough new jobs t<l
absorb this huge increase in " 'orkcrs. Sa)'S
Arnold Weber. fonner Assistant Secretary
of (_abor. ""The large concentration of
\l.'Orkcrs in the 25-to-34-year-old age bracket will mo\'C through the labor force like a
pig through a hoa constrictor." And 1/1al
means that a ~' ounger. slightly smaller pool
of current college students will have to
stand in line behind them - or l<lCatc some
alternate routes to the job market .
John Shingleton, director of placement
services at the Michigan State University.
says flatly, "The difference between being
able to get a job and not being able to get a
job after graduation, in 99 percent of the
cases. boils down to one thing: planning.
Shingleton notes that each year. about
9

four weeks before graduation. around 20
to 30 percent of the senior class wakes up
and haphazardly begins to look for work.
Many students, says Shingleton, "put more
energy into selecting a stereo set than into
choosing a line of work ."
Moving toward the right career is a vital
part of education- and the process should
begin long before yo u leave the campus.
This preparation involves finding out as
much as possible about the job market and
your own needs. taking courses that give
you a variety of skills. getting on-the-job
experience before you graduate. and making contacts who will ease the ice-water
shock of entering the working world.
The main reaso n for pla1Jning is n<Jt to
give you a competitive edge over all th.e
other job-seekers and grad sc hool apph cants. although foresighted students are
most likely to achieve th e top spots. What's
more important is finding th e right ni c he
for yourself- an occupation that uses your
skills and satisfies -yo ur goa ls rath er than
the closest slot available. "The happiest
and most successful person." Mark Twain
once said. "works all year long at what he
~ould otherwise choose to do on hi s
. ."
summer vacation

1

Business Is Booming ...
Not long ago majors like education and
social sciences were the top choices of
college students - but today's undergraduates are getting down to business. Last
year, 20 percent of incoming freshmen said

... And Liberal Arts Looks Better, Too
Since the early Seventies, liberal arts
graduates have been a dime a dozen in the
job market. Times are changing.
..
Last year marked a long-awaited turnaround in the dismal job outlook for
majors in nontechnical fields . and this year
is looking even better.
According to Stephen Wilhelm. manager of field services for the College Placement Council. top companies are expanding their recruiting staffs and are increasingly see king out promising liberal arts
majors. "Companies like IBM. GE and
Proctor & Gamble are starting to use

1

1
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Paul Pak
Food technology major
"I knew I was interested in
certain areas of science . By
talking to professors and
reading the industry's trade
journals, I decided on a
major that would offer good
opportunity as well as
stimulating work."

top business schools can expect starting
salaries from $18,000 to $27 ,000.
Does that mean your best chances for
success lie in ditching your Great American
Novel course and heading for the nearest
marketing class? Not necessarily. According to professionals in the employment
field , a vocation shouldn't be chosen because it seems favorable at the moment. A
~trong growth rate in any field may be
quickly counteracted by a flood of qualified graduates. Witness the once-promising fields of law and journalism, where a
spiraling number of graduates· are competing for an increasingly limited number of
.
openings.
So what's your best bet? According to
one counselor. your major should allow
you to "do something you enjoy doing and
that you are capable of doing well."·

26 Hot Jobs
According to labor forecasters.
these are the jobs with the best
employment prospects for college
graduates in the late 1970's and
early 1980's:

them in marketing . and administrative
training programs," Wilhelm notes. "It's
the same thing they did in the Sixties- take
liberal arts majors and mold them for their
own uses. They realize that the generalist
offers something valuable to the business
world."
"I still think liberal arts is a great
preparation. because a liberal arts major is
more flexible to adapt to changing demands in the job market." says Katherine
Tobin of Skidmore College's career planning office ...... you simply have more choice
than if you train for one narrow job area."

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accountant
Chemical engineer
Chemist/food scientist
Computer programmer
Dentist
Dietician
Electrical engineer
Geologist
Health services administrator
Industrial engineer
Insurance actuary _
Landscape architect
Manager trainee
Occupational therapist
Osteopathic physician
Personnel executive
Petroleum engineer
Pharmacist
Physical therapist
Public relations executive
Registered nurse
Social worker
Statistician
Urban planner
Veterinarian

College to Career: Finding
Yourself In the Job Market
"You will be whatever you resolve
to be.'' is the opening quote of this
practical and readable book aimed
at a college audience. As placement director at
Michigan State for -(Tlore t han a
dozen years, the author is wellqualified as a job-hunting advisor.
Beginning with a new look at the
work ethic and the process of goal
selection, the book guides you
toward the working world, adding
tips on career-advancement once
you've landed a job . By John
Shingleton, with Robert Bao (McGraw-Hill, New York, 1977, $5.95).
•

A Good Place To Start
There are many publications which can
help you find out more about careers an.d
employment possibilities. Most are available in your placement office or college
library. Here are some to get you started.
• Occupational Outlook Handbook,
1978-79 Edition. Contains comprehensive,
up-to-date information on job duties, educational requirements. employment outlook, and ea rnings for 300occupations and
35 industries . It can be obtained for $8
from the Superintendent of Documents.
U.S. Government Printing Office. Washington, DC 20402. The Occupational Outlook for College Graduates contains the
same information abo'llt more than 100
jobs for which an education beyond high
school is necessa ry or helpful. It can be
obtained from the Government Printing
Office for $4. 50.
• College Placement Annual . Occupational directory with career information on
approximately 1,000 employers. It is often
distributed free of charge by college placement offices. and is available for $5 from
the College Place ment Council. Inc .. P .O.
Box 2263. Bethle hem. PA 18001 .
• Occupations in Demand at Job Service Offices . The U.S. Employment Service
puts out a special edition of this monthly
bulletin in the fall for students and recent
graduates. The bulletin highlights occupations for which large numbers of j ob
openings were listed with public employment se rvice .Job Banks during recent
v. eeks. You ca n ge t bulletins by writing the
Employment and Training Administration. U.S. Department of Labor. Washin gton. DC 20213.
• The Encyclopedia of Associations.
Lists professional organi1_ations an d trad e
journals. \vhich are useful sources of informatio n about prospective ca ree rs and job
opportunities. Most professio nal groups
offer free inform<:tt ion <1n jobs, t ra ini~ng and
sc.h olarship s.

,
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Pay Checks
Money isn't everything, but most people give it some thought. Here are
the average salary offers made to those graduating with bachelor's
degrees last year.
Monthly Salary
Major
Monthly Salary
Major
$861
Accounting
$1,061
Social Sciences
$913
Business
$920
Agricultural Science
$877
Chemical Engineering
$1,393
Biology
$1, 102
Electrical Engineering
$1,253
Chemistry
$1, 120
Computer Science
Mechanical Engineering
$1,301
$921
Health Sciences
Petroleum Engineering
$1,517
$1.073
Mathematics
Humantities
$810
Source: College Pia.cement Council. Inc.. A Study of Beginning Offers.

Good Advice From Five Placement Directors
Victor R. Lindquist,
Directo r of Pl acement,
Northwestern University:
"You need to go into the marketplace wllh
more than a degree. Learn some solid skills-like
computer programming, statistics, communication . I don't care if you're majoring in accounting
or classics, these skills will be your entree into
the working world ."
John Shingleton,
Director of Placement Services,
Michigan State University:
"First of all, know yourself and know what
you're shooting for. Then design a plan with the
equipment and abilities you have to achieve the
goals you've set . If you want it badly enough, you
can do it."
James L. Galloway,
Director of Placement, .
Bowling Green State University:
" My advice is to get some basic job experience
before making a decision . Most students don't
have enough exposure to the world of work and
end up making purely subjective career decisions
based on their parents' wishes or unreliable
information they've picked up somewhere."
Katherine Tobin,
Director of Career Planning,
Skidmore College:
" Many students get so hyper about making an
early career choice that they jump into something
they think is practical-often sacrificing what
they are truly interested in studying. I say don't
choose something just for practical reasons. The
job market could change by the time you
graduate , and then where would you be?"
Kitty Padgett,
Director of Career Planning and Placement,
Albion College:
"Career planning is not sitting down one day
and saying , 'Okay, now I'm going to decide what
I want to be.' It's a process that goes on day to
day while you're living on campus, working at
summer jobs and interacting with others. If you're
not ready to decide flow. don't feel 'guilty. But
don't avoid thinking about it. Try new courses ,
have new experiences, reflect on what you like to
do and might want to do."

6
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There Oughta
Be a Course...
You can take classes to learn how to
cook, play tennis and fill out incqrne tax
forms . Many placement officials think
there should be required courses in how to
choose a career and find a job. ·S uch
courses are currently offered at a handful
of sc hools. including Michigan's Spring
Arbor College. Spring Arbor students get
one hour of credit for taking the "Life
Work and Planning" course, which offers
personality assessments, exploration of
different careers. and tests to determine
types of occupations stud ents are best
suited for.
Tom .Johnson. director of career advisement and planning at the University of
Wisconsin at Madison. is proposing a similar course for students who have not yet
selected a major ... So many times students
wander into a major and then into a career
without much thought or planning." he
says. '' I'd like to see student s at the
freshman and sop homore levels start some
planning about the courses and job ex periences that will lend themselves to their
career object ives."

Technical Careers
Opening for
College Women
College women are choosing majors in
math, sciences and business.
While the number of female education
majors dropped by 30,000 in the years
from 1973to1976. the number of women in
business and computer science sequen<;es
more than doubled. Women are also
grabbing more places in business. law and
medical schools. In 1970. ju st 801 females
graduated from the nation's law sc hool s.
By 1976. there were more than 6.000
women graduates.
Women who choose nontraditiona l majors can expect to be courted by the top
companies. Perhaps the most attractive
field for female grads is engineering. where
about 99 percent of active employees are
male. As late as 1976. just one in 40
engineering graduates was a woman.

Who's Hiring Who
Finding your
best job field and
grabbing a toehold in the competitive job market a re covered
in detail. The author also provides
a ·useful 10..step
"Career Analysis Guidelines" exercise which helps reveal the outlines of your "ideal" job. By Richard
Lathrop (Ten Speed Press, Berkeley, 1977, $5.95).

•

•

If. you don't know what you want out of life,
how can · you possibly plan for a career
that will make you happy?
Getting To Know You
•

What you do for a livi ng should depend
a lot on who you are and who yo u want to
become. Sounds obvious, perhaps- but
considerable numbers of people miss the
boat on this im portant side of choosing a
ca teer.
In our society, work tends to be a major
piece of your identity. We label each other
by our jobs and ask, "What do you do?"
within minutes of meeting so meone new.
Work will proba·bty influence your material comfo rt , your circle of friends and your
feelings of self-worth and satisfaction with
life. You can avoid joining the ranks of
people who are dissatisfied with their work
by making ~ conscious effo rt no~,· to
·e xplore your own needs, talents and interests. Start by looking back on yo ur personal history and applying this checklist:
I. Review a ll projects. awards. hobbies
and ot her things that called upon your
sk\lls and abilities within the past three to
five years. Which activities gave you the
most personal satisfaction? Can you notice.
any pattern of areas in which you excel?
2. Now look at your past work experiences and extracurricular or academic
activities. Which of these continue to
interest you? Why?
3. Next list all of these favorite activities
or involvements in order of preference.
What specific skills did each use (such as
managing money, working with people,
organizing a system or taking responsibility)? Do you seem to prefer one type of
environment over anot her?
4. Now start adding things up in terms
of your past history and current feelings.
Do yo u enjoy working with concrete,
physical things, or abstract ideas such as
time and space? Do you like to have assignments spelled out in detail or prefer to
work independently? Are you an indoors
or outdoors ·person? Do you work well
under deadline pressure? Are you most
comfortable spending time in . a large
group, with just a few people or by yourself? Oo you like to be in charge?
All of these personality traits help determine the type of work that fits you best.
Try taking this checklist or a similar
outline of your wants and needs to your
Campus career counseling office. With a
rough sketch of the real you in hand, it's
much easier to locate your specific options
in the job market.

The Nonsense About Decision-Making
To put your ene rgies behind a career
goal. yo u ha ve to ma ke a firm commitment.
That often means deciding between options and risking a bad choice . Psychology
professors Irving L. Janis and Leon Mann,
authors of Decision-Making. A Psycho-

logical Analysis of Con_flict, Choice and
Comn1itn1ent. caution you to be wary of
the following common myths when you
make important decisions.
Myth I: You must make decisions by
reason alone. Nonsense. Despite the most
rational approach. if a decision just .feel.-;
wrong, look out. We often have to trust
our feelings about what makes us happy or
comfortable.
Myth 2: Never changing your mind is a
sign of strength. Situations change every
day. and you must make decisions based
on the most updated information avai lable
to you. Perhaps what seems like the perfect
decision now will next year seem impossible. Remember that most decisions are
not irrevocable. Don't be afraid of shifting
gears to a more likely choice as your
attitudes change. And try to leave some
options open for changing your mind. -·
Myth 3: Most good decisions are made
quickly and on your own. Not necessarily.
Whenever you are tempted to make a fast
decision. make a list of all the positive and
negative factors involved. It might unearth
so me possibilities or solutions that you
~d n't thought of.
And you can certainly use the advice of
people qualified to help you. Talk it out

with friends , parents, advisors and a career
counselo r. While the final decision must
come from you. weighing the advice of
those who can help makes good sense.
Myth 4: A good decision should make
you totally happy. Any decision has it s
positiv e and negative consequences. Being
aware of the good and bad in any choice
makes it easier to accept emotional setbacks. Don't expect a completely happy
ending to a11.1· decision .

Gina Pera
Journalism graduate
"I never really sat down and
analyzed my abilities; it was
kind of by instinct that I
chose my major. Eventually,
I'll get the kind of job I
want, but it would have
been much easier and faster
if I'd done some planning."

•

Star Wars Had
Smart Dtoids Like
R2-D2 and C-3PO.
Is There a Friendly
Helpful Computer
On Your Campus?

Look What
You Can Find at, the
Placement Center
•

Computers that match students with
prospective employers or predict their
success in a given field are increasingly in
use on campuses around the country. 11·s
worth checking out at your career counseltng center.
The systems fall into two categories~
those which only give access to job information (like which companies hire English
majors) and those which interact with
individuals to help them with the career
decision-making process.
Most common are information networks like the University of Oregon·s
Career Information System (CIS)_ CIS is
programmed to answer hundreds of fre-

-

What Color Is Your
Parachute?
Career and life
planning deal with
more than the daily
9-to-5_ The author
provides a humorous step-by-step
guide to beating
lhe "Neanderthal'' \I" , c ' 11
job-hunting system_ '' l!w•' r ?
Chapters include exercises to help
you clarify goals and interests. as
well as decide what you most
enjoy doing_ There are also tips on
writing resumes, finding out where
the jobs are and improving your
interview skills. By Richard Nelson
Bolles (Ten Speed Press, Berkeley, 1976, $4.95)_

Project
Future

quently asked questions. Students enter a
specific career choice or list special talents
and interests. then get back a printed readout with information about job descriptions. availability of jobs in given field s.
starting salaries or people willing to talk
about their own jobs.
Another such approach is the Grad 11
system. in use at about two dozen schools
around the country. It matches students
and employers by grade-point average.
major. geographic and salary preferences.
The newest computerized sys tems not
only provide information but also ''talk
back" to students_ One of the best known
is SIGI (System of Interactive Guidance
and Information). now used on over 20 .
campuses_ SIGI asks each student about
his or her occupational values (such as
leisure time. salary. recognition and independence). then locates occupations that
meet these specifications. From here it
predicts the student's degree of success in
preparatory programs, outlines a curriculum and rates the career choice in terms of
risks and rewards.
Computers, like counselors and vocational tests. can't tell you what to do. But
they can help you clarify-and classifyyour values and goals ..

level job' How have you accomplished this
rise? What section of the country do you
. .Jive in? What size community? Are you
married? With children? How have yo u
managed with a career and a family? Are
you happy with your job' With your life?
Watch out for the fleeting thoughts of
fantasy that tend to clutter reality _ Throw
out all of the "if onlys" (you get th.inner.
better-looking or inherit your uncle's bus iness)_ Deal. rather brutally and honestl y,
with what is /ike/r to happen to you_
In his book Future Shock. Alvin TofPut this autobiography on the shelf to
fler recommends that students write a study again a few months from now. Better
"future autobiography_" Try this for your- yet. do the exercise with a friend or two,
self by setting down a scenario of your read each other's work and discuss it . In
career and life five or even 10 years after. these pages, you'll find many clues about
college_ What do you see yourself doing? your own philosophy of life and priorities
How far have you risen beyond an entry- for working.

The career planning or placement office
is often one of the best-kept secrets on
campus. Few students bother to drop i·n.
But it's ·a prime source of materials on
choosing a career and learning how to go
out and get it .
While centers differ in the sophistication
of their co unse ling techniques and tec hnology . most of them have standard methods to get you start ed . Look for the
following at yo ur own ce nter:
• Job Skills and Prospects. You will
find rea ms of written material o n jobs.
s kills required for those jobs. directories of
companies and company-related literature.
• Resumes. Most people agree that th e
almighty resume is still a very important
part of the job sea rch . Centers often
organize resume-writing workshops and
maintain crede ntial se rvic es that kee p students' resumes and personal referenc es on
file in order to match them with potential
employers.
• Interviews. Watch for notices about
visiting company recruiters. as well as
workshops on interviewing skills and assertiveness training to make the most of
job co ntacts.
• Internships. Most centers work with
undergraduates in setting up and monitoring internship programs. Some also work
with companies to develop new programs.
• Vocational Interest Tests. These are
offered by placement centers to help you
discover your interests, abilities and experienc.es, and to match these characteristics
with specific careers. The two most often
given are the Strong-Campbell Interest
Inventory and the Kuder Occupational
Interest Survey _Both rate your preferences
for certain types ,of tasks, work environments and challenges.

If You Don't Know Where
You're Going You11 Probably
End Up Somewhere Else
Th is book offers
no strategic tactics
or complicated balance sheets to rate
your skills and abilities-just a few sound
principles to guide
you through your options and opportunities. The most important long-range goal, according to the author, is to make the
most of what you have. The more
talents you develop and assets you
acquire, the more control you have
aver your future. By David p_ Campbell, Ph.D_ (Argus Communications. Niles, Illinois, 1974, $1 _95).

Make the most of your time in school ... decide
what's right for you,,. explore all your options.
.I .

I

!
I

Opportunity vs. Obsolescence
Way back when. a student majored in
something like English or math or psych.
then lock-stepped in a set curriculum to
graduation. These days. college programs
provide a far greater range of choices- and
a far greater number of potential pitfalls
for the student. You can specialize in one
small corner of a field, or go for a highly
generalized major which gathers in big
chunks of several academic areas.
More ·and more students seem to be

opting for specialized study. and the arguments for this approach are powerful.
Mechanical engineers with an emphasis in
energy resources will find it easier to crack
the job market than physics majors whose
specialty is nothing in pai;Licular. Agricultural or economic journalists may find
work before a student whose major is less
tightly focused _
On the other hand. student specialists
run the risk of becoming obsolescent

Can You Change Your Mind at the Last Minute?
So you want to be a doctor - but for the
past four years you've been working toward
a degree in ancient art history. Can you still
make the switch?
You can d efi nitel y try. Several universi- ·
ties have formal study programs designed
for st udents who have decided to enter
graduate or professional school but didn•t
pick up all the prerequisite courses as
undergraduates. In addition to the structured programs~ most universities have a
··special student'' status for degree-holders
who need to take additional undergraduate
courses before going to graduate school in
a new field .
Bryn Mawr College runs a small but
spectacularly successful premedical program. Admission requirements are ... pretty rigorous," according to Associate Dean
Patricia 0. Pruett, and only an average of
15 students per year are admitted_ Those
who do get in. though. are virtually assured
of gaining enlrance to a medical or allied
health school.
Premed is one of many formal prepara-

. before the y ever graduate. The shape of
indu stry is c hangi ng so fast that many
current s tudent s will ha ve to retrain themselves on the job o r go back to school later
on. Moreover, a specialized job in your
chosen field may rely heavil y on general
skills that aren't part of its regular curriculum _ UCLA Professo r Lewis Solman re-cently surveyed graduates in a variety of
field s to find out what college courses they
most often use on the job. The top answers
were. in order. general business, English,
ps ychology and sociology . These courses.
graduates said. helped them to think clearly,
communicate effectively and work well
with people- skills needed in almost every
job area.
Charles Guy Moore, execut'ive director
of the National Institute of Career Planning. suggest s that students get both general and specific training. He uses a model
called "The T-Shaped Individual" to make
his point. The top of the "T' represents the
breadth of general knowledge and skill s.
while the stem represents the d epth of
specialized s kills. Moore warns against the
generalist's ··T." ''a mile wide and an inch
deep," as well as the specialist's "T." "an
inch wide and a mile deep."
The balanced "T." which Moore sees as
the strongest position. represents the generalist who has picked up a few marketable
skills, and the specialist who has also absorbed a broad education outside of his or
her specialty.

tory programs offered under the ••Limited
Status Program.. at the University of
California at Berkeley_ If you have. say, a
degree in political science and want to do
graduate work in art history, you can
prepare for it here. Each s ubject area has a
specific set of required courses and students
can stay in the program no longe r than
four academic quarters.
For students who only need to cat11h up
on a few more courses, many college
continuing education departments fill th ~ •
gap. For instance. Pratt Institute offers
intensive courses in microprocessors and
computer systems for engineering students 1
who missed these subjects.
Often. however. students must apply for
...special student ... status and arrange their
own crash programs with help· from advisors_ ~what I would do." says Sylvia
Bassoff. an advisor in the premedical
program at Columbia University. ••is go to
the chairman of the graduate school in
your field and present yo ur case. asking for
advice on courses.··

' Boyle
Kathy
Customer Services Rep_
"When I first started ,orking,
I didn't know how much my
education would benefit me .
But now I'm applying my
marketing electives in this
job_ And more than that, I
now see that college was a
great way to learn how to
deal with people."
INSIDER
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How To Make
Your Own Major

•

•

If you know just what you want to do.
but your college doesn't offer a curriculum
to fit that plan. you might consider designing your own major. Some colleges limit
this option to honor st udents. while others
leave the ch·o ice open to all.
Linda Rader. 20, will wrap up her selfstyled major in international business management in December. She spent two
months in Japan visiting factories, meeting
executives and .. finding out how Japanese
management techniques work." She has
already been accepted at two top business
schools. and plans on joining the management of an international corporation by
the time she's 22.
Yvonne Shubitowski, 21, worked with
her professors at the University of Michigan to put together a major based on the
process of aging and problems of old
people. Gerontology is a fairly new field,
but it will become more prominent in the
future as the number of senior citizens
increases ...There won't be a position just
waiting for me," says Yvonne, ··but eventually I'll find my place. I'm taking the
principles I learned in biology and applying
them. There aren't any set regulations to go
by. Everything I've learned is new."
To handle a self-styled major, you need
to have plenty of initiative and the day-today discipline to monitor yourself. The
key, according to individual studies profs,
is to find the right advisor and begin
planning at least a'°"'semester before you
take off on your own.

Three Big Questions About Grad School
'

The Pros and Cons of Stopping OJt
Today, "stopping out"- leaving school
temporarily with the intention of returning- is a subject of debate on campus.
Researcher Robert L. Cope found in his
recent national survey that 95 percent of
college students had considered stopping
out during their undergraduate careers.
Reasons for stopping out may be as
concrete as a job offer or as hazy as a desire
to gain maturity through ·varied experience.
Some stopouts have found that living for a
time outside the sheltered campus environment helped them clarify their goals and
prompted them to return to campus with a
new direction and motivation.
But for o thers. the experience is not
always rewarding. Some st udents find
themselves si mply drifting around and
doing nothing for a semester. One yo ung
woman had high hopes of stopping out for
an entire year to study Italian art in Venice.
Unfortunately. she got lulled into inertia
after leaving school and never left the
States. She ended up working in a pet store

until she could return to school.
Some undergraduate institutions. however. encourage stopping out. Bennington
Col.lege requires students to leave campus
each winter to wo.rk. Vanderbilt University
will give leave to .. anyone with the desire to
find oneself or gain a sense of direction."
Before you rush off campus in search of
yourself. be sure you're doing the right
thing. Sit down and talk to a counselor
about your reasons for stopping out and
what you plan to do with your time. And
be sure to do the proper paperwork . At
man y schools. failure to fill out the proper
forms and receive administrative and faculty approval could result in you "disappearing'' from the st udent roster.
_
Most importantly, set a date for your
return to school. And stick to it. If yo u lose
your scholast ic momentum. you may discover it's hard to get back into the swing of
things. Remember, the idea behind a
successful ''stopout experience" is to en.hance your life. not uproot it.

Competition for top graduate and professional schools puts intense pressure on
students both to make a strong academic
showing as undergraduates and to structure
t heir educations to meet grad school admission formulae. The result is that many
students find themselves on the conveyor
belt to an advanced degree without ever
scanning the alternatives. Before committing yourself to a grad school future, ask
these three basic questions:
I. Do you really need an advanced degree
to get the job you want?
In most fields, advanced-degree holders
still have the edge over B.A.s, but the gap
is narrowing. Starting salaries are still
considerably higher, too, especially in the
technical professions. Your own department- and most grad schools- may have
specific statistics for your discipline. Check
it out, and talk to some employers in the
field as well.
2. Should you go right after college or wait
awhile?
If you're like most students, you've been
going to school for a long, long time. A
work break could provide some badly
needed breathing space to refresh your
brain and improve your academic performance later on.
In some fields, students who leave the
campus for a year or two of related work
experience actually get preferential treatmen! at the grad school admissions office.

Should College Make You a Human Being?

Selective Electives
Educators and employers suggest that these seven electives give
students the greatest amount of
versatility and flexibility in the job
market:
• Statistics
• Introduction to Computer Science/ Computer Programming
• Speec h or' Interpersonal Communications
• Basic Journalism or Writing
• Economics/ Marketing
• Basic Accounti ng
• Photography
10
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Ma ny professors and .employers argue
the. ge nera list vs. s peciali ~t· iss ue on the
basis of which type of study best prepares
stud ents for the job market . Mortimer
Adler. chairman of the boa rd of ed itors for
£ 11<·.i·<·l o1Jeclia Britanni<·a, takes a different
view. "The college.'' he says. "should be a
place where cu lture is transmitted." Adler
feels that graduate and professional schools
should teach specialized, techn ical skill s.
while undergraduate colleges should concentrate o n g ivi ng the o rdinary st ud en t a
broad overview of the knowledge and
accomplishments of the world's cultures.
In a recent Nei1 ·si11eek editorial, he added
these thoughts:
''In most of our colleges. the elective
system reign s supreme. Its only requirement - the choice of a majOr in o ne field
and a minor in another- compels stude nts
to specialize before they've acquired the
general culti vat ion that would acquaint
them with the ideas and disciplines that a re
the components of human culture.
·· .... Parents sho_uld_send their young to

college and the you ng should go to college
not. as at present. mainly to acquire highl y
sa labl e skills or to earn good li vi ngs. but
solely for the purpose of becom ing cultured
human beings."

The Career Game
This book is a
strategic guide to
winning the career that's most
likely to make you
happy . The author leads you
through the steps
of career decisionmaking and provides valuable practical information on how to market yourself to
get the job you want. By Charles
Guy Moore, Ph.D. (National Institute of Career Planning, New
York, 1976, $10; Ballantine paperback, $5.95) .

THE
CAREER
GAME

A Little Help
from Your Prof

•

Many students miss out on a valuable
resource by never getting to know their
professor; perso nally . Professor-friend s
may be able to counsel yo u on career
possibilities or help you make job contacts.
The best career g uid ance often comes
from professors who became teachers after
excelling in their field or who contribute

MBA programs are a prime example:
Students who have worked in industry
have a real-world context for their studies
that b"usiness schools appreciate. In contraSt, many medical schools tend to pass
over students who don't come fresh from
college. Find o ut if the school of your
choice has a formal or informal policy
about stopping out.
3. When should you start planning for
grad school?
An.informal poll of top professional and
grad schools yielded a variety of answers.
Potential med students have to start almost
from Day One to get in the science and
math requirements and polish up their
G.P.A.s. A premed advisor is usually
called for early in the game, while the
MCAT should be taken during junior year.
Prelaw students should plan on scheduling a broad liberal arts background with
plenty of courses in writing, math and
other problem-solving disciplines. If your
grades are good, you can put off the
decision until early in senior year, but it's
best to take the LSAT in the fall.
· Admissions officers in other fields almost
unanimou sly recommend researching
schools and ad missions criteria well in
advance, since programs vary widely . Even
more important: Talk to professors and
graduates of those schools to learn about
what kind of work is involved and what
you can expect to get from it.

regularl y to the professional world. Take
Professor Caryl Rivers. for example. In
addition to teaching journalism at Boston
University. she is a free-lance writer for
such national publications as Ms. magazine, The Ne~1 · York Ti111e.\· and M<Jther
J o ne.\'. That makes her an academic with
solid real-world co ntacts.
One stud ent won an i~ternship with
Pe<Jpl<' magazine after c hecking out a
Rivers lead . "I ·gave him the tip and he
followed through on it ," Rivers says. "I
won't give a personal reference to a student
I know unless the y've performed well. My
credi bility wit h that editor is on the line."
Not o nl y ca n a prof provide contacts.
but he ca n also alert students to job
openings before the fact. If you need to do
researc h to become recognized and employed in yo ur field . get to know a
professor who might spo nsor yo ur project.
Man y professors also need stud ent help
with their own research projects. which
co uld involve anything from typing manuscripts to joining an archeologica l dig.
"If yo u don't establish that contact with
·you r professors. that's a big segment of
ed ucation that you're missing," says Mike
Galezio, a UCLA poli-sci major who now
\VOrks for a Califo rnia state assemblyman.
··so many of them are involved in outside
1activities. It's important to reali ze this and
take advantage of it ."'

One L
• If you liked' The
Paper Chase, you'll
love One L- especially if you're considering law school
and are primed for
an inside look at
the mixture of tedium and terror that
makes up the first intense year. In
this readable and fast-paced book ,
the author shares a diary of his first
year at Harvard Law School, from
the initiation into a mysterious
language filled with words like
"estoppel" and "replevin" to the
heartbreak of April exams . By Scott
Turow (G .P. Putnam's Sons, New
York, 1977, $8.95).

Employers
Say
Well-Rounded
Curriculum Is
Students' Best Bet
A prestigious yearly survey of hiring
policies and practices called The Endi<·ott
Report recently polled employer; for suggestions on how students should round out
their educational backgrounds. Those surveyed overwhelmingly felt that science
and technical st udents should take at least
one course in written and oral communications skills. while liberal arts majors should
get a solid grounding in basic business
education.
Several schools are starting to inject this
type of crossover course work into the
regular curriculum. The University of Michigan's engineering school. for· example.
offers special co urses in technical writing
as well as communicating engineering
conce pts to the general public. On the
other s ide of the academic fence. the
English department of California State
Un iversity at 1.os Angeles has created four
mini-minors in accou nting. management.
business statistics and business eco nomics.
If yo ur own college doesn't offer such
options. you may co nsider making your
own free-lance effort t o round out your
ed ucation with so me forays into other
academic areas. For instance. Amy Harkey Smith. a University of Tennessee biology major, <ldded seven English courses
to her science curri cu lum and worked as a
feature writer on the college paper. After
graduatio11, she land ed a job as a technical
reports \\ riter for Oak Ridge National
Laboratories in Oak Ridge. Tennessee .... In
order to gain respect as a scientist. you
ha ve to be able to co nvey yo ur thoughts to
other scient ists." s he says. ''Most professionals don't learn this until age 40 or 50.
and eve n then they can't tell a verb from a
. noun."
1
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Presenting a whole New Breed of Mustang for 1979designed to be the best looking Mustang ever built. This
Mustang achieves a new level of excitement with:
New styling. With dramatic sports car styling,
Mustang has one of the most efficient aerodynamic designs of any car now made in America. Feel it slice
through the wind.
New handling. Mustang's precise handling with
sports car features like rack and pinion steering and
modified MacPherson front suspension to help
flatten corners. And Mustang is the first American car
to offer Michelin's TRX radial tires with specially tuned
suspension package for sports car like response.
New Turbo. Mustang now offers a Turbocharged 2.3

litre overhead cam engine, as well as a standard 2.3 litre
overhead cam, and options ofV-6 orV-8 power.
New options. Of course, you can build in performance
with options like the Turbo ... or luxury, with leather-trim
bucket seats. Yet the standard Mustang is a beautifully
equipped machine, complete with: a 2.3 litre overhead
cam engine, modified MacPherson front suspension,
4-speed gear box, full instrumentation, and more.
With all this, Mustang is still priced to help you bring
one home in 2- or 3-door models. See your Ford Dealer
today ... drive one ... experience Mustang '79 for yourself.
The Ford Motor Company now offers an Extended Service Plan for all '79 Mustangs. Ask your
dealer for details.

'
THE NE
BREED
FORD MUSTANG
FORD DIVISION ( - -

Would-Be Interns Beware
•

Jobs go to graduates who have degrees
backed by solid work experience. .
'

Co-op Programs Give Direct Work Experience
to 200,000 Students Each Year
•

This year, more than a thousand colleges
and universities will try to narrow the gap
between classroom and workplace with
··co-op., education programs. These co-ops
provide students with paid work experience
in jobs related to their fields of study.
Businesses and government agencies cooperate with campuses to create on-the-job
training dpportunities within their organi-

zations.
More than 200,000 students get involved
in co-op programs every year. The system
usually works this way : After freshman
yea r. a student alternates terms of classroom stud y with terms of full-time paid
work for an outside employer. The school's
co-op coordinator often makes the job
assignments, which can be very competi-

tive and involve the same type of resume.interview process used in the ordinary job
hunt.
Traditionally, co-ops have been organized around technical science majors such
as engineering. Now, though, many colleges offer co-op programs in a wide
variety of majors. Architecture, physical
education, drama. even philosophy students can get some paid exposure to
working reality.
"We view our co-op students as learning
professionals, giving them as much responsibility as we would a new graduate," says
Jake Karmendy, director of co-op students
at the U.S. General Accounting Office in
San Francisco ... We're impressed with the
students; they're high-caliber, bright people and we know they're here to learn."
Your own school may have a central coop coordinator or administrators that
handle such programs for individual departments. You can also get a free list of
"Undergraduate Programs of Cooperative
Education in the United States and Canada,'" which includes curriculum information. credit arrangements and majors offered . Send a postcard to: National Commission for Cooperative Education. 360Huntington Ave.. Boston, MA 02115.

•
•

says physical education counselor Candace
Herene. "The students are geared up- and
the quality of their work is professional
and reliable." -''You get job experience and money to
pay for school," says criminal justice major
Bo b Sarao, "and the employer gets someone to work for a few months at a low
sa lary."
By student standards, however. the
money isn't bad .. The average co-op salary
at Northeastern runs about $143 a week,
with engineering majors earning as much
as $250. Since it usually takes five years to
complete Northeastern's program, it's very
poss ible to earn $11.000- while storing up
front-line job experience.
''With co-ops, students get some insight
into human behavior on the job- both
good and bad - and a chance to familiarize
themselves with career opportunities."'
stresses Stephen Kane. associate professor
in the liberal arts co-op department. "The
bas ic thing is that they aren't sheltered
anymore."

'

I
Neal McClean
Computer science major
"A company would much
rather have someone with
both technical and on-thejob experience. Without my
co-op experience, someone
graduating from a two-year
technical program would
probably get the job before
I would."

look for a place where you could help out.
Most supervisors appreciate a worker who
takes the initiative.
3. Learn all you can from everyone you .
encounter on the job. Find people whose
jobs you'd like to do and ask them what the
work is like. They can usually give you tips
on what skills to learn and courses to
emphasize.
4. If you don't know, ask questions. No
one expects an intern to be very experienced. Often, students who try to look as if
they know everything make full-time employees eager to prove them wrong.
5. On the other hand, behave like a
professional. Studenthood is no excuse for
arriving late, wasting time or doing slipshod work. Although you can't burst with
drive and energy all 40 hours of the week,
you should always try to look that way.
6. If you like the place, discreetly explore
the possibilities for a return internship or a
full-time job. Let your supervisor know
you're interested. and make sure he or she
keeps your resume on file.

Sailing on Internships

Northeastern University,
The Nation's Largest Co-op Program
Most new graduates at Northeastern
University in Boston don't bother to send
out resumes - and they don't pound the
pave ment . either. Yet an estimated 50
percent go right from college to jobs in
their fields. T he reason: Most get hired by
their las t co-o p emplo yers.
Northeastern is the largest cooperative
plan university in the nation ; over 90
percent of its upperclassmen are employed
in co-op programs involving more than
2,500 firms in the United States and
overseas. In any given quarter. about half
of Northeastern's 20.000-student enrollment will be on the job, while the other half
goes to class. Co-op is optional for liberal
arts students. mandatory for all others.
There are programs in business, phys ical
education. criminal justice, engineering.
pharmacy and dozens of other career
areas.
The physical education department offers co-ops in athletic training, adult fitness
and coaching school athletic teams. "Coops provide an advantage to the employer."

Some internships are a lot like the best of
real jobs; you work hard on challenging
projects and learn more than classes could
teach you. In others, you're chained to the
Xerox machine and labeled as the office
"go-fer." To steer clear of lemons and
make the most of a really good internship
opportunity, keep these things in mind:
l . Before you take an internship, find
out as much as you can about what you'll
be doing and what the job can teach you.
Some organizations have formal, structured internship programs coordinated by
a director; others expect you to fill in with
small, spur-of-the-moment projects. Both
situations can be good learning experiences, but you do need to know what
y,ou're in for. If possible, dig up some
interns and get their inside comments.
2. On the job. don't be disappointed if
you receive a certain amount of boring and
menial work to do . Just try to do it fast and
efficiently, the.n ask for more challenging
work. Better yet; discreetly investigate the
projects full-time staffers are doing and

•·

The internship is a close but more
informal cousin to the co-op. Like co-op
students, interns get practical. on-the-job
experience- but their work could be parttime or full-time, paid or volunteer, set up
as a structured program or an individual,
noncredit arrangement with an employer.
Mark Hyman, a recent graduate of the
University of Pennsylvania. worked one
summer as a Newspaper Fund intern. Each
year, this program gives 20 top journalism
students grants of $500 each and a strong
recommendation; the winners then find
..... themselves internships on local newspapers. Mark went to work for the New.fSentinel in Knoxville, Tennessee, writing
hard news and features . "l needed the
opportunity to prove to myself and a
professional editor that I could write," he
says. Upon graduation, Hyman had five
job offers to choose from .
Man y students try to return for several
doses of internship experience. Rae Lynn
Carr, a graduate of Albion College, worked
three summer internships with G M's Assembly Divisio n in Warren, Michigan,
gathering experience in accounting and
project control. Later on, they hired her
permanently - with a higher salary and
more benefits than other recent graduates.
"At the beginning, you don't do challenging things," she cautions . "'You wind
up doing all the little things that nobody
else has time for. But l made a point of
a sking my supervisor what she had planned
for me. When I showed what l could do.
they started treating me as an equal
employee. It just took some time."
There are more organized internship
programs scattered across the country
than could ever be easily compiled in one
library bookshelf. Nevertheless, several

nationwide directories make a good attempt
to list hundreds of internship opportunities.
For leads on national internship programs, check your school placement office
or career counseling center. Many colleges
also have their own internship programs
which use alumni or local businesses.
Also, ask placement personnel or your
college librarian about these catalogs:·
• National Director.1 of Summer Internships (Career Planning Office, Haverford
College, Haverford, PA 19041 , $8.50).
• Director.i· o.f Undergraduate Internship Programs (National Center for Public
Service Internship Programs, 1735 Eye St.
NW. Washington. DC 20006. $7).
• International Direclorl' for You1h
Internships (UN Headquarters, NGO
Youth Caucus, c / o Center for Social
Development and Humanitarian Affairs,
Room DC-976, United Nations, New York,
NY 10017, $2).
1

On Your Own: 99
Alternatives to a 9-to-5 Job
From airport
taxi services to
yacht design,
the author explores more
than a hundred
offbeat possibilities for starting your own
business or provid ing free-lance services.tg earn
some extra cash. Bet you never
considered getting into the campus
birthday cake business or breeding earthworms as a part-time job.
The book gives you plenty of other
information sources if you're interested in an alternative to the 9-to-5
grind. By Kathy Matthews (Vintage Books, New York, 1977, $3.45).

Chris Child, Self-Made Intern
Chris Child. an advertising major at the Co. in Houston. Sears hired Chris as
University of Texas, knew he didn't want layout artist and copywriter, a job that let
to spend his summer on a construction site him try out the mechanical skills he had
or Houston loading dock. "Texas summers learned in class.
are better spent indoors where there's air
The whole experience taught Chris something important - he didn't want to work
conditioning," he explains.
With that in mind, Chris set out to create in advertising. Instead, he went on to earn
his own advertising internship. First, he an MBA degree and now works as a
put together a portfolio of work from his financial analyst for a public utility. The
advertising classes. Then he sent out a writing skills he gained from his advertisvolley of letters to friends and associates of ing spot. though, were helpful in winning
his father in the advertising world.
his present job. which involves writing
Rather than blatantly ask for a job, he oress releases and compa •. y reports.
solicited their advice on good places to
Moral: The experience is out there if you
look for work. After another round of pour some energy into looking for it. And
letters and visits to ad agencies, one man almost any kind of work experience will
sent him to a friend at Sears, Roebuck and put you closer to the job you want.
INSIDER
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computer- memory.
"But I didn't have enough to do," admits
Tim, Who was an engineering undergrad at
the time. "I finished all my tasks quickly
and they never planned anything extra for
me. I was given total freedom during_my
1.__...--7c»-- op, but I need~d a heck of a lot more
direction to be productive. I started doing
stuff on my own, like learning new computer languages. I know they noticed my
effort, but more praise or criticism would
have really motivated me."
Still, Tim wouldn't trade those months
with IC chips, algols and megabytes for
anything. "I learned the basics of lab work
and saw how an engineering firm operates.'"
he explains. "It was more relaxed than I
At 21 , Tim Finnegan is already taking expected, but I didn't like the lab environhome $17.000 a year as a sales develop- ment. There's not enough contact with
ment engineer for Hewlett-Packard in people in dynamic situations.'"
So when he returned to campus, Tim put
Cupertino. California. He credits his success in the job market to the co-op program more emphasis on marketing and business
at the University of California at Berkeley, classes. After graduating last spring in
which placed him in one of IBM's research electrical engineering and computer scifacilities for six months. Even as low man ence, he programmed his future for maron the lab totem pole, he earned $750 a keting. The result? "I bad 15 job offers to
month while working with a high-level choose from," he says simply. "I think that
research group that was testing a new co-op really helped."

•
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Statistic. I-Ioli Many
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According to the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, an incredible 3.8 million
college students held part-time or
full-time jobs last year. That number is mqre than on~uarter of the
total college population, and may
give you some idea of why it's so
hard to find a job in your own
campus area.

Want a Job Now?
Hire Yourself!

One way to gain valuable work experience while still in school is to be your own
•
employer. Starting any kind of business
means plenty of unpaid overtime, anxietyproducing risk and hustling- but the management skills you learn won't go unnoticed
on your resume. Moreover: that part-time
moneymaker you start in college may carry
the seeds of a full-time business after
graduatioh.
.~obin Wade, a senior at the University
Waiting tables at the local beanery may writing legal opinions for another judge.
of IV!ississipp~ is now working toward that
finance next quarter's tuition, but a volun''It was I 0 weeks of nine-to-five wo,r k in end. Last spring, he turned a hobby- silkteer job may offer much more in terms of downtown Chicago for no money,'" Doug screening T-shirts- into a blossoming
broad work experience and vital contacts recalls, "but I sat in on all the cases the business by selling the shirts in volume to
in the marketplace. As unpaid help, you judge heard and was able to learn a lot help pay his college expenses. "I got into it
can often try your hand at work you would about the judicial process. The summer beca.use I needed a job and couldn't find
never be hired to do.
definitely aided me in getting my present one," says Robin, a 21-year-old marketing
Hospitals, government agencies and job."
major. "I do all the silk-screening myself.
community organizations are all good bets
Some of the best opportunities come Most of my customers are other students,
for volunteer work requiring everything from zeroing in on a place you want to and I sell about 300 shirts a month.
from technical skills to public relations work and offering your skills gratis. An"I've already started a mail-order busiexpertise. Political campaigns also offer other good method is to contact a local ness by soliciting orders from other
numerous opportunities for volunteering. volunteer bureau . These groups serve as schools," Robin says. "There's a lot of
If you're a would-be journalist, free-lancing clearinghouses for volunteers and match opportunity out there."
inside look at how the system works.
year-round selection of individualized inarticles on speculation is a good way to get individllals with groups needing their servTexas A& M student Leslie Perry has
University of Pennsylvania student Barri temships (usually unpaid) and arranges
your name in front of editors. If you end lip ices. If you have a summer or longer to started a business that complements his
Bernstein worked last summer as an aide to housing facilities. In most cases the proselling a few pieces, you'll not only earn devote to a volunteer job, you might write engineering courses. Leslie. a 23-year-old
Congressman John Duncan. ~1 did do a lot gramscostabout$350plus $400a term for
some money, but also have clippings to to the Commission on Voluntary Service. graduate student, is currently studying
of boring office work, like addressing housing. It's easier to make arrangemen.ts
show at a job interview.
and Acti_on, 418 Peltoma Rd., Haddon- electrical engineering on a research grant
envelopes or looking things up in city for academic credit and financial aid if you
Doug Scheidt, 24, turned summer vol- field, NJ 08033 . Their booklet, Invest from the Center for Energy and Mineral
directories," she says. "The most interest- attend one of the two hundred colleges
unteer work for a federal judge into a Yourself ($2), lists hundreds of nationwide Resources. Last spring, he started an
ing parts were the errands- delivering affiliated with the program. Ask your
lucrative full-time job researching and and overseas volunteer opportunities.
"energy auditing'' business with two other
messages to different parts of Capitol Hill, placement office.
students and a professor. The group anataking constituents to meet the CongressFor more information, write: The Washlyzes the energy efficiency of small busiman, finding documents aL the General ington Center for Learning Alternatives,
in January at the u .S . Civil Service Com- nesses and restaurants, using a microcomPrinting Office.
1705 DeSales St. NW, Washington, DC
mission office nearest you. You apply for puter-based system to pinpoint ways to cut
"I might be sitting there licking enve- 20036. To investigate other available · inD
the jobs themselves at individual agencies; down on energy waste.
Leslie doesn't expect to make the busilopes and suddenly I'd see someone fa- temship programs, you can also write
deadlines vary but most are early in the
ness a permanent venture. ••I'd rather be an
mous," she adds. "All in all, it was a very away for the Director_1• of Washington
school year.
heady atmosphere."
Internships or A Director_1• of Public
For a list of openings, write for the free engineer than a businessman," he says. But
Karen Coats saw Washington from a Service Internships; both include summer
booklet Summer Jobs: Opportunities in practical experience in the field certainly
different angle. She worked at NASA as a and academic internship programs and are
the Federal Government, available from gives him a head start in the job hunt.
Tlie new c'r op of student entrepreneurs
resources management assistant in the available for $7 apiece from the National
the U.S. Civil Service Commission, WashFederal Summer Intern Program, making Center for Public Service Internship Proington, DC 20415. Applications may also does everything from typing by the hour to
about $190 a week. "I ended up as sort of grams, 1735 Eye St. NW, Suite 601,
be picked up at most college placement selling homemade bagels to hungry dorman odd-body, doing short research projects Washington, DC 20006. Your placement
The Scoop
offices or the Federal Job Information dwellers. If you have a stash of good ideas,
for other staffers," she explains. "A lot of it office may also have copies.
Gov't.
Center in your area. To find the nearest a lot of drive and a bounce-back ego, the
self-employment route might work for you.
was busywork, but it was busywork that
center, call toll-free 800-555- 1212.
needed to be done. I leamedsomuchabout
The Uncle Sam Connection
Summer always means white-hot com- . Don't overlook private organizations
the federal bureaucracy. There are a lot of
·•
petition for 1·obs, but a greater number of and semiprivate technical outfits, either.
Working
·
The author is a
people who are trying to make things work
special programs and opportunities also For instance, the Tennessee Valley AuFor three years,
but there's a lot of dead weight, too. It was
veteran of governbecome ·available. For example, federal thority offers career-oriented summer jobs
.
·
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ment service. In
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h
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Try Volunteering for Work

A Co-op Success Story

Summer

What 's It Really
Work 1'n Wash1'ngton?.
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Some People Will Do Anything for a Job

•

The most successful job candidates are people
who know that careers will not fall in their laps.
'

'ng
for the Job Hunt

Real-World Contacts Pay Off wtth·Real-Live Jobs
Forty-eight percent of job htUJters find
employment through people they know,
according to research by the Department
of Labor's Manpower Administration. Yet
many students look on ••contacts" as a
dirty word _
"Everybody's heard other people make
deprecl!ting remarks like 'Oh, so-and-so
got that JOb because of their father;- says
Mona Olds, dean of students at Virginia's
Mary Baldwin College. Using your contacts is not cheating- it makes gOod sense.
If students could step into an employer's
shoes, they'd realize that it's far easier to
hire someone who is recommended than to
take a chance on an unknown.
Government studies show that only one
in five job openings is likely to be ad~ertised
or listed with employment agencies. so
insiders are your best bet for keeping
informed of possibilities.
So how do you makecontacts?Consider
using these strategies:
~
• Become active in alumni activities.
Your school's alumni association is populated by people who are already established in the working world. Getting to
know alums might put you on an inside
· trac k for job openings. In addition, many
22
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alumni groups offer career-related programs for undergraduates. Alumni direc•ors realize that students are keenly interested in job-hunting help and are increasingly initiating such assistance.
• If you like the community and want to
stay on after you graduate~ oonsider joining
a local civic group. Investing some energy
in local matters can bring you valuable
contacts and a good reputation in your
own area.
• Join the student division of a professional association in your field. If ·you get
active in such a group, you're likely to meet
a number of the regular members who can
offer leads on career opportunities.
• Write to people who work in companies -Or positions- that interest you. Include a resume (it can't hurt) and ask for an
"exploratory- appointment to learn more
about what •heir work involves· and how
they got into the business. Most people will
be pleased to talk to you- and inclined to
remember you.
• Last but certainly not least, "keep
your ears on.- Many jobs simply tum up if
you establish a wide circle of people who
know your abilities and interests- and
keep checking back to see what's happening.

•

At a growing number of campuses,
videotaped "job interviews" featuring campus placement personnel as interviewers
are preparing students for the job hunt.
The service is usually offered to seniors,
who put together resumes for hypothetical
jobs in their fields and submit them to
assigned interviewers.
Using audio-visual equipment, the senior
and interviewer tape a 15- to 20-minute
interview, then immediately play it back
and review it. "Videotaping shows students
things they are often unaware of," says
Kitty Padgett, director of career planning
and placement at Michigan's Albion College. Common flaws students discover in
their interview behavior are:
• nervous motions like toe-tapping, cracking knuckles or playing with hair
• slouching
• indirect eye contact
• talking too little or too much
• irritating verbal mannerisms such a s
... like.* ...um" and "":you know"
. • not answering the questions directly.
Many schools also offer video taping
sessions to seniors who will face rigorou s
interviews when they try for admission to
competitive graduate schools. For those
who don't shine right away, further counseling and assertiveness training are often
available.

(

Chutzpah; Sometimes that's what it
-------~--~
takes to find the job you want. Author ·
Henry Miller had it even before he wrote
Tropic of Cancer. As a young job seeker,
he was turned down after an interview with
a corppany personnel director. Upset at the
rejection, Miller stormed up to the executive office to protest. The president, after
listening to Miller's outburst, decided to
hire him- as the new personnel manager.
•
One modern-day Miller, also rejected by
a personnel office, went directly to the
president's office where he was stopped by
the Stonewall Jackson of a secretary. Undaunted, he left the office and telephoned qualifications, then passed out resumes as
for the president. "I have this truckload of he literally pounded the pavement. An
fish to deliver," he told the hesitant secre- advertising agency personnel manager spottary. "Nobody's at his home and the fish ted him on the evening news and the
a re melting fast." The secretary, not wan t- resourceful young man traded his board
ing the responsibility for a load of spoiled for a job. Meanwhile, a taxi driver. excelfish, relented . An amused president hired lently located in Manhattan, taped a resume
• the bright, young and very persistent to the cab window in full view of his
passengers.
fishmonger as a management trainee.
If you've reached the point of massThe point : Be sure to inject a healthy
mailing your resumes at bulk rates, take a amount of zest and imagination into the
tip from two New Yorkers. One invested job-hunting process. It's a good way to
that postage money in a sandwich board, keep yourself psyched- and it may bring
painted "For Hire" on it, along with his some new opportunities rolling your way.

Do Some Detective Work

••

If you're interested in more information
about a specific company, or would like to
find more companies that might be interested in _1·ou, the place to go is your
placement center or the public library.
Begin with corporate directories such as
Dun and Bradstreet's, Standard and Poor's.
Moodv's manuals and Corporate Clearing
House . Make comparisons by taking note
of the past history of each business, its
financial balance sheet, number of holdings and employees, future growth patterns.

I

profits, sales records and the locations of
bra nches and subsidiaries.
More good sources Lg.elude the annual
reports issued by the cOmpanies to their
stockholders·. trade magazines such as
Forbes, Barron's and Business Week, and
business periodical indexes.
Researching a company can help you
write more effective letters of inquiry, find'
out which executive should get your resume
and sound a lot more knowledgeable at the
interview.

The Recruiters
Are Coming!

Guerrilla Tactics in the Job
Market
"You are in the
middle of an opportunity revolution,"
sliys manpower expert Tom Jackson
in this informationpacked guide to
discovering the kind
of job you want and
how to go after it.
The brief. punchy chaptersrtell you
how to target your goals, locate
the hidden job market, fill in with
extra training or temporary work
and launch the most direct and
effective job campaign . It's worthwhile - reading. By Tom Jackson
(Bantam Books, New York, 1978,
$2.50) .

•

Susan Rouse
Art major
"I've put together this huge
portfolio to show an interviewer. It's full of magazines
and calendars I've worked
on during summer jobs.
That's one of the most
important things-being prepared for the interview with
proof of what you can do."

At the average large state uni versity.
about 500 companies, from small businesses to corporate giants, conduct on-campus
recruiting throughout the year. While companies may be looking for engineering or
business graduates, liberal arts majors can
also find management-training positions
through this process.
Interview slots fill up rapidly. Although
·some schools are trying to come up with a
better system, most rely on the standard
first-come, first-served approach. Interview schedules are usually posted in the
placement office or advertised in the school
pap~r well in advance. so be on the
lookout. In order to interview with some
companies, students must meet the firms•
specified requirements (in terms of graduation date, location, etc. ). Be sure to get all
the details from your career counseling
center.

The Most Important
Piece of·Paper Is
Your Resume
"Your resume probably has
about 10 seconds to make an
initial impression on an employer," ·
says manpower expert Tom Jack~
son, author of The Hidden Job
.Market and Guerrilla Tactics in the
Job Market. Most students' resumes, he feels, are "documents of
mediocrity" that don't communicate positive skills and results.
Jackson offers the following tips
to keep your resume from landing
in corporate wastebaskets :
I. Take stock. Don't start writing
until you have compiled a list of
your skills, accomplishments and
experiences. This inventory will
!Jelp you pick and choose the most
relevant aspects of your background to use for a particular job
target.
2. Present your accomplishments.
Let the employer know about things
you've done which could relate to
his or her needs-not just the job
titles you had or the duties you
were supposed to perform.
3. Eliminate unnecessary information. Leave out personal data
like height and weight, race, religion or salary desired.
4. Limit your resume to one page.
This is the format most employers
say they prefer. There are few
young people whose job qualifications can't be summed up in one
page.
5. Use action verbs. Get sentences
and paragraphs off to a brisk start
with verbs like "created," "organized," "managed," "took responsibility for" and "built." Don't bury
your abilities and achievements
behind long, stuffy windups. Don't
use an overly cute or fancy style
unless you are applying for a job in
a field (like advertising) where it
could be appropriate.
6. Make ii look beautiful. Your
resume should exude professionalism and competence. If possible,
have it printed (not Xeroxed) on
good-quality white or cream-colored bond paper. If you are not a
good typist, have a friend or professional do it up on an electric
typewriter.
7. Don't expect a resume to land
you the job. A resume is merely a
direct-mail technique to help you
get your foot in the door. It's no
substitute for face-to-face contact
with an employer. After you send
out resumes, don't sit around waiting for employers to call. Get on
with your job-hunting campaign.
INSIDER
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Imported From Germany.
Ford Fiesta is Europe 's most successful new car in history. (Based
on new car nameplate sales in the
first 16 months.) It's an import
buyer's dream. A car that's at home
on the San Diego Freeway as well
as on the high-speed autobahn.
Fiesta-Wu ndercar.

..

'

Rack and pinion steering for
precise handling. And acceleration
that will absolutely move you . In
Ford tests, 1978 Fiestas accelerated from Oto 50 MPH in an average of about 9 seconds. And their
front disc brakes brought them
from 50 to O MPH in an average of
3.3 seconds.

Excellent Performance.

High EPA
Gas Mileage Ratings.

Performance is what Ford Fiesta
is all about. ·With front wheel drive
and Michelin steel-belted radials
to help take you up hills, through
mud and over ice and snow.

Fiesta not only gives you great
performance, but also high fuel
economy ratings. 1979 EPA gas
mileage estimates were unavailable at the time this ad was pub-

lished. See your Ford Dealer for
actual 1979 EPA ratings.

At Over 5,000 Ford Dealers.
Fiesta is sold and serviced at over
5,000 Ford Dealers and backed by
Ford Motor Company, Dearborn,
Mich. Test-drive a Fiesta and see
why we call it Wundercar.

FORD FIESTA
FORD DIVISION

